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PREFACE

TN offering this new volume of the Romance of

1 Colonization Series to the Public, a few words

by way of preface appear to be necessary . The work

is not a history of British India nor of the East India

Company, but an attempt to present in a popular

form some of the more romantic and salient features

of both. The reader whose great delight is in

statistics and figures, and to whom the legislative

and financial Acts of a country are the marrow of

history, must not look here ; but whoever likes to

read of battles and sieges, of mutinies and usurpa

tions, of imprisonments and escapades, of Oriental

treachery and British pluck, of fabulous fortunes

rapidly made and as rapidly lost, of sudden rises to

power and sudden downfalls, of plots and counter

plots ; whoever , in fact, relishes a story that stirs the
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blood and makes a man glad that he was born an

Englishman ; - may haply meet with something to

his taste in these pages.

Of the many works to which the author is under

obligations (and the literature connected with the

subject is exceedingly copious) there are a few

which call for special mention. For complete

epitomes the lacid Text Book, by Dr. Pope, and the

Short History, by Mr. Talboys Wheeler - scholarly

performances both - have been found invaluable ; as

has also the dignified and conscientious work by

Mr. Henry Beveridge,* which , however, is more than

an epitome. For the Hindu and Mohammedan

periods, Elphinstone, † Ward , † and Dow ſ have

been the chief authorities consulted ; but reference

has also been made to Brigg's Ferishta ,|| to the

valuable monographs on Buddhism by Dr. Reynolds

and Professor Rhys Davids, and to the essay on

Hinduism by Dr. Mitchell. For British India the

* A Comprehensive History of India .

† History of India . The Hindu and Mahometan Periods.

| View of the Hindoos : 4 vols.

$ The History of Hindostan, etc. : 3 vols.

|| Muhammedan Power in India : 4 vols.
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la

list is a much longer one. Macaulay's well-known

essays on Clive and Warren Hastings have not

been overlooked , but the chief sources of informa

tion have been the more modern productions of

Wheeler * and Malleson, † and a numerous array

of volumes which fall under the category of bio

graphies and journals. Exceptionally useful among

these have been the lives of Hastings and Clive by

Gleig and Malcolm ; Sir Hope Grant's manly and

graphic Incidents in the Sepoy War ; Lord Roberts'

recent volames of reminiscences, of which not the

least charm is their pervading kindliness and modesty

of tone ; Lady Sale's Journal ; Rotton ’s Chaplain 's

Narrative ; and Russell's My Diary in India . Notice

must also be taken of the eminently readable Military

Adventurers of Hindustan , by Mr. Herbert Compton,

which has furnished some of the most stirring in

cidents for the chapters on Mahratta history.

In the spelling of Oriental names the author has

adhered in the main to the plan adopted by Eastwick

* India under British Rule.

† History of the French in India , and Recreations of an Indian

Official.

| Forty -one Years in India : 2 vols .
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and Elphinstone— namely, of changing double o into

u , and double e into i ; but he has so far conformed

to the popular spelling as to write the frequently

recurring poorů ( = town ), not as pur, but pore ;

e.g ., Cawnpore, Nagpore, etc .

If Indian history finds comparatively few readers

in the present day, it is certainly not because the

facts which make up that history are void of interest.

Perhaps not infrequently the very wealth of material

at the disposal of the historian has led to an undue

compression of detail, and readers, taking alarm at

the bewildering number of places and personages

introduced, or at the complex nature of the facts

treated , have turned away disheartened ; for the

book which is opened for recreation will soon be

laid aside if the writer be found imposing too great

a strain upon the attention and memory .

It is on the above supposition, indeed , that the

author of the present volume has proceeded . In

almost every chapter he has had before his mind

some central character or incident, and, by grouping

- not too closely — his other characters and incidents

around this centre, has tried to weave a narrative

*
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which shall fix and concentrate the attention, and

so prevent that distraction and flagging of interest

which are almost infallibly produced when the canvas

is overcrowded with figures. This mode of treat

ment was hardly possible with the first two chapters,

which are in a sense introductory , but it has been

followed more or less faithfully in the others — not,

it is hoped, without the attainment of the object

laboured for.

A . E . K .

lore
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INDIA .

CHAPTER I.

THE COUNTRY AND THE PEOPLE .

PERH
APS

RH PS no subject lends itself more readily to

romantic treatment than the history of India :

certainly no part of that history is so full of move

ment and variety of incident as the period which

embraces the story of its colonization by the British .

It is of this period, in its more romantic aspects ,

that we propose to treat.

Ages before the crazy Englishman, Tom Coryat,

made his vow at the Mermaid Tavern in Bread

Street, that he would “go to India, see the Great

Moghul, and ride on an elephant”—a vow which

he performed to the very letter - India was conquered

by a people of Aryan race , whose descendants are

13
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.

the Hindus of the present day. The aboriginal

(Dravidian) races had no connection with the great

Aryan family , and though the bulk of them appear

to have adopted the habits and religion of their

conquerors, there were some interesting exceptions.

Sheltered by their caves and woods, not a few were

able to preserve their tribal individuality and customs,

and even a measure of their independence ; which

accounts for the existence at the present day of races

like the Gonds and Khonds, the Kôls and Santhals ,

those believers in bhôts (ghosts) and witches, who

still build their rude huts in the forests of the Soane

and Nerbudda, and among the hills of Surguja and

Chôta Nagpore .

That the new -comers were both physically and

intellectually superior to the vanquished people may

be gathered inferentially from the Vedas or Sacred

Books of the Hindus, and from their two great epic

poems, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata , as

well as from other sources. The oldest of the Sacred

Books, the Rig Veda, was probably in existence

when Moses indited the Pentateuch ; and some of

the earliest of its thousand hymns may be more

ancient than the Song of Miriam . These hymns

are of very unequal merit, but there are thoughts

in them which approach to the sublime. The
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Ramayana and Mahabharata are of much later date,

but they contain in their form unmistakable indi

cations of a traditionary origin , and, in spite of much

that is fabulous in the narratives, it is impossible

to doubt that they have a basis in fact. The

poems celebrate the valorous deeds of the early con

querors of India , much as Homer celebrates the

exploits of the Trojan heroes, though the characters

are not so vividly drawn as are those of the Iliad and

Odyssey . The hero of the Ramayana is Rama,who

invades the Deccan, and carries his conquests even

to Ceylon ; the hero of the Mahabharata is Krishna,

who, as an ally of the family of Pandu, assists

them in a war with their relations the Kurus, and

obtains for them the throne of Hastinapura , a town

near Delhi. Krishna, returning at the close of the

war to his capital at Gujerat, is accidentally slain

in a thicket by a hunter's arrow . Both poems have

war for their subject, which indicates the martial

character of the Aryan invaders ; while the Vedas,

and particularly that ancient commentary on the

Sacred Books, known as the Institutes of Menu, show

to what a pitch of civilization they had arrived .

The conquerors had come to stay. Historically

speaking , the first province which they made their

own was the Punjab, or “ land of five waters," a
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rich alluvial plain between Cashmir and Rajputana,

watered , as its name implies, by five rivers. The

chief of these rivers is the Indus, and from this

circumstance the new-comers were called Hindus .

Before long they had extended their conquests in a

south-easterly direction along the valleys of the

Ganges and the Jumna ; but they continued to be

known as Hindus, and the whole of the subjugated

territory (though not, as now, the whole of India)

was called Hindustan, or “ land of the Hindus."

East and south of this—namely in Bengal, the Deccan,

and the Peninsula — the aboriginal races (exclusive

of the few already specified) appear to have been

absorbed rather than displaced ; and having been

brought under the peculiar caste system of their

conquerors, they also were called Hindus . This is

the case even at the present day. The Bengalis and

Mahrattas, the Telegu, Tamil and Canarase — all non

Vedic races , and speaking one form or another of

the Dravidian languages — are known as Hindus.

A word as to caste . Menu, whose Institutes have

been referred to , and whose code was probably

drawn up about the time that Lycurgus was legis

lating at Sparta, and Isaiah was prophesying against

Judah and Jerusalem , was the law -giver who divided

the Hindus into castes . Possibly the system existed
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before his time, and merely assumed a settled form

in his writings. The castes were four in number :

the Brahmins, or priestly caste ; the Kshatriyas, or

military caste ; the Vaisyas, or merchant caste ;

and the Sudras, or slaves. We gather from one

of the Vedas * that the Brahmins proceeded from

the moath of Brahmâ, the Kshatriyas from his

arms, the Vaisyas from his thighs, and the Sudras

from his feet ; with which allegory agrees the

assignation of the priesthood and work of legislation

to the Brahmins, the executive department to the

Kshatriyas, trade and the cultivation of the land to

the Vaisyas, and every kind of menial and degrading

service to the Sudras.

The Kshatriyas became almost extinct before the

Mohammedan conquest of India , though the Rajputs,

whose name means sons of rulers ,” claim descent

from them. With the two lower castes , also, time

has wrought changes. The Vaisyas have merged

into the Sudras, who have now become the great

middle -class of India, but split up into numeroas

hereditary sub -castes, of which we need not speak

particularly. The Brahmins alone have maintained

exclusiveness of caste on the old lines , though even

they have relaxed certain of their rules. Formerly

* The Sama Veda.

2
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sel

they did no work , being supported by the liberality

of the laity ; now they enter into service, and are

to be found in all trades and professions. Some

are soldiers, some merchants, some husbandmen :

at the same time they never forget the obligations

of caste, and a Brahmin is still the salt of the

earth, the chief of created beings, in his own esti

mation no less than in the estimation of his humbler

co-religionists .

To lose caste is the most awful misfortune which

can fall upon a Hindu . It is a state of civil death .

A man who has lost caste cannot inherit, or contract,

or give evidence, and “ he is excluded from all the

intercourse of private life, as well as from the privi

leges of a citizen . He must not be admitted into

his father's house ; his nearest relations must not

communicate with him ; and he is deprived of all

the consolations of religion in this life, and all hope

of happiness in that which is to follow ." * It will

be remembered that the great Mutiny of 1857 arose

out of the carelessness of the British Government

in introducing among the Sepoy regiments cartridges

smeared with bullock's fat, the use of which would

have involved loss of caste.

The Hindu religion, in praise of which mach

* Elphinstone.
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nce
as

harmful nonsense is written nowadays, is simply

nature-worship , incorporated with a philosophy based

apon occultism and sophistical deceits. In this

system alchemy takes the place of chemistry and

astrology of astronomy, and the other sciences are

equally misunderstood. The gods of Hinduism are

many. From one Veda we learn that they are

" thrice eleven ” in number ; another places them

at three thousand three hundred and thirty-nine ;

and one of the later religious books swells the

number to three hundred and thirty millions ! Not

an illiberal allowance. In former times fire was

exalted to the first place among the gods, and was

worshipped as Agni ; Soma, a fermented and in

toxicating liquor prepared from the juice of a tropica]

asclepia,* came next ; then Varuna, the god of

heaven , who numbered the winkings of men's eyes

and upheld order throughout the universe. All that

is loftiest in their conceptions of divinity was em

bodied in Varuna, who is, indeed ,the most remarkable

personality in the Vedas .

But there are fashions in gods as well as in

garments, and under modern Hinduism the first

place is given to the well-known triad — Brahmâ,

Vishnu , and Siva, representing respectively the

* Asclepia acida.
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creating , preserving, and destroying principles . Vishnu

is the god who comes down to earth ; where he

assumes various bodily forms. His incarnations are

known as avatars or “ descents," ten of which have

been recorded . Of these the two chief are Râma

and Krishna, already referred to as the heroes of

the Ramayana and Mahabharata. The Krishna myth

is interesting in a religious point of view, from the

fact that the story of his childhood is believed to

be a travesty of the early life of Christ, based upon

the apocryphal “ Gospel of the Infancy.” Of the

avatars, or incarnations, nine are said to have passed,

but the tenth , when Vishnu is to appear on a white

horse , mowing down with his blazing scimitar the

wicked ones of the earth, is yet to come. The idea,

which is not wanting in sublimity, is evidently stolen

from the Apocalypse.

De Tocqueville has observed that “Hinduism is

perhaps the only system of belief that is worse than

having no religion at all ” ; and Macaulay has said

that all in that system is “hideous, grotesque, and

ignoble.” It would be difficult to impugn the testi

mony of those distinguished writers ; and the few

facts which we have dwelt upon certainly go far to

support it .

Some six centuries before Christ, Gautama, a
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се

Hindu raja 's son , and the founder of Buddhism , made

an effort to free the people from the intolerable

sacerdotalism of the Brahmins by teaching that

religion consists in duty , not rites — in inward purity,

not outward austerities. His influence gradually

prevailed , and after his death the new doctrines

spread rapidly . By the third century B .C. Buddhism

was triumphant throughout Hindustan , and Brahmin

ism had, to all appearances , received its death -blow .

For seven centuries the religion of Gautama pre

served the ascendency ; then a reaction set in , and by

the tenth century Buddhism had almost disappeared

from India . Like a tidal-wave, it had rolled on to

China and Mongolia, while Brabminism became again

the national religion .

With that a struggle of another kind began. The

worshippers of Brahmâ and the followers of Mohammed

came into conflict ; Hinduism and Islain were brought

face to face in stern rivalry. The history of the

Mohammedan conquest of India is a large subject,

and hardly falls within the scope of the present

work ; but a rapid glance over the centuries is

desirable.

Sindh, the most westerly province of India, was

the first piece of territory which fell into the hands

of the fierce Moslem invaders . It was conquered
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by an Arabian army under Mohammed Kasim , during

the dynasty of the Omayad caliphs. The decisive

battle was fought at Alor (now Bakkar) on the

Indus, where six thousand followers of the Prophet

put to flight the Raja's army of fifty thousand .

After the Arabs came the Turks. Their first

leader was the Sultan Mahmud of Ghazni, who

invaded the Punjab and Hindustan, and drove the

native Rajpat princes into the outlying country,

where they founded new kingdoms, - Malwa, Bundel

kund, etc. Mahmud made no less than twelve

incursions into India , and on each occasion carried

away immense plunder. At the capture of the forti

fied temple of Nagarcote, situated on one of the

lower ranges of the Himalayas, the treasures which

fell into his hands are thus given : 700,000 golden

dinars (about £300,000) ; 700 maunds (about 18

tons * ) of gold and silver plate ; 200 maunds (5 tons)

of gold in ingots ; 2,000 maunds (50 tons) of in

wrought silver ; and 20 maunds (10 hundredweight)

of pearls, diamonds, corals, and rubies . A single

necklace which he took from the Raja of Jaipal

during an earlier invasion was valued at 180,000

* A maund differs according to locality from about a quarter

to three-quarters of a hundredweight. We have taken the

mean measure - half a hundredweight.
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dinars ( £81,000 ) ! His last expedition was disastrous,

though he achieved the purpose for which it was

undertaken — namely , the destruction of the temple

of Somnath . On the return journey , a treacherous

guide kept the Sultan's troops wandering for three

days and nights in the desert of Sindh, where there

was neither forage nor water. Thousands perished

or went mad with heat and thirst, and only a small

remnant of the vast army got back to Ghazni. The

guide was suspected , and , being put to the torture,

confessed that he was one of the priests of the

desecrated temple.

The empire founded by Mahmud survived him

one hundred and fifty years, and then was over

thrown by the Mohammedan Afghans of Ghor,

whose sway, before the close of the thirteenth

century, extended over the Punjab , Hindustan and

Bengal. The capital of the new empire was Delhi,

where the sultans lived in great splendour. The

most famous of these Moslem princes , Ala -ud-din

(Aladdin ) even planned the conquest of all India ,

and carried his victorious arms into the Western

Deccan and the Peninsula , compelling the van

quished rajas. to pay tribute. On his death, a

serious Hindu revolt broke out at Delhi, which

spread over the newly acquired territory ; but it was
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put down, after enormous bloodshed, by the Tarkish

viceroy of the Punjab, who took Delhi by storm,

and thereupon founded a new dynasty, the Tughlak ,

which lasted nearly eighty years.

In 1398 Timur the Tartar, well called “ the fire

brand of the universe, " made his celebrated advance

into the Punjab, and was proclaimed King of India

at Delhi. This amiable follower of the Prophet

plundered and massacred the unfortunate people

without distinction of religion or sex , tortured his

prisoners out of mere wantonness, and burnt ap

cities and villages like brushwood. So great was

the terror of his name that the saltans of India

sent in their allegiance on the first tidings of his

approach, and loaded him with costly presents in

token of homage. At theAt the sack of Delhi, he

slaughtered the citizens, and then constructed a

pyramid out of their skulls.

Timur did not settle in the country, and anarchy

appears to have reigned at Delhi very soon after

his departure. Then arose one of the Sayyids, or

holy men, and restored order. He claimed to be a

descendant of Mohammed , and by that means got

himself proclaimed ruler of the city. In fact, he

became the founder of a dynasty of Sayyids. At

this point the history of Northern India becomes
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uncertain and obscure, and all we can be sure of

is, that a strife for dominion went on between

Afghans and Tartars for a space of fifty years , and

then the Afghans got the mastery, and Buhlal Lodi,

their leader, founded the Lodi dynasty. Twenty

five years later came the Moghuls, who struck

their first great blow in India at Panipat ( 1526) ,

when the Lodi dynasty was overthrown . The

Moghul power was at its height when the English

began to establish factories along the coast.

Meanwhile, affairs in Southern India were in an

equally distracted state . War and unsettlement were

incessant throughout the Deccan, the Peninsula,

Malwa, etc., where the efforts of the Mohammedans

to obtain a foothold were long and bravely con

tested. They had to contend with the Rajputs,

who claimed descent from the ancient warrior caste

(the Kshatriyas ), and these Rajputs were splendid

fighters. The story of the bloody wars between the

native maharajas of the Peninsula (Kshatriyas too,

though not necessarily Rajputs) and the sultans of

the Deccan, contains some of the ghastliest episodes

of assassination and massacre which history records.

A single instance will suffice. One of the sultans

gave some musicians an order for money on the

treasury at Vijayanagar, an impregnable frontier fort
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of the Hindus on the southern bank of the Tunga

bhadra river, as though the maharaja were his

vassal. “ The maharaja in revenge fell by surprise

on a frontier fortress of the sultan between the

Tunga -bhadra and the Kistna , and slaughtered the

garrison. The sultan swore that he would put a

hundred thousand Hindus to death ; and he kept

his vow , slaying the helpless villagers like sheep ,

women and children as well as men .” * The ma

haraja again retaliated by slaughtering thousands of

Moslem villagers. Thus the war of extermination

went on .

Not till the time of Aurangzebe, the sixth Moghul

emperor (1659 — 1707), did India as a whole become

subject to Moslem overlordship . The founder of

the Moghul empire in India was a Chagatai Tartar

named Baber, a descendant of the great Tamerlane ;

but his grandson, Akbar, did more than any one

to establish the Mohammedan rule in that country

on a sure basis . Akbar was a contemporary of

Elizabeth , and the first British India Company was

incorporated in his reign. Religious tolerance was

the great feature of Akbar's policy . He fought

against the Rajput princes, made them tributary ,

and then raised them to high rank in his court.

* Talboys Wheeler.
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He persecuted none, and put down with a strong hand

those who sought to stir up religious animosities.

Equal justice was dispensed to Hindu and Moham

medan throughoat his dominions. He encouraged

literature, art, and the sciences ; and schools of

every sort arose under his patronage. Christian

missionaries were even received at his court, and

his intimate friend, Feizi, a learned Mohammedan,

was commissioned to translate the four Gospels

into Persian . Akbar hoped to have welded into

one empire all the peoples of Hindustan — this was

the darling object of his life ; but he died before

he was able to carry it out.

His son and grandson , who reigned after him in

succession , lived lives of luxury and idleness, and

became noted for their many vices. The son ,

Jehangir , was a drunkard ; the grandson, Shah

Jehan, a debauchee. An Englishman, for some

time resident at Jehangir's court, thus describes

his daily routine : - “ His prayers being ended , foure

or five sortes of very well dressed and roasted

meats are brought him , of which, as he pleaseth,

he eateth a bit to stay his stomache, drinking once

of his strong drinke. Then he cometh forthe into

a private room , where none can come but such as

himself nominateth . In this place he drinketh
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other five cupfuls , which is the portion that the

physicians alot him . This done he eateth opium ,

and then he ariseth , and being in the height of

his drinke, he layeth him downe to sleep, every

man departing to his owne home ; and after he

hath slept two houres , they awake him and bring

his supper to him ; at which time he is not

able to feed himself, but it is thruste into

his mouth by others ; and this is about one of

the clocke ; and then he sleepeth the rest of the

night.”

Shah Jehan, the son of this disgusting sybarite,

had a passion for magnificent buildings and enter

tainments, which the enormous wealth in his trea

suries enabled him to indulge to the full. Gorgeous

palaces sprang up in his principal cities as by the

touch of a magician 's wand. An extraordinary suite

of tents ( for the old nomad instinct was strong in

the Moghul rulers of India ) was made for him in

Cashmir, which it took two months to pitch ; and

it is said that one of the festivals in his honour

cost over a million and a half sterling ! The famous

peacock throne was perhaps the most superb monu

ment of his prodigality. “ It took its name from

a peacock with its tail spread (represented in its

natural colours in sapphires, emeralds, rubies, and
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other appropriate jewels ), which formed the chief

ornament of a mass of diamonds and precious stones

that dazzled every beholder.” * Six millions and a

half sterling is said to have been the cost of this

unique piece of furniture.

After Shah Jehan came Aurungzebe, who is gene

rally regarded as the last of the Great Moghuls. He

was a younger son of Shah Jehan, and obtained the

throne by treachery and murder in his father's life

time. This imperial fratricide undid all the best

work of his great-grandfather, Akbar ; though, as

we have previously said , he was the first to bring

the whole of India (a small portion of Mysore

alone excepted ) under Moslem rule . What he ac

complished as a skilful warrior he spoiled as a

fanatic . But though his intolerance exceeded that

of all his predecessors, his zeal for Mohammedanism

was seen rather in his systematic discouragement of

the Hindus than in more definite acts of cruelty.

He excluded them from office, — degraded them by

a special tax, - prohibited their fairs and festivals,

and insulted their temples : “ But it does not

appear,” says Elphinstone, “ that a single Hindu

suffered death, imprisonment, or loss of property

for his religion ; or, indeed , that any individual

* Elphinstone.
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was ever questioned for the open exercise of the

worship of his fathers.”

A prey to remorse and terror, Aurangzebe died

on the 21st of February, 1707, in the eighty -ninth

year of his age and the fortieth of his reign.

Almost his last words were : “ Wherever I look I

see nothing but the Divinity. . . . I have com

mitted numerous crimes, and I know not with what

punishments I may be seized . . . . The agonies of

death come upon me fast.”

Such is the summary, the slender thread of

events, which connects the India of ancient times

with the India of European knowledge and inter

course. No more than the barest outline has been

here attempted. A circumstantial account of the

long struggle between Hinduism and Islam which

preceded the coming of the English to India must

be looked for elsewhere. In the volumes of Ferishta,

Orme, and Elphinstone, the reader will find the

history of that period ably set forth , as well as

the social condition of the vast millions who owned

the sceptre of the Great Moghuls. For years after

the English began to settle in the country that

condition was little changed ; and hence Macaulay's

lively picture of the native populations in the early

days of the East India Company may be appositely
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referred to here. He has told us of “ the huge

trees, older than the Moghul empire, under which

the village crowds assemble ” ; of the fragile huts

of the peasants, with their thatched roofs ; of “ the

tracery of the mosque where the imaum prays with

his face to Mecca ” ; of “ the drums and banners,

and gaudy idols ; the devotee swinging in the air ;

the graceful maiden, with the pitcher on her head,

descending the steps to the river- side ; the black

faces, the long beards, the yellow streaks of sect ;

the turbans and the flowing robes ; the spears and

the silver maces ; the elephants with their canopies

of state ; the gorgeous palanquins of the prince,

and the close litter of the noble lady.” Eloquently,

too, bas the great essayist described for us the

suitors laying their gold and perfumes at the feet

of sovereigns, in halls rich with tracery and colour;

the gipsy-camp pitched on the wild moor; the

bazaar, “ humming like a bee-hive with the crowd

of buyers and sellers " ; and lastly, the lonely

courier, shaking his bunch of iron rings to scare

away the hyenas, as he hurries through the jungle .

He might have taken his readers farther , and have

pictured for them the grain -boats plying on the

Ganges ; the torchlight marriage procession , with

its dancing women and wild music ; the closed
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zenana - luxurious abode of dreamy and voluptuous

beauty ; the barbarous suttee, at which the young

widow immolates herself on the funeral pyre of her

husband ; the Thug murderer, lying in wait for the

unwary traveller in solitary places, and strangling

him in the names of Kali and Siva ; — for all these

things belong to the India of the past, the India

of Akbar and Jehangir, of Shah Jehan and

Aurungzebe, the Great Moghuls by whose sufferance

merchant-adventurers from Europe first began to

settle in the Concan and Carnatic .

As for the natural features of India, they are only

less remarkable than its history. A country of vast

extent and inexhaustible resources, experiencing every

kind of climate - moist and dry , hot , cold , and

temperate ; a land of rivers and hills, of arid plains

and luxurious forests ; of strangest fauna and flora ;

of iron mines, which from time immemorial have

furnished the steel for the scimitars of Damascus

and Khorasan ; of gold - fields and diamond- fields ; of

pearl-fisheries without a rival ; of opals , amethysts,

and precious stones innumerable. A land of wonderful

starlight and moonlight ; of whirlwind and tempest ;

of storm -wave and flood ; of ruin -flashing lightning

and pitiless sunstroke ; of plague and pestilence ; of

drought and famine ; of voracious wild beasts and
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poisonous reptiles ; — this is the country , and these are

the scenes and phenomena, in the midst of which

England's struggle for supremacy in the East was

carried to a triumphant issue.



CHAPTER II.

SOME MERCHANT-ADVENTURERS AND THE FOUNDING

OF JOHN COMPANY.

MHE first Europeans in modern times to form

1 settlements in India were the Portugaese. Four

hundred years have passed away since the intrepid

explorer, Vasco da Gama,sailed from themouth of the

Tagus, with his three small ships, en route for India .

The combined crews amounted to no more than one

hundred and sixty souls, and of these some turned

homewards not long after passing Cape Verd .

Reduced to two vessels , Da Gama went manfully

forward , and the Cape of Good Hope was sighted

about four months after leaving home. His men ,

who had more than once shown a mutinous spirit,

grew confident in his leadership when they saw the

skill with which he navigated those stormy seas,

and they doubled the Cape amid music and general

rejoicing.

a n

34
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Instead of now directing his course in a straight

line for India, Da Gama followed the eastern shore of

the African continent, making careful observations,

and touching at various points for the purpose of

watering and refitting . No European ship had passed

this way heretofore, and hence almost everything

which met his eyes was curious and new. At Sofala,

in the Mozambique Channel, then a great emporium

of Africa, the natives were far more civilised than

those farther south ; yet Da Gama learnt, from two

of their chiefs who visited his ship, that they were

in commercial relations with a people more civilised

than they. Who could these unnamed traders be

but natives of India ? The chiefs afterwards sent

two pieces of calico on board for sale, which tended

to confirm this impression. The calico must have

come from Calicut, from whence the very name of

the material was derived ; and what was Calicut but

a port of India ?

At Melinda, an African city considerably farther

north, the Portuguese fell in with an Indian pilot

named Melemo Kana, a native of Gujerat, who

engaged to accompany them the remainder of the

journey. The pilot fully understood the uses of

compass, charts, and quadrants, and, when a Porta

guese astrolabe was shown him, would hardly deign
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to notice it, it was so inferior to other instruments

for the same purpose with which he was familiar.

Twenty -three days after setting sail from Me

linda, land was sighted, and Da Gama hurried on

deck and pointed his glass with feverish eagerness

at the long line of coast still eight leagues away .

“ That is India ,” said the pilot, and nodded his

head with Oriental impassiveness in the direction

to which all eyes were now turned.
India it was ;

and on the 20th of May, 1498, three hundred and

four days after leaving home, the ships came to

anchor before Calicut.

Some small fishing boats, which were lying off

the beach -built, harbourless town,* speedily crowded

round, and under their guidance Da Gama brought

his own vessels as near to land as the depth of

water would allow . A Portuguese criminal, whose

sentence had been remitted on condition of his ac

companying the expedition, was then sent ashore

Da Gama not feeling justified in risking the lives

of any of the crew in this pioneer work .

little while the envoy came back unharmed , and with

him two Moors, one of whom shouted out in Spanish,

as the boat was approaching the ship : “ Good luck !

In a

* Calicut was situated on an open beach, and had neither

roadstead nor harbour.
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good luck ! Many rubies, many emeralds ! Thou

art bound to give God thanks for having brought

thee where there are all sorts of spices and precious

stones, with all the riches of the world.” The joy

of the crew at being thus welcomed in their own

language thousands of miles from home, was over

powering, and many were melted to tears.

To trace the subsequent fortunes and misfortunes

of Da Gama's expedition is not at all our purpose ;

still less do we propose to tell here the story of

the rapid rise and decline of the Portuguese power

in India — a power which reached its climax under

the gallant Albuquerque early in the sixteenth

century, and which had become little more than a

memory before the century had reached its close.

At no time were the possessions of the Portuguese

in India at all extensive. To speak of “ empire ”

in such a connection would be absurd. A strong

and well-placed fort here and there along the coast,

the islands of Bombay, Salsette, etc., and two or

three important cities like Goa and Calicut, are

practically all they ever had. Possibly the idea of

empire in the East never laid hold of the minds of

Da Gama's countrymen, or the discovery of the

Brazils may have so enamoured them with the

American continent as to make them indifferent
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about India. It is , however, certain that before

the close of the sixteenth century the Dutch had

stripped them of nearly all their power ; and when,

not many years after, the British began to pash

their fortunes in the East, the Portuguese were in

no condition to oppose them.

The circumstances under which vessels from

English ports first visited India have often been

related , and the story lies at the very threshold of

our inquiries. The desire was probably as old as

the time of Henry VII., when the English people

began to manifest a spirit of maritime discovery ;

but not till the reign of Queen Elizabeth did the

bold merchants of London begin in a serious way

to concert measures for obtaining a share in the

productive commerce of the East. In the year 1581

a rich Venetian carrack, laden with commodities for

this country, was wrecked on the Goodwin Sands.

The vessel came from Ragusa, a Turkish port in

the Mediterranean ( for the Venetians had a treaty

of commerce with the Turks ), and she carried

produce enough to supply the demand of the king

dom of England for a whole year. The loss fell

heavily upon the Venetians, who declared that

they must henceforth cease their annual visit to

our ports ; but the English merchants, far from
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more

being overwhelmed by this announcement, conceived

the ambitious idea of rivalling the Venetians by

opening up a direct trade in Indian goods with the

Turk . “They devised ,” says one of their number,

who had seen the argosy go down, “ how such com

modities may come into our hands by a

direct way than to be served, as we were, at second

hand ; and therefore resolved to make an overture,

by favour of the Queen and her letters, to the

Great Turk, for an immediate traffic from England

to Turkey , and his dominions, and so thence again ,

with ships of her own subjects, without being be

holden to them ” (the Venetians] .
66 These letters

were sent by Her Majesty, and received with great

courtesy and friendship by the Grand Seignor, as

appears by his letters , yet extant. In conclusion, the

articles were agreed upon , and a grant made of great

privileges and immunities to Her Majesty's subjects,

which have since continued and been peaceably en

joyed. Thus the first trade between England and

India was opened through the Levant, and the

Turkey merchants were regarded as the true East

India traders .”

Though the Venetian middlemen were thus satis

factorily disposed of, the advantages of a direct

commercial intercourse with India were still un
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attained . A British Levant Company was one thing :

a British East India Company was quite another.

Nevertheless, there had already been various gallant

attempts on the part of English merchant vessels

to reach India. The Venetian , Sebastian Cabot,

whose father had settled in Bristol in the reign of

Henry VII. , was the first to make a trial . He set

out with the hope of discovering a north -west

passage, and failed . Then there were two equally

unsuccessful attempts to find a north-west passage.

Sir Hugh Willoughby, who commanded the first

expedition , became ice- locked off the coast of

Labrador, and perished, with all his crew ; the

second expedition turned back after reaching

Veigatz, an island near the southern extremity of

Nova Zembla.

Then, in 1583, an attempt was made to reach the

coveted regions by an overland route. The originator

of this project was an Englishman, named Stevens ,

formerly a student at New College, Oxford, who had

made a voyage to Goa in a Portuguese vessel , and

having settled there, had sent home enthusiastic

accounts of the commercial resources of India. The

actual leaders in this adventure were John Newbury

and Ralph Fitch, both men of fearless and enter

prising spirit, and in every way fitted to face the
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dangers of so perilous a journey. They reached

Ormuz in the Persian Gulf in safety about the

beginning of the following year, and commenced

business, but six days after their arrival were

arrested and imprisoned at the instigation of an

Italian, named Michael Stropene, who was jealous

of their rivalry in trade. The authorities at Ormuz,

after some delay, sent the prisoners on to Goa,

where they were again placed in confinement. Thus

they reached India . Justification for the fresh act

of oppression was sought for in the fact that Sir

Francis Drake had fired two balls at a Portuguese

galleon , when passing Malacca. In vain did

Newbury plead and protest, denying any participa

tion in the alleged crime, and complaining of the

injustice and inequality with which the English

were treated . All the nations of Europe and Asia ,

said he – French , Flemings, Germans, Muscovites,

and Persians were allowed freely to reside and

traffic at Goa ; only Englishmen were excluded.

At last a slight concession was made in their

favour, and they were permitted to reside at their

own house , under a bond that they would not quit

Goa without permission. They seemed to have

owed their release to the friendship of Stevens,

who had some influence with the Archbishop of
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Goa ; but no friendship was strong enough to

protect them from the encroachments, thefts, and

plottings, of the Portuguese. They were kept in a

constant state of apprehension — at one time their

lives being threatened, at another time their liberties.

At length they resolved to take advantage of such

freedom as remained to them by escaping from the

town ; and on the 5th of April, 1585, this resolve

was carried into execution, and they proceeded on

their way into the interior.

Passing through Belgaum, at that time a great

market for diamonds and other precious stones,

they came to the royal city of Bijapore, where they

witnessed all the pomp and circumstance of Hindu

idolatry. The idols , say our travellers, were “ some

like a cow, some like a monkey, some like peacocks,

and some like the devil.” Golconda they found to

be “ a fair and pleasant city, the houses well built

of brick and timber, and surrounded by a country

abounding with delicious fruits and rich diamond

mines.” They passed through Candeish, a district

surprisingly fertile and prosperous ” ; visited the

rock -built capital of Malwa ; and thence proceeded

to Agra, “ a city populous and great,” superior to

sixteenth-century London, with fine stone buildings

and “ fair and large ” streets. The Moghul Court
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SO
resided at Fatipore, a larger city, but not

handsome ; andand the travellers affirmaffirm that the

whole distance between Agra and Fatipore re

sembled a market, “as full as though a man were

still in a town." Here one of the company remained

as jeweller in the service of the Grand Moghul,

Akbar the Great, receiving, in addition to a muni

ficent yearly wage, a house, a horse, and five

slaves.

Fitch visited Allahabad and descended the Ganges

to Benares, -then , as now, the Mecca of Hinduism ,

à city of shrines and minarets , of crowded lofty

alleys and broad marble stairways, which lead down

to the bathing places by the river. He gazed in

wonder at the gorgeous temples, and witnessed some

of the ceremonies in honour of Brahmân and Vishnu ;

while “ the black and evil -favoured idols,” with

their “monstrous mouths, their ears gilded and full

of jewels, and their teeth and eyes of gold, silver,

and glass, ” evidently made a great impression . He

proceeded to Patna, through a district infested by

robbers , who wandered from place to place like

Arabs :: and he noticed that the country swarmed

with religious mendicants, who went about in garbs

of sanctity, imposing on the credulity of the people.

Of one of these pretenders, who sat asleep on horse
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back in the market-place, the traveller says : “ They

thought him a great man, but sure he was a lazy

lubber ; I left him there asleep.” On the eastern

side of the continent he explored the provinces of

Orissa , Bengal, and Bhutan ; and then proceeded

to Further India , traversing Pegu and Malacca .

Returning to Bengal, the wanderer shipped for

Cochin , and having touched at Ceylon — " a brave

island, very fruitful and fair ” — he doubled Cape

Comorin , and reached the place of his destination

in safety. After remaining at Cochin eight months,

he sailed to Goa and Ormuz, and so completed an

extremely perilous and successful journey through

India .

Such, in outline , is the story of Newbury and

Fitch's romantic expedition ; in many respects one of

the most remarkable which the annals of exploration

afford .

In 1582 the first direct attempt was made to

break up the Portuguese monopoly of navigation by

the Cape of Good Hope. It was a disappointing

failure. Instead of sailing by his instructions, the

commander of the expedition , a gentleman named

Fenton, wandered off with his vessels to the Brazils,

apparently in the hope of reaching India by the

circuitous south -west passage, through the Straits
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of Magellan and across the great Pacific Ocean.

But fear of the Spaniards made him irresolute , and

in the end he decided to abandon the voyage alto

gether. The vessels, four in number, parted company

soon after, and only one of them , the Bonaventure,

returned home in safety .

The English merchants seem to have been quite

undaunted by the frequent and uniform failure of

their efforts, however, for in less than ten years

another expedition was fitted out. In some respects

this was more fortunate than its predecessors ;

though of the three vessels which set sail from

Plymouth, one had to be turned into a hospital

ship , and sent back before the Cape of Good Hope

had been doubled, and a second was lost in a storm

off Cape Corrientes. But the third , which was

none other than the Bonaventure of Fenton ’s result

less expedition , continued its course to India , and

actually passed the southern extremity of the penin

sula in the month of May, 1592. Plunder, rather

than peaceable mercantile transactions , was the object

of all on board ; and instead of attempting to open

ap relations with the natives , they cruised about

in the Indian Ocean on the look -out for richly

laden vessels which they might seize as prizes.

These predatory proceedings resulted in the capture
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of no less than five ships of importance, of which

two were afterwards given back . Of the lawful

prizes (so called), one contained a valuable cargo

of pepper, another of rice, and the third was laden

chiefly with wine and European goods. Further

piratical projects were in the mind of the enter

prising captain of the Bonaventure when he fell

sick ; and the crew , in a spirit of mutiny, weighed

anchor and set sail for England.

Before the close of the sixteenth century, yet another

expedition was in contemplation ; and an association

of merchant-adventurers was formed in London for

the purpose of financing and equipping it. A con

tract was drawn up, containing “ the names of suche

persons as have written with their owne handes , to

venter in the pretended voiage to the Easte Indias

(the whiche it maie please the Lorde to prosper),

and the somes that they will adventure, the xxij

September, 1599 ” ; the said sums amounting in the

aggregate to £30,000. A petition for the royal assent

to “ the pretended voiage” was at first favourably

received by Elizabeth ; but stress having been laid

on the fact that the expedition might give umbrage

to Spain , with whom a treaty of peace had just

been concluded , the Queen's approval was temporarily

withdrawn. The celebrated Fulke Greville was com
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missioned to draw up a report, however, in which

the Spanish claims to the dominion of the seas ( for

Portugal was now only a dependency of Spain) were

considered , as well as their preposterous pretensions

to the exclusive occupation of all new lands in the

East or West — not only those which had already

been discovered , but such as might yet be discovered

in those regions.

The report contains some curious blunders ; as ,

for instance, the confounding of Taprobana (Ceylon)

with Sumatra ; but one may gather from it a

sufficiently clear idea of the general state of Eastern

commerce in the stirring days of Queen Bess.

After tracing the east African coast as far as Cape

Guardafai, Greville proceeds :—“At the said Cape

the Portugalls yeerly lye in wayte for the Turkish

shippes, which adventure to traffique without their

licence, houldinge themselves the only commaunders

of these seas. From the Cape to the mouth of the

Red Sea are also many small dominions of white

Mahometans, rich in gould, sylver, ivory, and all

kynd of victualls ; and behind thes cuntries, in

the mayne, lyeth the great empire of Prester John,

to whom the Portugalls (as some write ) doe yeerly

send eight shippes, laden with all kynde of merchan

dise, and also furnish themselves with many sayllers
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out of his coast townes in the Red Sea. In the

bottom of this sea, at a place called Sues, the

Turckes build gallies which scoure all that coast,

as far as Melinde, and everie yeer annoy the

Portugalls exceedinge much. Beyond the Red Sea,

Arabia Felix is governed by manie sultans of

greate and absolute power, both by sea and land ;

upon the pointe thereof standeth the riche and

stronge cittie Aden, wher both Indians, Persians,

Ethiopians, Turckes and Portugalls have exceedinge

greate traffique. Beyond the Gulf of Persia that

kinge possesseth all the coast, and hath greate traffique

with the Portugalls, with pearles, carpetts, and other

riche commodities. The Ile of Ormus lyeth in the

mouth of this gulf, and is subject to the Persians ,

but so that the Portugalls hath a parte in it, and

ther is the staple of al India, Arabia, Persia, and

Turkie, whither Christian merchants do also resort,

from Aleppo and Tripolis, twyse in the yeere.”

Of India the writer says : “ Beyond the Persian

lieth the Kingdom of Cambaia, which is the fruitful

lest of all India, and bath exceedinge greate traffique.

The Portugalls possesse then the towne of Dieu,

scituate on an iland in the mouth of the Indus, wher

he hath greate trade with the Cambaians, and all

other nations in these partes . Next is the cuntrie
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of the Malabars, who are the best souldiers of India,

and greatest enemies of the Portugalls: it was

an entyer empier, now divided into many

kingdoms ; part is subject to the Queen of

Baticola, who selleth great store of pepper to the

Portagalls, at a town called Onor, which they

houlde in her state : the rest of Malabar is divided

into fyve kingdoms, Cochin, Chananor, Choule,

Coulon, and Calechut ; the last was the greatest,

but, by the assistance of the Portugalls, Cochin

hath now prevailed above him. Beyond the

Malabars is the kingdom of Narsinga, wher the Por

tugalls also traffique. Then the kingdom of Orixen

and Bengalen by the ryver Ganges, as also of

Aracan , Pega, Tanassaria, and Queda.” Here follows

passage full of delightful confusion, in which the

writer wanders off to Sumatra and the Philippine

Islands, but apparently suddenly remembers that

no mention has been made of Goa in his account

of India, and hastens back to rectify the omission .

“ Lastly, at Goa, there is great resort of all

nations, from Arabia, Armenia, Persia, Cambaia,

Bengala, Pegu, Siam, Malacca, Java, Molucca, and

China ; and the Portugalls suffer them all to lyve

ther, after their owne manners and relligions ; only

for matter of justice they are ruled by the Portu

4
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gall law . In the yeere 1584, many ambassadors

came to Goa from Persia, Cambaia, and the Mala

bars, and concluded peace with the Portugalls ;

1586, the Arabians slew above 800 Portugalls .”

The report must have had a favourable effect

upon the Queen, for shortly afterwards she re-signi

fied her approval of the merchant adventurers'

expedition, and on the last day of the sixteenth

century granted them a charter. By the terms of

this charter the petitioners were permitted “at their

own adventures, costs and charges,” to “adventure

and set forth one or more voyages, with convenient

number of ships and pinnaces, by way of traffick

and merchandize to the East Indies, in the countries

and ports of Asia and Africa, and to as many of

the islands, ports and cities, towns and places,

thereabouts, as where trade and traffick may by all

likelihood be discovered , established or had, divers

of which countries, and many of the islands , cities

and ports thereof, have long since been discovered

by others of our subjects, albeit not frequented in

trade of merchandize.” The petitioners were consti

tuted a “ body corporate and politick, in deed and

in name, by the name of The Governors and Com

pany of the Merchants of London trading into the

East Indies ” ; in which name and capacity they
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were empowered “ to possess or dispose of land ,

tenements and hereditaments , to have a common

seal, to sue and to be sued ,” and, in general, “ to

do and execute all and singular other things by

the same name.”

The first two voyages conducted under these new

auspices were of a distinctly piratical character, and

brought much profit to the Company. The little

legitimate trade that was opened up was confined

almost entirely to the islands of Sumatra , Java,

and the Moluccas, and none of the ships entered

an Indian port ; we may therefore proceed at once

to speak of the third voyage, which has points of

interest of a special character.

Three ships were equipped for this voyage at a

total cost of £28 ,560, and they carried between

them over seven thousand pounds worth of British

staples, and £17,600 in bullion. Of these ships, one

proceeded to the Moluccas, a second to Sumatra , and

the third , with which alone we have to do, to India .

This third vessel was the Hector, commanded by

Captain Hawkins ; and on the 24th of August,

1608, it sailed into the Gulf of Cambay and anchored

off Sarat. It was the first vessel of the Company

which had entered a port of the Continent of India .

The throne of the Moghuls was occupied at that

en
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time by Jehangir, son of Akbar the Great, and

Captain Hawkins determined, if possible, to obtain

an interview with this potentate. Three circum

stances were in his favour : first, he was furnished

with a letter from the King of England to the

Great Moghul; secondly , he could speak the

Turkish language ; thirdly , he had unlimited cour

age and assurance.

Having handed over the command of the Hector

to his first officer, with instructions to proceed with

it to Bantam , on the north -west extremity of Java,

where the Company had already established a

factory, he set off for Agra, a city on the Jumna,

where Jehangir was holding his court. The

Englishman's reception was most favourable. Not

only was he admitted to a durbar of the Great

Moghul, but every distinction was shown to him ,

and Jehangir was so pleased with the captain 's

address and conversation , that he invited him to

the palace daily . The Portuguese were much chag

rined, and employed all their Jesuitical diplomacy

against the favourite, but for some time without

success.

A true servant of the Company, Hawkins lost no

time in laying before Jehangir the grievances of the

English merchants , and requested certain privileges
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of trade for his employers, which the Moghul ex

pressed himself ready to grant. The monarch went

further than this. He invited Hawkins to remain

in India as the Company's representative, and

promised , if he would do so, to give him a salary

of £3,200 per annum , the revenues of a considerable

district, and the command of four hundred horse.

The Englishman jumped at the bait, and in the

fulness of his heart indited a jubilant letter to the

Company, explaining his reasons for accepting the

offer.

In the course of this letter, he says : “ I, trusting

apon his ” [ Jehangir's] “ promise , and seeing it was

beneficiall both to my nation and myselfe, being

dispossessed of the benefit which I should have

reaped , if I had gone to Bantam , and that after halfe

a doozen of yeeres , your worships would send another

man of sort in my place, in the meane time I should

feather my nest and do you service ; and further,

perceiving great injuries offered us, by reason the

king is so farre from the ports , for all which causes

above specified , I did not think it amiss to yield unto

his request.”

But the favours bestowed upon the English

adventurer were not conducive to the spread of kindly

feeling at the Moghul court. The nobles were
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offended at the notice taken of the new -comer, and

the Portuguese Jesuits, who possessed a good deal of

influence at Agra , plotted and intrigued with tireless

pertinacity to defeat the great object of Hawkins'

mission. Evidence came to his knowledge at last

of a conspiracy to poison him , and he complained to

Jehangir. The Moghul proposed a remedy which was

ingenious and somewhat startling. “ The King was

very earnest with me," writes the Captain , “ to take

a white mayden out of his palace,” and pledged his

royal word that he would give her all things

necessary, with slaves” ; moreover, " she should turne

Christian, and by this means my meates and drinkes

should be looked into by them ” [the slaves], " and I

should live without feare.” Hawkins objected ,

however, that the damsel was a Moor, but added ,

6 if so bee there could bee a Christian found, I would

accept it.” Jehangir took him at his word, and with

a readiness that seems somewhat to have alarmed

the honest captain , produced the orphan daughter

of an Armenian Christian . “ I little thought," wrote

the captain , “ that a Christian's daughter could be

found ; ” but now , “ seeing she was of so honest

a descent, and having passed my word to the King,

I could not withstand my fortunes. Wherefore I

tooke her : the priest was my man Nicholas,which I
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thought had beene lawfull, till I met with a preacher

that came with Sir Henry Middleton , and hee showing

me the error, I was newly marryed againe : so ever

after I lived content and without feare, shee being

willing to goe where I went, and live as I lived."

But troubles were at hand . Princes' favours do not

always last, and Jehangir unfortunately was better

at making promises than at keeping them . The tide

of the English captain's fortunes began to ebb. No

regiment of horse was placed at his command ; no

revenues from any portion of the Moghul's dominions

found their way into his pocket : even his salary

wasanpaid. Jehangir's courtiers, stimulated by bribes

from the Portuguese, instilled the gravest doubts

into his mind with respect to the bona-fide intentions

of the English merchants , and at last he was induced

to go back upon his word by recalling the valuable

commercial concessions which he had made to

Hawkins as the representative of the Company. Dis

appointed in all his hopes, and discerning no prospect

of a reaction in his favour, the Englishman left

Agra and made the best of his way back to the

coast.

Of the other early voyages of the Company's

servants it is unnecessary to speak in detail. We

are not writing a history of India , or even a history
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of the East India Company. The voyages of Captains

Saris and Hippon , in the year 1611, were of small

importance, bringing very little honour to the

Company and less profit : but in the following year

the spirited proceedings of Captain Best, who,with

only four ships, engaged a Portuguese fleet of two

hundred vessels off Surat, and came off victorious,

had some important after-consequences. When the

tidings of the victory reached the Moghul court,

Jehangir's unwillingness to enter into a commercial

alliance with the English immediately passed away ;

and within a very little while a treaty was drawn

ap between the Emperor and the Company, the

terms of which were in the highest degree favourable

to the latter. Its principal clauses were : “ That

the English should have full freedom of trade in

the Moghul's dominions; that their persons, while

ashore, should be protected from the Portuguese ; that

their imports should pay only 31 per cent.as customs;

that in cases of death no fees should be demanded,

and the goods of the deceased should be delivered

up to the first English ships which might subse

quently arrive ; that in cases of wrong,redress should

be speedily obtained ; and that an English ambassador

should be received, and permitted to reside at the

Moghul court."
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From the time when this important treaty was

delivered into the hands of Captain Best, at Swally,

the prospects of the Company improved rapidly,

and in spite of frequent quarrels with the Dutch

and Portuguese, the English merchants were hence

forth able to hold their own in India . Factories

were erected at Surat, Ahmedabad , Cambay and

Gogo ; and, in course of time, on the eastern coast

of the Continent also, namely at Piply in Bengal,

and at Chenna -patan in Madras ; at which latter

place the Company erected a fort. The native name,

Chenna- patan, was dropped by the English, and,

from the first, they spoke of the station as Fort

St. George. Fort St. George was the nucleus of

what was afterward the presidency of Madras ; but

Piply can hardly be called the beginning of the

Bengal presidency, a distinction which rather belongs

to the valuable strip of land on the northern bank

of the Hooghly, the present site of Calcutta, which

was acquired in 1690. Fort William, of which

we shall have something to say hereafter, was

included in this piece of territory.

In June, 1661 , the important island of Bombay

came into the possession of the British Crown .

Charles II . had married the Infanta Catherine of

Portugal ; and Bombay, “ together with all the
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rights, profits , territories and appartenances thereof,”

was part of her dowry . The island , by land-locking

a deep bay, forms the finest harbour in India : and

the Company were overjoyed at having such a place

of shelter thrown open to their vessels. About a

quarter of a century later, the island was placed in

imminent peril through the cowardice and incom

petence of the then governor, Sir John Child , a

servant of the Company, who insanely provoked

a war with the Great Moghul. Aurungzebe sent

a considerable force to attack the fort, which must

inevitably have fallen but for the timely death

of its imbecile and treacherous commander, when

the offended monarch consented to make peace .

Wemay add that, in imposing his terms, Aurung

zebe treated the English with a leniency which

they little expected and certainly did not deserve.

Unfortunately Sir John's successors were cast in

much the same mould as himself, and what with

their mismanagement abroad, and the peculation of

the directors at home, the affairs of the Company

fell into sad confusion . Popular distrust and indig

nation at length became so great that the House

of Commons was compelled to interfere ; and an

address was presented to the King , praying that

the Company might be dissolved and its charter
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revoked . The threatened calamity was averted by

means of extensive bribes — one hundred thousand

pounds, as was alleged , being spent in gratifications ;

but the Government, who were requiring a loan of

two millions about this time, took advantage of the

popular dissatisfaction , and granted an East India

charter to a new company of merchants, who had

offered to provide the loan .

What the old Company thought of this innova

tion , and of the prospects of their rivals, may be

gathered from the confident tone in which they

addressed their agents abroad. “ Two East India

Companies," so ran one of their letters, “ could no

more subsist, without destroying one ye other, than

two Kings at the same time regnant in the same

Kingdom . Now , a civil battle was to be fought

between the old and new Company ; two or three

years must end this war, as the old or the new

must give way . Being veterans, if their servants

abroad would do their duty, they did not doubt of

the victory ; if the world laughed at the pains the

two companies took to ruin each other, they could

not help it, as they were on good ground and had

a charter.”

In spite of these confident prognostications, the

" civil battle ” did not end in “ two or three
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years.” The new Company proved able to hold

its own, and notwithstanding all the efforts of its

older rival to drive it to the wall , at the end of

eight years it was still a power in the East. By

that time everybody was heartily tired of the

injurious competition , and in order to bring it to

a peaceable conclusion, the shareholders on both

sides agreed to an amalgamation, and thus the

two companies became one . This was in the year

1708 .

Aurangzebe, last of the Great Moghuls, was now

dead ; the empire which Akbar had built up was

entering on its decline ; and theand the French , new

comers upon the
scene, had alreadyalready established

settlements in the Carnatic and Bengal.



CHAPTER III .

GAUL AGAINST SAXON : THE STORY OF THE FRENCH

IN INDIA .

THE

HE French merchants proved far more powerful

rivals than the Portuguese or Dutch had been.

The factories which they founded at Pondicherry

and Chandernagore soon became flourishing colonies ,

insomuch that the jealous apprehensions of the

English merchants were roused. At the outbreak

of hostilities between the two nations in 1744,

the French East India Company proposed that a

neutrality should be established in the Indian seas ;

but, finding that the English were of another mind,

they lost no time in preparing for a struggle.

The first event of real importance was the siege

and capture of Madras, by a French fleet ander

the command of Labourdonnais, a humane, skilful

and gallant officer. At that time the territory in

question was a strip of land along the coast, five

61
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miles in length and one mile in breadth, with a

population of two hundred and fifty thousand,

most of whom were natives . Fort St. George,

which was the town proper, occupied the southern

extremity of this tract, and contained some fifty

good houses and not more than three hundred

inhabitants, all either Englishmen or continental

Europeans under English protection. A slender wall,

in the form of a parallelogram , and defended by

four bastions and batteries of defective construction,

enclosed the houses. All the fighting resources of

the place were the three hundred Europeans, it being

well known that the natives would offer no resistance.

The French fleet consisted of nine ships and two

bomb - vessels, and carried two thousand European

mariners and soldiers , four hundred Africans, four

hundred Indian natives , and the necessary siege

artillery and stores.

In the face of such terrible odds it is hardly

surprising that the place was taken. On the 18th

of September, 1746, Labourdonnais opened fire upon

the little fort with nine mortars, at a distance of

five hundred yards. The garrison knew that a

prolonged defence was not only hopeless but im

possible, yet they delayed surrendering till the last

moment, in the hope that an English squadron,
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which was known to be cruising not far off, would

come to their deliverance. At one time it was

rumoured that the longed - for fleet was approaching,

and the French took alarm and were on the point

of decamping ; but unfortunately there was no

truth in the report, and the siege was resumed

with increased vigour. Three of the largest ships

now joined in the bombardment, and the cannonade

became so heavy that the little garrison deemed

it prudent to attempt to open negotiations. Accord

ingly, after having maintained their position for

nearly a week, two of the besieged came out under

shelter of a flag of truce , and made the diplomatic

suggestion that, as the town was in the territory of

the Moghul, the French general might be willing

to withdraw his ships if the English paid a ransom .

But Labourdonnais impetuously dismissed the pro

position . “ I do not traffic in honour,” he said

proudly. “ The flag of France shall be planted in

Madras, or I shall die before its walls .”

There was no help for it, and on the seventh day

the fort capitulated . By the terms of the capitula

tion “ the whole of the merchandise and the move

able property passed at once to the captors , and all

the English became prisoners of war" ; but it was

stipulated that the place should be restored to the

as
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English on the payment of a ransom , which was

subsequently fixed at £440,000 sterling.

From first to last Labourdonnais acted with

honour and humanity, and had he remained at

Madras a few months longer all the terms of the

treaty would probably have been carried out. But

he did not remain. The successful general had a

jealous rival in India, in the person of the governor

of Pondicherry , the ambitious and unprincipled

Dupleix . Under the pretence that Madras was

locally within his government, Dupleix sent home

a garbled and damaging account of Labourdonnais’

proceedings, and having told the general to his face

that the treaty was not binding, ordered that no

ransom should be accepted . On Labourdonnais

refusing to become a party to this breach of faith ,

Dupleix threw off the mask of friendship, and made

an attempt to seize the person of his rival. The

attempt was a failure ; but the report which he

had sent home was so completely successful that

Labourdonnais was recalled.

Dapleix was now master of the situation , and he

lost no time in putting into execution the iniquitous

plan which had long been working in his mind. A

manifesto was drawn up which not only annulled

the treaty of ransom , but announced the confisca
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tion of all the property of the English, while it

tied them down to the miserable necessity, either

of being arrested and removed to Pondicherry, or

of remaining on parole as prisoners of war till

exchanged. The former alternative was chosen ,

and Dupleix, whose vainglory was equal to his

perfidy, exhibited his little handful of prisoners to

the gaping thousands of Pondicherry, after the

manner of a Roman triumph !

Bat a time of retribution was at hand . Among

the captives was a young Englishman named Robert

Clive, who had gone out to Madras three years

previously as a writer in the service of the Com

pany. Possessed of neither rank nor fortune, this

youth was destined to be the overthrower of Dupleix,

and the founder of the British Empire in India.

As a child he had given evidence of that dauntless

daring which afterwards carried him in safety

through innumerable straits and perils, though not,

perhaps, of that genius which was to place him in

the foremost rank of the world's generals. “ I am

satisfied ,” wrote his uncle, “that his fighting, to

which he is out of measure addicted, gives his

temper a fierceness and imperiousness, that he flies

out upon every trifling occasion ; for this reason I

do what I can to suppress the hero , that I may

5
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help forward the more valuable qualities of meek

ness, benevolence, and patience.” Instances of his

boyish daring have come down to us. On one

occasion he climbed the lofty steeple of Market

Drayton church, and horrified the good people of

the town by sitting astride a stone spout near the

vane. On another, when a little dam broke which

his companions had made across some water for

the mischievous purpose of flooding a tradesman's

shop, he threw his own body into the breach and

remained there till the damage was repaired.

Needless to say, to a youth of Clive's tempera

ment the restraints imposed upon the prisoners at

Pondicherry were peculiarly irksome. It was not

long, indeed , before he had devised and carried out a

plan of escape. Disguised as a Mussulman, he fled

from the town, and took refuge in Fort St. David .

A remarkable instance of his fearlessness occurred

about this time. Being challenged by an officer, to

whom he had lost money at cards, and whom he

had accused of cheating, his own bullet, at the

critical moment, missed its mark, and he was left

at the mercy of his antagonist. The officer ap

proached him and desired him to ask his life, which

Clive did .

6 And now retract your insult,” continued the
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officer, who was a hectoring bully as well as a

knave—and he handled his pistol threateningly.

“ And if I refuse ? ” demanded Clive .

" Then I fire,” was the reply.

Fire , and be hanged ! ” said Clive coolly. “ I

said you cheated, and I say so still ; ” whereupon

the astonished officer called his adversary a mad

man, and walked off, after throwing away his

pistol.

» * and

Such was the temper of the young Englishman

who was to retrieve the broken fortunes of " . The

United Company of Merchants of England ,

to lay the foundations of his country's greatness in

the East.

For a time, however, Dupleix had everything his

own way. Zealously bent on founding a French

empire in India, he stuck to his warlike policy,

making it his great endeavour to drive the British

from their possessions on the coast. Arms and

diplomacy were alike directed to this end ; and the

waning power of the Moghul emperors favoured

his designs . Since the death of Aurangzebe in

1707 the Empire had been in an unsettled — we had

almost said moribund - state ; and though it is true

that the dynasty of Baber and Akbar was to con

* The title adoptedby the amalgamated companies in 1708.
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tinue for another century and a half ,* a circumstance

without parallel in Indian history, yet many of the

emperors reigned only in name, and three of them

were actually pensioners of the British Government.

Even those who immediately succeeded Aarungzebe

owed their position to the influence of powerful

nobles , and were little better than puppet emperors ;

though they lived in great splendour, denied them

selves no sensual gratifications, and expended huge

sums of money in the erection of palaces , mosques,

and minars.

At the time when Labourdonnais was besieging

Madras, the reigning Moghul was Mohammed

Shah, and it was in the lifetime of this sovereign

that the empire was broken up. Mohammed, indeed,

was the last emperor who sat upon the peacock

throne of Shah Jehan — a significant fact. His

reign was a long one, dating from 1719 to 1748,

and in quite the early years of it, the powerful

Al Mulk, Nizam or Viceroy of the Deccan, set the

example of revolt by declaring himself independent.

Some of the Nawabs of provinces followed suit,

conspicuously the Nawab of the Carnatic, the province

* Mohammed Bahadur, King of Delhi, who joined the great

Sepoy revolt in 1857, and was banished for his share in the

Mutiny, was the last of the line. See pages 287 and 312.
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in which the struggle between the French and

English was going on ; while the lawless Mahrattas

ravaged Bengal and Central India , levying chout *

wherever they penetrated ; and, to crown all, Nadir

Shah, King of Persia , swept down upon Delhi

with an immense army, massacred the inhabitants,

and returned to his own country with money and

jewels to the value of a hundred millions sterling.

The imperial treasury was completely drained by

this locast-invasion, and the government never re

covered from the blow . The break -up of the Moghul

empire may be said to date from Nadir Shah 's

expedition .

Dupleix 's masterful skill as a diplomatist was

first conspicuously displayed in connection with two

of the functionaries above mentioned - namely , the

Nizam of the Deccan and the Nawab of the Carnatic.

Briefly , the circumstances were these. Nizam al

Mulk died in 1748, and his second son, Nazir Jung,

seized upon the throne. Muzaffar Jung, a grandson

of the old Nizam , put in a rival claim , based upon

an alleged will, and applied for assistance to the

French . In much the same way there were two

claimants for the throne of the Carnatic, Mohammed

* Chout ; a fourth of the revenues of a country, exacted by

the Mahrattas.
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Ali and Chunda Sahib : the former a son of the

aged Nawab — who, though still living, could not in

the course of nature last much longer ; the latter

only his son -in -law . Chunda Sahib , like Muzaffar

Jung, sought aid from the French .

Dupleix, full of his dreams of empire, saw at

once to what useful ends the two applications

might be turned , and readily consented to espouse

the cause of both pretenders. “ To make a Nabob

of the Carnatic — to make a Viceroy of the Deccan ,

to rule under their names the whole of Southern

India ; - this was indeed an attractive prospect.” *

In a battle that followed he had every reason to

congratulate himself on the course which he had

adopted . The French fought bravely ; the old

Nawab was killed ; and Mohammed Ali fled with

the wreck of his army to Trichinopoly . The English

had taken no part in the engagement, but as they

had espoused the cause of Mohammed Ali, the

victory was not the less a blow to them .

The triumph of the clever and designing French

man did not end here. For a time, at least, his

successes continued, and it really appeared as though

a great future was about to open before him . After

some months of fighting , negotiation , and intrigue,

* Macaulay.
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came

“ his ability and good fortune, ” says Macanlay,

“seemed to have prevailed everywhere. Nazir Jung

perished by the hands of his own followers ; Muzaffar

Jung was master of the Deccan ; and the triumph

of French arms and French policy was complete .

At Pondicherry all was exultation and festivity.

Salates were fired from the batteries, and Te Deum

sung in the churches. The new Nizam

thither to visit his allies ; and the ceremony of

his installation was performed there with great

pomp. Dupleix, dressed in the garb worn by Mo

hammedans of the highest rank, entered the town

in the same palanquin with the Nizam, and, in

the pageant which followed , took precedence of all

the court. He was declared Governor of India

from the River Kristna to Cape Comorin, a country

about as large as France, with authority superior

even to that of Chunda Sahib. He was intrusted

with the command of seven thousand cavalry. It

was announced that no mint would be suffered to

exist in the Carnatic except that at Pondicherry.

A large portion of the treasures which former

Viceroys of the Deccan had accumulated found its

way into the coffers of the French governor.
It

was rumoured that he had received two hundred

thousand pounds sterling in money, besides many
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valuable jewels. In fact, there could scarcely be

any limit to his gains . He now ruled thirty

millions of people with almost absolute power. No

honour or emolument could be obtained from the

government but by his intervention . No petition,

unless signed by him , was perused by the Nizam .”

At the very moment when the fortunes of the

British East India Company were at their lowest

ebb, and their prospects seemed gloomiest, the

star of their future hopes, Robert Clive, appeared

above the stormy horizon . At the beginning of

August, 1751 , Trichinopoly, the town to which

Mohammed Ali had fled, was in a state of siege .

This was the only place of strength which the

fugitive Nawab still held, and on the issue of

the siege depended, not merely his fate, but the

whole question of French and British supremacy

in the East. Yet the native troops of Chunda

Sahib , the besieging Nawab, were ten times more

numerous than those of Mohammed Ali, and the

French battalion outnumbered the English in the

ratio of three to two. The condition of the garrison

was, in fact, critical in the extreme, and only by

some extraordinary effort could the town be saved .

It was at this crisis that Clive came forward , and,

to the astonishment of the Council, proposed to
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relieve the beleaguered town by making a sudden

attack upon Arcot, the capital of the Carnatic !

Clive was now twenty -five years old, and since

1747 had held a commission in the army. He had

already won distinction in his new vocation by

leading an attack on Devi-cottah, an important

fortress at the month of the Coleroon ; on which

occasion his commanding officer, Major Lawrence,

had formed a high opinion of his courage and

abilities. As for Clive's present scheme, the Council

thought it wild almost to madness ; yet they had

confidence in his daring and determination, and the

proposal was accepted.

On the 26th of August, 1751 , the boy -captain

for in years he was little more — marched out of

Madras at the head of two hundred Europeans and

three hundred Sepoys. Arcot, sixty - five miles away,

was a populous, anwalled town on the River Paliar,

with a large fort garrisoned by eleven hundred men.

An obstinate resistance might therefore be expected.

During the march a terrific storm arose. The rain

swept down in a deluge on the little army ; the

lightning played around them ; the thunder broke

in awful peals above their heads : but they pushed

on through it all. Tidings of their fearless en

darance reached the town before them , and the
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native garrison looked upon the circumstance as an

evil omen. An uncontrollable panic seized them ,

and they instantly abandoned the fort. When Clive

entered the town, a few hours later, he and his

five hundred were the cynosure of thousands of

wondering spectators ; but not a shot was fired , not

an arm raised against them . He approached the

fort without opposition , entered, and took possession.

Without a single blow , Arcot had been taken.

It was hardly likely, however , that the audacious

little, army would be left for long in undisputed

possession of the place , and Clive lost no time in

provisioning the fort and making all the preparations

for a siege. His measures were wisely taken, for

in the course of two or three days a besieging force

of ten thousand men swarmed into the town, and

hemmed in the little garrison on every side. The

foreseen had taken place : Chunda Sahib had prac

tically raised the siege of Trichinopoly by with

drawing the greater portion of his army, and Arcot

had become for the nonce the chief object of interest

and attack.

Unfortunately for the English , many of the houses

overlooked the fort, and the enemy pressed the siege

with musketry from the roofs, doing great execution .

Frequent sorties were made by the garrison, with

one
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the view of firing the houses, but, none proving

successful, an attempt was made to blow them up

with gunpowder. Several barrels of this explosive

were got in readiness, and at midnight, Ensign Glass

and ten men were lowered from the wall by a rope.

Creeping stealthily along in the darkness,they entered

two of the houses without discovery, and having

deposited a portion of the powder in each , and laid

the necessary trains, they fired them simultaneously,

and withdrew . There was a deafening report, followed

by showers of débris and a huge cloud of smoke ;

but when the cloud lifted , it was seen that very little

damage had been done. So unskilfully had the

charges been laid , that not a single house had fallen .

To make matters worse, the rope broke while Ensign

Glass was being drawn up by his comrades , and

he sustained a fall which incapacitated him for further

duty.

Anxiously passed the days. A week -- three weeks

— à month — dragged by, and still the hard-pressed

garrison held out. On the twenty-ninth day of the

siege the strength of the besiegers was materially

increased by the arrival from Pondicherry of two

eighteen -pounders and seven smaller pieces , which

were at once got into position . Up to that time their

artillery had been confined to four mortars, which
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they had kept incessantly at work , and with which

they had effected no little damage ; for the fortress

was old, and the walls in many places were crumbling

into ruin . But for the ready resources of Clive , the

siege might have been brought to a speedy conclusion ;

for the newly arrived cannon were so skilfully worked

by the French ganners that in less than six days

a breach fifty feet wide had been made in one of the

walls. But while this destructive firing was going

on, the indefatigable young Englishman was superin

tending the cutting of two trenches, parallel with

the breach, and at a considerable distance from each

other ; and in the rear of the trenches an earthwork

and palisades were erected. These works were

guarded by three pieces of cannon , one being planted ,

with muzzle depressed, on a tower which flanked the

breach, and the others on the flat roof of a building

within the fort. Aware of the reception prepared for

them , the besiegers declined to attempt an escalade

at that point, and at once transferred their attack to

another side of the fort.

But here, also, Clive was not unready. It happened

that within the precincts of the fort an enormous

bombard or cannon of Oriental manufacture had been

discovered ; and this the resourceful young captain

proceeded to turn to account. Tradition said that
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the cannon had been sent from Delhi by no less a

person than the great Aurangzebe, and that it had

been transported to Arcot by one thousand yoke of

oxen . By Clive's directions, the highest tower of the

ramparts was materially thickened , and the summit

crowned with a mound of earth . On this mound,

which commanded the palace of Chunda Sahib, the

monster gun was planted . Some balls belonging to

it, each weighing seventy-two pounds, had also been

discovered , and with one of these the gun was loaded .

Thirty pounds of powder was required for the charge.

The first discharge, which was watched with consider

able anxiety by the garrison , created no small

sensation in the enemy's ranks. It tore like a tornado

through the palace, making a clean breach in the

walls on both sides , and buried itself in the ground

beyond. On the following day a second shot was

fired , and on the third day another. At the fourth

discharge the gun burst. Meanwhile, the enemy had

taken a lesson from Clive, and by filling up the

interior of a large house with earth, well rammed

down , were preparing a square mound on which to

place two small cannon and some musketry . Clive

waited till the cannon were actually mounted , and

then opened fire to such good purpose with an

eighteen-pounder which he had kept in reserve, that
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in less than an hour the mound had been beaten

down, killing or disabling in its fall the fifty men

who were stationed upon
it.

Thwarted at every point, Chunda Sahib next sent

a flag of truce to the fort, offering honourable terms

to all, and a large sum of money to Clive , if the

garrison would surrender ;surrender ; at the time

threatening to storm immediately and to put every

man to the sword, if his proposals were rejected.

Clive refused the bribe with disdain, and laughed at

the threat.

Nevertheless, the condition of the beleaguered

garrison was becoming very critical. An attempt

which had been made to reinforce it had failed,

the relief- party, consisting of three hundred men,

having been cut off by two thousand of the enemy,

and driven back , after serious loss , to Ponamali, a

fort fifteen miles west of Madras. Provisions, too,

had begun to run short, and it had been necessary

to reduce the daily allowance of food, which from

the first had been none too plentiful. Yet the men

accepted their lot with cheerfulness, and not a

murmurer was found among them. They had caught

the spirit of their indomitable commander, and each

man , in his measure, had become a hero. The Sepoys

in particular gave gratifying proof of their fidelity.
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Instead of complaining of their scanty fare, they

proposed " that all the grain should be given to the

Europeans, who required more nourishment than

the natives of Asia ,” while “ the thin gruel which

was strained away from the rice would suffice for

themselves." *

In the absence of relief from the Presidency, Clive

now sought to open up a communication with a

Mahratta chief, Morari Rao , who had an army of

six thousand men posted among the mountains of

the Eastern Ghâts ; but though Morari had come

thither as the hired ally of Mohammed Ali, he re

mained inactive for sometimeon seeing the desperate

state of the raja 's affairs. However, at the last

moment, admiration for the brave defenders of Arcot,

" whose behaviour had now first convinced him that

the English could fight,” overcame his more sordid

motives, and he agreed to come to their assistance.

Chunda Sahib heard with alarm of these negotiations,

and determined to storm the fort at once.

The day chosen was one of the greatest of Moham

medan festivals, commemorative of the murder of

the holy brothers Hassan and Hossein , chiefs of the

Fatimites ; and it was the belief of the Moslems

that all who fell in battle on that day, fighting for

* Macaulay .
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the Prophet, went straight to paradise. Confident

of victory, the troops of Chunda Sahib would hardly

wait for morning before commencing the assault.

Maddened with bhang and hemp-seed, which they

took in large quantities to deaden their sense of

danger, they awaited the signal to advance with

feverish impatience.

At daybreak the word was given . Clive, who had

gone to rest after making his arrangements, roused

in a moment at the wild shout of the besiegers, and

made a hurried inspection of the garrison . Every

man was at his post. The five hundred gallant

soldiers with whom he had entered Arcot had dwindled

down to two hundred ; but each man was worth his

weight in gold. The enemy had advanced in four

divisions, with the view of storming simultaneously

the gates of the fort and the breaches in the

walls. In front of the great breach, of which

mention has been already made, the ditch was

fordable, and the division allotted to this part of

the attack swarmed across it. The first to reach

the opposite side quietly sat down underneath the

wall as a reserve, while those who followed rushed

up to the breach, mounted it, and were even leaping

into the fort, before the brave defenders received

the word to fire upon them . The effect of the fire
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was terrible. In that mobbing mass of humanity

every shot told, and the first volley was followed

almost immediately by a second, and the second by

a third ; the men who had wrought the execution

being promptly supplied with loaded muskets by

those behind, and this continually, as fast as the

weapons could be discharged . The two cannon on

the housetop were directed to the same point, and

their shot mowed lanes through the enemy, and

strewed the ground with writhing and mangled

forms.

Under sach a murderous fusillade the assailants

were obliged to fall back,; and though they renewed

the attempt again and again , yelling and brandishing

their swords, they were always driven off. As for

the reserve party, who had seated themselves with

such composure under the wall, a few bombs with

short fuses, thrown from above, soon disturbed their

equanimity, and they decamped in unceremonious

haste.

Meanwhile, on the other side of the fort the pro

ceedings were not less lively. The ditch at this

point was not fordable, and the enemy had recourse

to a raft. Seventy men embarked apon it, and

pushed off for the other side. Two field - pieces

immediately opened fire upon them ; but the guns

6
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were badly worked , and the raft would probably

have got across , had not Clive taken the manage

ment of one of the pieces. He directed his aim so

well that the floating company were thrown into

confusion, and in the scramble which ensued the

raft was overset. Of those who had not been killed

by his destructive fire, many were drowned , and

the rest were glad enough to swim back to their

own side of the ditch .

So terminated the first assault. Four hundred of

the enemy had fallen ; but Clive's casualties only

amounted to four Europeans killed and two Sepoys

wounded . During the attack the garrison had served

five pieces of cannon , and expended twelve thousand

musket-cartridges.

At four o'clock fire re-opened from the town,

which was continued , almost without interruption ,

till long after nightfall. The walls were sadly

battered during this strenuous bombardment, but the

little company within the fort hardly suffered at

all. At two o 'clock , quite suddenly, the firing ceased .

The silence of an Indian night fell upon the scene,

and the “ sentinel stars ” looked down upon a won

dering garrison. What had happened ? Were the .

enemy meditating some new form of attack ? or

were they only taking a little needed rest ? When

Tere
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day dawned, the real cause was discovered—à very

different one from any which the anxious watchers

in the fort had imagined. The great army of Chunda

Sahib had melted away ! The enemy had evacuated

the town ! That their departure had been precipitate

and disorderly was evident from the fact that several

pieces of artillery, and much ammunition, had been

left behind. Perhaps they had worked off the effects

of the bhang, and, in the despondency which usually

succeeds the excessive use of narcotics , had feared

to renew the attack. One thing was certain — they

were gone ; and the siege of Arcot, which had now

fulfilled its fiftieth day, was at an end.

A second fact was also certain. Clive had saved

the East India Company from ruin. That same

evening the long-delayed relief- party marched into

Arcot ; and thus reinforced he set off in pursuit

of the enemy. Victory now followed victory in

quick succession . At Timery, five miles south of

Arcot, the garrison surrendered the first

summons ;
a few miles farther on , the enemy,

relying on their superior numbers, faced about and

gave battle, but in a little while they were in full

flight, Clive still pursuing . Some hours after, they

entered Arni, a strong fort on the road between

Arcot and Ginji, but in so dispirited a condition

on
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that they quitted the place almost immediately ,

in great disorder. Six hundred Mahratta cavalry,

who had taken service under Clive since the sur

render of Timery , overtook the flying army a league

or two farther on, and captured Chunda Sahib's

military chest, in which were a hundred thousand

rupees.

Clive then turned north again , and , crossing the

river Paliar, appeared before Conjevaram , a fortified

town between Arcot and Madras, by occupying

which the French had been able to cut off the first

detachment sent for his relief during the late siege.

On receiving two eighteen -pounders from Madras,

Clive commenced battering at one of the walls at

a distance of two hundred yards ; but before a

breach had been rendered practicable, the French

commander abandoned the place, dreading the

issues of an assault. This event brought the

memorable campaign to a close ; and after ruining

the defences of Conjevaram , Clive returned to

Madras.

To continue the story of the struggle between the

French and English to the time of Dupleix 's recall

would be an interesting task , but it falls not within

the scope and purpose of the present work . To tell

of the brilliant achievements of Clive, and Major
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Lawrence, and many another gallant officer in the

Company's service during that anxious period ; of

the defeat of the French at Coverypauk and the

surrender of the fort ; of the long- continued siege

of Trichinopoly ; of the capture of Chingleput and

Covelong by Clive, and the brilliant affair with

the French at Seringham ; of the frantic efforts

of Dupleix to recover his influence in the Carnatic ;

of his intrigues, stratagems, and duplicity ; - to tell

of all these things would require many chapters, and

swell the volume to prohibited proportions. It is

sufficient to state that the English were everywhere

successful ; that town after town fell into their

hands ; that Dupleix was outmanæuvred at every

point, and his generals beaten in almost every

engagement ; - in short, that the Carnatic was

recovered by the English ; that Chunda Sahib ,

Dupleix 's protégé, perished miserably ; and Moham

med Ali was enthroned as Nawab.

True, in the Deccan the French governor was

still triumphant for a time, and was able, not only

to set up a Nizam in Hyderabad, but also to

defend him against all enemies ; an act which was

rewarded by the cession of the large seaboard

territory known as the Northern Circars, with

permission to maintain thereon a standing French
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army. But France, chafing under her losses in the

Carnatic, cared for none of these things ; and to

show her resentment, Dupleix was recalled and a

new governor appointed. The vain - glorious French

man returned to his country a humbled man , and

died, neglected and impoverished, in the year 1768.

Of Dupleix's successor, M. Godehen, we have

nothing to relate ; but four years after his appoint

ment, a French squadron of twelve sail, having on

board the admiral's ship a man not less remarkable

than Dupleix, entered the road of Fort St. David.

The new arrival was Thomas Arthur, Count de

Lally, an officer of Irish descent, whose father, an

adherent of the Stuarts, had emigrated from the

sister isle and taken service under the King of

France, where the subject of these remarks was

born. Young Lally had entered the army of his

foster- country at an early age, and had distinguished

himself at Kehl and Philipsburg , and still more on

the field of Fontenoy, where the victory had been

mainly won by the Irish
by the Irish brigade which he

commanded. His presence in the Bay of Bengal

was due to the fact that he had been appointed to

the chief command, civil as well as military, of the

French East Indies.

Spite of her humbling in the Carnatic, France
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looked to Lally as the man who should win back

her lost possessions, and eventually drive the English

out of India ; little imagining that the gallant Irish

man was destined to witness , and be himself involved

in, the final overthrow of her power in that country.

Yet it is safe to affirm that, had the wisdom of

Lally been equal to his courage, the brief tenure

of that power might have been very considerably

prolonged Such, however, was not the

Though a skilful and daring soldier, and withal a

man of rigorous and inflexible character, the Count

lacked prudence and discretion, and was deficient in

the higher qualities essential to a leader of men.

He had hardly set foot in the Carnatic before he

outraged the caste- prejudices of the natives by

compelling them, without distinction of rank , to

become drawers and carriers to the army-in fact,

to take the place of beasts of burden for the trans

port of the artillery and stores. By this means he

deprived himself of indispensable co -operation ; for

the natives revenged themselves by deserting on

every possible occasion, regarding with abhorrence

the man who could thus do violence to their most

sacred feelings. When the governor and Council

ventured to point out the unwisdom of these coercive

measures, the Count turned upon them with fury,
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attributed the most unworthy motives to their con

duct , and denounced them as rogues.

Notwithstanding these mistakes, the armament

ander his command achieved some successes in its

first campaign. Fort St. David, an English settle

ment at the mouth of the Panar, capitulated after

à month 's siege : and Devicottah, some twenty-eight

miles to the south of it , was abandoned a day or

two later on the mere approach of the enemy.

Then Arcot and Timery fell into his hands— which

must have been a sad piece of news to Clive, now

engaged in most arduous diplomatic labours in

Bengal ; but a similar attempt upon Madras proved

a failure, and here the Count's reverses may be

said to have begun. It was now that he was called

apon to measure his strength with a soldier from

his own fatherland, Colonel (afterwards Sir Eyre )

Coote, of the old Irish family of Castle Cuffe in

Queen's County, to whom had been given the

command of the armament which relieved Madras.

The story of Coote's career in India is one of

uninterrupted triumph ; and he may be said to

bear the same relation to Lally as Clive does to

Dupleix . With the rise of Clive began the fall

of Dupleix , and with the rise of Coote began the

fall of Lally. The Arcot of the older general is
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the Wandewash of the younger, and each of those

events was the splendid beginning of a great

career.

Wandewash may be described as a remarkable

battle if only for the fact that the French cavalry

were seized with a mysterious panic at the very

commencement of the action , and fled from the

field without striking a blow . They rallied after

wards, it is true , and covered the retreat of the

army with great gallantry ; but then the mischief

was done. Lally tried to retrieve the day with his

infantry ; but the infantry expended their fire before

they got within proper range of our troops, and

when the advancing colamn, pressing forward by

its own weight, broke through the opposing bat

talion , the severed ranks of the English, by over

lapping the flanks of the column, were able almost

to annihilate it by their close and repeated volleys.

This was the decisive moment of the battle, of

which Coote took instant advantage; and, in a few

moments, the French were in full flight. They left

behind them their artillery , munitions of war, and

heavy baggage, and eight hundred dead and wounded ;

and among our prisoners was their able general

Bassey, who had greatly distinguished himself

during the action .
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The battle of Wandewash had been preceded by

the capture of the town of that name, and subsequent

events made it abundantly evident that the tide of

fortune had set once more in favour of the English.

Arcot and Timery were recaptured ; Chettaput sur

rendered after but a shadowy defence; the forts of

Trincomali, Parmacoil, and Alamparva were taken

with little difficulty ; .Valdore, Chillambaram , and

Cuddalore , all in turn became ours ; and when the

important naval possession of Carical, where the

most obstinate resistance might have been looked

for, was given ap on the first summons , Lally was

compelled to fall back upon Pondicherry, the most

important of all the French settlements in India,

and the place upon which Coote had for months

past set his heart.

It cannot be denied, indeed, that at the beginning

of May, 1760, the position of Lally had become

desperate. France could send no aid . Impoverished

by her many wars, one of which was still raging, she

was almost as helpless as the Count, and the gallant

Irishman had to turn his eyes elsewhere in his ex

tremity. Help he must have, for the blockade of

Pondicherry bad commenced , and the English, both

on sea and land, were concentrating their forces

around the devoted city. Coote, in possession of the
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whole surrounding country and most of the forts,was

only a few miles off with his victorious army; six

sail of the line ander Admiral Cornish had for some

time been blocking up the Coromandel coast; and

now , as if to complete the Count's discomfiture,

five more British ships appeared , one of which

carried three companies of the Royal Artillery .

His own force consisted of only fifteen hundred

French troops and nine hundred Sepoys.

After directing his attention to every quarter

whence help could by any possibility be drawn,

Lally determined to apply to the Mohammedan

general of the Raja of Mysore, Hyder Ali, a man

whose fame had already spread throughout India ,

and who was destined to become a formidable

opponent of British rule in that country .* Hyder

was not unwilling to sell his services, and a secret

treaty was accordingly drawn up, the terms of which

were greatly to the advantage of the daring Moslem ,

who was as skilful in driving a bargain as in leading

an army. As an immediate result of the treaty,

fifteen hundred Mysorean cavalry arrived at Pon

dicherry, bringing with them three hundred head

of cattle ; and this force was soon after augmented

by three thousand horse and a thousand Sepoys,

* See chapter vii.
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with artillery and provisions drawn by six thousand

bullocks. On their way they encountered and

signally defeated a British force under Major Moore ;

but, to compensate the Company for this disaster ,

Coote about the same time captured the important

and strong fort of Villenore, five miles W .S . W . of

Pondicherry, which surrendered without striking a

blow . By this unlooked - for good fortune the complete

investment of Pondicherry became practicable, and

Coote began his preparations for the siege with

characteristic thoroughness .

As time went on , failure and ill-success continued

to mark the career of the unfortunate Lally. His

Mysorean allies, increased at last to ten thousand,

did not turn out so well as he had expected. They

were excellent as marauders , but were not to be

depended upon in the open field ; and when they

found — and the discovery was inevitable — that the

condition of the French was practically hopeless,

they fell back, with their cattle, to their own country.

As a last resource, applications for help weremade to

the Mahrattas, and their leader, Balaji Rao, was

offered five hundred thousand rupees in hand the

moment he should appear with his army ; but

whatever hopes Lally may have been led to cherish

in that quarter were shattered by the over -cautious
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ness of Balaji, who protracted the negotiation till the

opportunity was lost .

By the middle of November the blockade had been

converted into a regular siege ; and now an incident

occurred which has left an indelible stain upon the

characters of the generals of both armies. Provisions

had began to grow scarce in the town, and in order

to give the garrison and French inhabitants the

exclusive benefit of what remained, Lally turned out

of the gates no less than fourteen hundred of

the native population, regardless of age and sex.

These poor creatures “made their way to the boundary

hedge, hoping they would be permitted to pass ; but

it was only to meet with treatment more ruthless

than that of their expulsion. The British outposts

drove them back ; and they gathered in despair at

the foot of the glacis, imploring re -admission. When

it was refused , some attempted to clamber over into

the covered way, and were fired upon and killed .

Seven days the wretched survivors kept wandering

between the town and the British posts, without

shelter, and with no food except the roots of grass

which they picked up.” It is hard to have to connect

an act of such horrid inhumanity with the otherwise

brilliant fame of the hero of Wandewash, but the

fact remains ; and of the two men whose names must
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be for ever associated with this deed of cruelty,

undoubtedly the English general shows up to least

advantage.

November passed, and still no succour came to

the beleagured garrison and inhabitants. They had

now been driven back from their only exterior

defence, a large hedge of aloes and other thorny

plants, intermingled with cocoa-nut palms, which

extended for five miles round the city, from the sea

on the west to the River Ariancopang on the south ;

and this defence had been converted into a new means

of annoyance by the English, who planted ricochet

batteries ander shelter of the hedge, and kept up a

cross fire of ricochet shot along the streets and

ramparts. The garrison had already been put upon

short rations — a pound of rice a day with a little

meat at intervals — and Lally must have begun to

realize how useless was the struggle which he was

prolonging. A few days later the supply of

bullocks' flesh failed, and the garrison were reduced

to the necessity of living upon elephants, camels,

horses, and dogs.

But if deliverance was out of the question , at least

a short season of respite was at hand. On the 30th

of December one of the most terrible hurricanes

remembered in India swept over the scene of war.
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The British squadron of twelve sail, which a moment

before had been riding proudly in Pondicherry

Roads, felt the first stroke of the storm , and three

of them foundered in a few minutes, with all on

board ,* while other three were driven ashore and

narrowly escaped a like fate. The besieging force

on land also suffered greatly , though happily the

loss of life was not so serious. Their tents were

torn to shreds, the caserns shivered to fragments,

and the siege-works blown down. At the same

time the sea, rising suddenly to an unusual height,

swept over the camp, and transformed it into a

sheet of frothing water.

With such diligence, however, did Coote set about

repairing the damage, that the trenches were opened

on the 12th of January, 1761, and the batteries ,which

had been silent since the catastrophe, again opened

fire. Two new batteries, one of them four hundred

and fifty and the other a hundred and fifty yards

from the walls, were meanwhile in course of con

struction , and on the morning of the 15th, the

former was unmasked . But it was unnecessary . The

French , who had answered our bombardment with

great vigour till the 30th of December, had hardly

attempted to interrupt these works ; and when the

* About a hundred Europeans.
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new battery opened, they offered little or no response.

Evening drew on, and as the red sun was dis

appearing beyond the low hills to westward , a

deputation was seen approaching the trenches with

a flag of trace. The deputation were the bearers of

two separate memorials, one from Lally, offering

to surrender with his troops, the other from the

Governor and Council of Pondicherry, proposing the

capitulation of the city .

The next day our troops entered through the

Villenore gate, and the British flag was hoisted on

the citadel amid a salute of a thousand pieces of

cannon . That salute announced the passing away

of the French power in India , and the near doom ,

alas ! of one of the bravest men who ever served

under the banner of the Bourbons. Labourdonnais

and Dupleix, Lally 's forerunners in French India,

had been rewarded for their devotion to their native

country by persecutions and imprisonments ; and now

the Count's tarn had come. On his return to France

he was thrown into a dungeon , where he was

infamously tortured again and again , and at the end

of two years was led out to his trial, which took

place before the Court of Parliament, and was an

outrage and a mockery. As he stood before his

interrogators , divested of his riband and cross, and
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all his well-won decorations , he smote his hands

together, and lifting up his eyes exclaimed : “ Is

this the reward of forty years ' faithful service ? ”

Five days afterwards, in the dusk of early morning,

he was dragged on a hurdle through the streets of

Paris, with a gag between his teeth , and executed

like a common criminal in the Place de Grève.

7



CHAPTER IV .

A NAWAB'S CRIME.

UPLEIX returned to France in 1754 ; Pondi

U cherry was surrendered in 1761 : during the

intervening years, events were happening in another

- part of the Indian continent, of which some notice

may now be taken.

The scene of those events was the richest, most

productive, and most populous division of all India,

namely, Bengal. This important territory had re

mained a province of the great Moghul empire

till the reign of the twelfth emperor of that line,

Mohammed Shah, when the Viceroy or Nawab, Ali

Verdi Khan, declared himself independent. Under

his government, which lasted sixteen years, the

East India Company had little cause to complain ;

and though he peremptorily prohibited the British

from carrying on hostilities with their French rivals

in any part of his dominions, he respected their

93
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privileges, and offered them no kind of molestation .

It is said that on one occasion he was urged by

his most influential counsellor “ to expel the English

from Calcutta and seize their wealth ” ; but he

refused to be persuaded . “ What have the English

done against me,” said he, “ that I should use them

ill? It is now difficult to extinguish fire on

land ” (probably an allusion to the successful in

cursions of the Mahrattas ] “ but should the sea be

in flames, who can put them out ? ” The Nawab

had evidently divined the secret of England's great

ness — her naval power — and was wise enough not

to provoke hostilities.

Ali Verdi died in 1756, the memorable year in

which the Seven Years' War broke out, leaving

the throne to his grandson, Suraja Dowla , a youth

of nineteen , and a cordial hater of the English .

The young Nawab had no sooner entered upon his

new dignity than he adopted the counsels which

his grandfather had refused , and, collecting his whole

army, marched upon Calcutta . His justification for

the act was of the flimsiest kind. Anticipating

the outbreak of a fresh war with France, the English

at Calcutta had been strengthening Fort William ,

and the Nawab, who had received an exaggerated

report of their preparations, declared that they were
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intended as a menace to himself, and commanded

that they should be abandoned. The governor of

Calcutta, Mr. Drake, sent back a respectful answer

to this unreasonable demand, explaining truthfully

his motives for commencing the preparations, and

adding, perhaps with more candour than good

policy , that those motives rendered it expedient

that the works should be completed . “ The Nawab,”

said he, replying to two of the false statements of

Suraja ’s spies, “ had been misinformed by those

who had represented to him that the English were

building a wall round the town ; nor had any ditch

been dug since the invasion of the Mahrattas, at

which time such a work was executed with the

knowledge and approbation of Ali Verdi. In the

late war between England and France ,” he went

on, “ the French had attacked and taken the town

of Madras, contrary to the neutrality which it was

expected would have been preserved in the Moghul's

dominions ; and as there was at present great

appearance of another war between the two nations,

the English were under apprehensions that the

French would act in the same manner in Bengal ;

to prevent which they were repairing their line

of guns on the bank of the river.” This letter

only added fuel to the Nawab 's resentment. Far
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from inclining him to abandon his purpose, it con

firmed and deepened it ; and such was his eagerness

to push on to the city that numbers of his soldiers

perished from sunstroke and fatigue.

The defences of Calcutta were at this time in

a very unsatisfactory condition . Fort William , the

only defence of any consequence, stood close to the

Hooghly, about midway between the north and

south extremities of the Company's territory, and

one of its longer sides (the structure was almost a

parallelogram ) faced the water. The walls, hardly

four feet thick , formed the outer side of chambers,

and were pierced with windows ; while the terraced

roofs of these chambers supplied the place of ram

parts. A bastion , mounted with ten guns, occupied

each of the four angles, but only two of these were

really serviceable. Some warehouses , contiguous to

the wall on the south side, were mounted with three

pounders ; five guns were planted on the eastern

gateway ; and a battery of heavy pieces, run through

embrasures of solid masonry , was placed outside,

on the river's brink under the west wall. These

were all the defences of the fort proper, and the

other fortifications of the town were of the meagrest

kind . The regular garrison consisted of two hundred

and sixty - four men — unfortunately not all heroes ;
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but some of the European inhabitants had been

enrolled as militia , and there were fifteen hundred

native matchlock -men.

On the 16th of June, at midday, the Nawab was

seen approaching from the north, and three hours

later the fighting began. A detachment of four

thousand of the enemy, with four pieces of cannon ,

took up a position in some thickets , and opened

fire upon the Company's matchlock -men , who paid

back the fire in good earnest. This fusillade was

kept ap on both sides till darkness set in , but with

very little result. At midnight, when all was

silent, Ensign Pischard sallied out, at the head of

a mere platoon, surprised the sleeping enemy, and

cleared the thickets. After spiking the four guns,

he returned to his redoubt without the loss of

a man .

Had all the British officers in Calcutta been

brave men like Ensign Pischard, Suraja Dowla

might in time have been compelled to raise the

siege ; at the worst an honourable retirement from

the fort to the river might have been planned , and

carried out, and thus the whole garrison have been

saved : but alas ! the case was quite otherwise.

For a little while, it is true, the conduct of officers

and men alike was resolute and irreproachable, and
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though the hastily constructed batteries outside the

fort had to be given up one after another, they

were not abandoned without hard fighting. So, too ,

the trenches and breastworks, which were thrown

up in the very heat of the struggle, were bravely

if unskilfully defended, though the credit of this

belongs more to the rank and file than to the

officers. When , however , the Nawab's yelling

hordes had forced the little handful of Britons back

into the fort, the first signs of a craven spirit began

to show themselves, and the Indian matchlock-men ,

as well as nearly two-thirds of the militia , suddenly

disappeared .

The embarkation of the Portuguese women and

children the following morning was a scene of

indescribable confusion . Many of the boats which

had been hired for that purpose, and which were

plied by native boatmen, had deserted in the night ;

and it was clear that all the fugitives could not be

removed at once. They were quick to realize this,

and men , women , and children , rushed to the water's

edge, and, crowding there with outstretched arms,

begged earnestly to be taken first. In the scramble

that ensued , some of the boats were overset, and

others swamped ; while the enemy, who had gained

possession of the houses and enclosures on the banks
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of the river, poured down murderous volleys upon

the helpless fugitives, and sought to burn the

ship which was waiting for them by means of

fire -arrows.

Shameful to relate, among these panic -stricken

people were Mr. Drake, the governor of Calcutta,

and two British officers. One of these, Minchin by

name, was the commandant of the fort ; the other

was a Captain Grant. That a civilian should forget

himself at such moment is not, perhaps,

surprising, and therefore there is some excuse for

Mr. Drake ; but what shall be said of the two

officers (men whose very profession was war) , who

valued their precious persons above honour and duty,

and foully abandoned their comrades just when the

need for their services was most urgent ?

Well, they were gone ; and the governor, too,

was gone ; and it was necessary to appoint a

deputy. The choice fell upon Mr. Holwell, a man

of very different metal from the pusillanimous Mr.

Drake. Almost the first act of this gentleman was

to lock the water-gate of the fort and carry off the

keys, a practical and efficient measure for preventing

further desertions . The garrison had now dwindled

down to a hundred and ninety -one souls , inclusive

of the militia , and the only other person in the
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fort was the wife of one of the officers, an English

woman of considerable personal attractions. A

vessel, large enough to have accommodated the

beleagured remnant, was still lying off the creek,

and, observing this, Mr. Holwell despatched an

officer with instructions to bring her down instantly

to the fort. In accordance with these instructions,

the vessel was proceeding towards them , when she

struck apon a sand -bank, and was instantly

abandoned by the crew . The feelings of the

garrison, who had been eagerly watching the

preparations, may be imagined. As they watched

the boats put off from the vessel, their last hopes

died away.

Nevertheless, their courage did not falter. A

fearlessness born of desperation came upon them ,

and for twenty- four hours longer they held their

own, nor had a thought of surrender. On the

morning of the 21st, however , when the enemy

resumed the attack with a furious persistency not

hitherto displayed , some of the garrison broke down

under the fearful strain , and began to entreat for a

capitulation. Mr. Holwell accordingly addressed a

letter to the governor of Hooghly, who was com

manding a considerable body of the besieging army,

and requested that he would intercede with the
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Nawab for a cessation of hostilities ; but the only

answer to the letter was a determined attempt to

escalade. Once again , however, the enemy were

driven back . Prodigious were feats of valour

performed on this occasion, but the effort cost the

little garrison dearly. Twenty -five of their number

were now lying dead , or desperately wounded , and

other seventy had received slighter hurts. To

aggravate the horrors of their condition , some of

the survivors had broken into the arrack store -room ,

and “ swallowing the ardent spirit as if it were

water, became fatuously stupid, or raving mad.”

Imagine the scene. A drunken soldiery, no longer

under control, with faces splashed with blood and

blackened with powder ; the dead bodies, exposed

to the scorching sun of an Indian summer ; the

wounded , writhing with the pain of undressed

wounds, on which the loathsome flies were battening ;

the smoke-laden air, resonant with shrieks and

groans, with the crack of musketry and the

cannon's deafening roar ; and lastly , the gallant

few who were still found at their posts, in the

midst of a ceaseless rain of bullets, and the senseless

riot of their drunken comrades !

At about two in the afternoon, while Mr. Holwell

was conferring with the bearer of a flag of truce,
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the enemy made their last rush, and the fort was

taken. The assault was made at almost every

point at the same moment, and a yelling mass of

Moslems and Hindus, breaking like a black storm

wave over the palisades, swarmed up the walls.

The onset was irresistible, and when, a few seconds

later , the arrack -maddened soldiers forced open the

water-gate, with the view of escaping by the river ,

more Indians rushed in at that point ; and the

garrison knew beyond a doubt that all was over.

Throwing down the arms which they had wielded

so well, they entreated for their lives.

At five in the afternoon Suraja Dowla entered

the fort with absurd pomp, and took his seat in

the principal hall of the factory. Then, summoning

Mr. Holwell into his presence, he demanded with

insult and menaces the instant surrender of the

vast treasures which were supposed to be concealed

in the building . Only £5000 sterling had been

brought to light, and the Nawab's avaricious im

agination had gloated over the prospect of untold

millions ; but the deputy -governor disabused his

mind at once by telling him that the sum already

taken was actually all the money which the coffers

of the factory contained . Twice again that day was

the sturdy Briton brought into the Nawab's pre
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sence — on both occasions to be re -questioned about

the supposed treasure ; but with the same unsatis

fying result. At the last interview Suraja gave his

word, “ as a soldier,” that Mr. Holwell should suffer

no harm , and repeated these assurances so often as

to justify a suspicion of treachery. Yet Mr. Holwell

appears to have had no doubt of the good faith of

the Nawab, and returned to his companions in

misfortune without a shadow of misgiving.

When darkness set in the prisoners were ordered

to group themselves under a piazza of arched

masonry, a sort of open gallery fronting the bar

racks, and, concluding that this was the place

where they were destined to spend the night, they

submitted readily . They were mistaken . No sooner

had they been brought together under the verandah

than a door at the rear end of the gallery was

flung open , and they were commanded to enter.

As the command was given , the soldiers of the

Court of Guard , some with pointed muskets and

others with clubs and drawn scimitars, forced

them back ; and before there was time to realize

the full import of this movement, the whole of the

prisoners , to the number of a hundred and forty -six ,

were driven in through the narrow opening, and

the door was shut.
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The scenes that followed beggar description . The

room in which the prisoners found themselves was

à cubical space of only eighteen feet, with dead

walls on all sides but one, where were two windows

strongly barred with iron. It was, in fact, the

soldiers ' prison , known in familiar language as the

Black Hole. To confine only one man in this

place for a few hours during the stifling heat of

an Indian summer was an act of cruelty ; but

where are words to characterize the barbarity of

the wretch who calmly ordered the incarceration

of a hundred and forty -six of his fellow - creatures

in that terrible oven, and then went to rest with

all the unconcern of a child ?

It was about eight o'clock when the door was

shut upon the prisoners, and their sufferings began

almost immediately. The heat was fearful. Streams

of perspiration ran from their bodies, and the room

was filled with a suffocating steam . They had all

the agonies of being stifled without the ensuing

relief of insensibility. In their first paroxysms those

nearest the door made frantic attempts to burst it

open ; but the stout panels resisted all their efforts .

Mr. Holwell, who held a position by one of the

windows, offered a thousand rupees to a gaoler if

he would get them separated into two apartments,
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but without success. Then he doubled the offer ;

but only with the same result. He was told that

nothing could be done without the Nawab's orders ,

and the Nawab was asleep and must not be dis

turbed. In a little while thirst was added to the

other torments of the prisoners, and they sent up

piteous appeals for water. One officer found relief

in sucking the perspiration from his shirt, and

others imitated his example. Then a frenzy seized

upon them , and they fought and struggled with

each other for places at the windows. The gaolers,

hearing their cries, held lights to the bars, and

made sport of their agony. Many went raving

mad, and, throwing themselves upon the floor of

the prison, were trampled to death by their com

panions. The awful steam which by this time

filled the place was the chief source of their misery .

Their bodies seemed to be stewing. “ It was,” said

Mr. Holwell, when afterwards recounting the cir

cumstances, “ as if we were forcibly held with our

heads over a bowl full of strong volatile spirit of

hartshorn until suffocated. . . . I felt a stupor

coming on apace, and laid myself down by that

gallant old man, the Rev. Mr. Jervas Bellamy,

who lay dead with his son , the lieutenant, near

the southernmost wall of the prison.” Gradually
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the tumult subsided . The cries died away in

groans and sobs, and at last a fearful silence

reigned. Early next morning, when the door was

opened, “ twenty-three ghastly figures, such as their

own mothers would not have known,” staggered

out of the prison, the only survivors of that terrible

night. One of these, incredible as the statement

may appear, was the Englishwoman already men

tioned . Her beauty, in spite of all that she had

undergone, attracted the notice of the Nawab's

paymaster -general, Mir Jafir, and she was removed

to his harem .

England's answer to the Black Hole disaster was

the battle of Plassey. News of the tragedy reached

Fort St. George on the 15th of August, and the

sensation which it created was intense. One feeling

dominated all hearts — the outrage must be avenged .

Accordingly, on the 16th of October, an expedition

consisting of five ships of war and six other vessels,

and having on board a land force of three thousand

men , commanded by Colonel Clive, set sail from

Madras. This was the expedition which was

destined to crown the fame of the hero of Arcot,

and to effect for the Company in Northern India

what had already been effected for them in the

south . It is interesting to learn what were Clive 's
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own views at this important moment ; and the

information is contained in a letter which he

addressed to the Court of Directors four days before

the squadron sailed .

“ Honourable Gentlemen ” (so runs the letter),

“ From many hands you will hear of the chain

of misfortunes and losses which has happened to

the Company in particular and to the nation in

general; every breast here seems filled with grief,

horror, and resentment ; indeed, it is too sad a tale

to unfold , and I must beg leave to refer you to the

general letters, consultations, and committees, which

will give you a full account of this catastrophe.

Upon this melancholy occasion the governor and

council thought proper to summon me to this place.

As soon as an expedition was resolved apon, I

offered my service, which was at last accepted , and

I am now upon the point of embarking on board his

majesty's squadron , with a fine body of Europeans,

full of spirit and resentment for the insults and

barbarities inflicted on so many British subjects. I

flatter myself that this expedition will not end with

the taking of Calcutta only , and that the Company' s

estate in those parts will be settled in a better and

more lasting condition than ever. There is less

reason to apprehend a check from the Nawab's
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forces than from the nature of the climate and

country. The news of a war may likewise interfere

with the success of this expedition ; however, should

that happen , and hostilities be commenced in India ,

I hope we shall be able to dispossess the French

of Chandernagore, and leave Calcutta in a state of

defence. I have a true sense of my duty to my

country and the Company ; and I beg leave to assure

you that nothing shall be wanting on my part to

answer the ends of an undertaking on which so

very much depends. Success on this occasion will

fill the measure of my joy, as it will fix me in the

esteem of those to whom I have the honour to

subscribe, with great respect,

“ R. CLIVE.”

Everything which Clive had proposed to himself

as indicated in this communication was carried out

to the letter , and with amazing boldness . On the

28th of December, the day after the landing of the

troops , the important fort of Budge Budge, twelve

miles from Calcutta, was taken , two hundred and

fifty seamen from the squadron assisting. The

circumstances of its capture were peculiar. A Scotch

sailor, elated by an over-allowance of grog , left the

sleeping camp without being observed, and staggered

8
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off aimlessly in the direction of the fort. No sooner

had he reached the ramparts than he scrambled

over them , and, finding no one there, hallooed to

the advance guard that he had taken the fort !

When afterwards reprimanded by Admiral Watson,

the commander of the squadron, he swore that he

would “ never take another fort as long as he

lived ! ”

On New Year's Day, 1757, Fort Tanna, five miles

below Calcutta , fell into our hands ; and the day

following, Calcutta itself was recovered . Less than

a week later, Hooghly, the royal port of Bengal,

was captured by a small force under Major Kilpatrick ,

in spite of its three thousand defenders ; and on

the 24th of March the town and stronghold of

Chandernagore, the important French settlement of

which Clive had made special mention , capitulated

after a bombardment of only five hours. Three

vessels of the squadron took part in the attack , one

of which, the Kent, was terribly knocked about by

the enemy's shot. Her commander, Captain Speke,

was badly wounded , and his brave young son, a

youth of sixteen , was killed . The surgeon of the

Kent tells a story of the lad's heroism too affecting

to be passed over. “ When he was carried down

into the after-hold his leg was hanging only by the
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skin . Great as his suffering must have been , he

was thinking only of his father, whose wound he

feared had been mortal. On being assured of the

contrary he became calm ; but when it was pro

posed to examine his own wound, he earnestly

asked the surgeon if he had dressed his father ,

‘ for he could not think of being touched till his

father had been taken care of.' Being told that

this was already done, “ Then ,' replied the generous

youth , pointing to a fellow -sufferer, ' pray, sir, look

to and dress this poor man, who is groaning so

sadly besideme.' He, too, had been dressed already ;

and the poor youth, on submitting himself to the

surgeon , observed, “ Sir, I fear you must amputate

above the joint.' Ives replying, ' I must,' he clasped

his hands, and looking upward ejaculated, Good

God, do thou enable me to behave in my present

circumstances worthy of my father's son." " He

bore the operation almost without a groan, and

next day was removed to the hospital at Calcutta .

At two o'clock in the morning on which he died ,

he sent a note to the surgeon, inquiring anxiously

for news about his father. Mr. Ives repaired at

once to his bedside, and the following dialogue

took place :

5. And is he dead ? ”
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6 Who ? ”

“ My father, sir.”

“ No, nor is he in any danger, I assure you ; he

is almost well.”

“ Thank God ! Then why did they not tell me

so ? I am now satisfied , and ready to die.”

“ At this time,” says Mr. Ives, “ he had a locked

jaw , and was in great distress ; but I understood

every word he so inarticulately attered. He begged

my pardon for having disturbed me at so early an

hour ; and, before the day was ended , surrendered

up a valuable life .”

A few days prior to the capitulation of Chanderna

gore, the successes of Clive had so far intimidated

the Nawab that he had made proposals of peace, and

Clive, from political motives , had not only agreed

to these proposals, but three days later entered into

an offensive and defensive alliance with the despot:

yet the ink on the treaty -parchments was hardly

dry before the treacherous Nawab had opened a

secret correspondence with the French , exhorting

them to “ be confident, and to look upon his forces

as their own." In one of his letters he prayed

that bad fortune might attend the admiral of the

squadron and Clive, and referred to the latter as

Sabut Jung, that is, “ The Daring in War ” _ the
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title by which the great Englishman is spoken of

to this day by the natives of India .

On discovering the duplicity of Suraja Dowla , Clive

resolved to oppose cunning with cunning, and so

to beat the Nawab with his own weapons. A con

spiracy for dethroning the Raja and setting up the

paymaster-general, Mir Jafir, in his place, was

already afoot, and Clive decided to sanction and

support it. The Company approved of his plans,

and eventually entered into a treaty with Mir

Jafir, in which the latter agreed to make numer

ous important concessions to the Company, and to

pay into their treasury a crore of rupees

(£1,000,000 ), on condition that he was established

in the government of the three presidencies, Bengal,

Orissa , and Behar, and received the aid of British

troops. This, in brief, was the state of matters

when Clive, depending on the promised defection

of Mir Jafir with a large body of the Nawab 's

troops, set out from Chandernagore at the head of

three thousand men .

He was still on his way to Plassey , near which

place Suraja was encamped with seventy thousand

men , when the suspicious conduct of Mir Safir brought

him to a sudden pause. “ I feel the greatest anxiety

at the little intelligence I receive from Mir Jafir,”
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he wrote to the secret committee on the 19th of June,

“ and if he is not treacherous, his sang froid , or want

of strength , will, I fear, overset the expedition . I

am trying a last effort, by means of a Brahmin , to

prevail upon him to march out and join us."

Two more days went by, but the promised help had

not arrived. The condition of affairs had by this time

become critical, and Clive was placed in a painful

dilemma. He had only three thousand men , and

the Nawab had seventy thousand. Should he

attack that great host, or wait until reinforcements

were sent to him ? A council of war was held ,

with the view of determining this anxious question,

and the vote of the majority said — “ Wait.” The

council broke up, and Clive retired to a quiet

spot in the vicinity of the camp, where he

remained alone for a full hour in silent thought.

On returning to his officers he gave orders to be in

readiness to continue the onward march next morn

ing. His irresolution had passed away, and he had

decided to risk the issues of a battle . Long after

wards he was heard to affirm that “ he had never

called but one council of war, and that if he had

taken advice of the council, the British would never

have been masters of Bengal.” .

On the 22nd Clive crossed the river at Cutwah,
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and, after a fatiguing march of fifteen miles, arrived

with his army before Plassey at one in the morn

ing. A grove of mango-trees , eight hundred yards

long by three hundred wide, was chosen as the

place of encampment ; the Raja 's army occupying

an entrenched position about a mile off. A strong

redoubt, planted with artillery and manned by

French gunners, had been constructed in an angle

of the entrenchments ; and nine hundred yards in

front of this was a large tank, also mounted with

guns and in charge of European soldiers. The

beating of drums and the clashing of cymbals, im

pressive signs of activity in that mighty camp,

were heard throughout the night.

Hostilities commenced at daybreak by the mass

ing of the Nawab's troops in grand array outside

the entrenchments ; and at eight o'clock they opened

a vigorous cannonade at long range, to which the

English guns replied with great spirit . Clive, who

had chosen for his headquarters one of the Nawab’s.

hunting- lodges , ascended to the roof of this build

ing and reconnoitred the enemy's position . The vast

army had been well placed , for they hemmed in

his own troops in the form of a semicircle on all

sides save the river : to have forced on a general

engagement under these circumstances would have
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been madness. But Clive had no such thought.

His plan was to continue the cannonade throughout

the day, and then to make a night attack, when the

enemy had retired within the entrenchments and

were sleeping in a supposed security .

But the opportunity came sooner than he had

anticipated . An avenging Nemesis seemed to have

followed the Raja to Plassey, and misfortune after

misfortune began to fall upon his troops. Owing to

carelessness or mismanagement the ammunition lay

exposed on the machines, and partial explosions of it

were heard during the cannonade. That was the

first trouble. Then , at noon, a heavy fall of rain

came on , and more of the ammunition was injured

by the wet ; about the same time Suraja's most

faithful general was mortally wounded by a cannon

ball, and expired in the presence of his master while

unfolding a plan in which he saw good promise of

victory. Despairing and full of rage the Nawab sent

for Mir Jafir,the inactivity of whose troops had already

filled him with grave apprehensions, and , taking off

his turban in the most abject manner, implored him

“ to rescue from the perils that beset him , the grand

son of that Ali Verdi by whose royal favour he - Jafir

- had grown so great.” Thewily traitor made solemn

promise to do his best, bowed low , and withdrew .
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Five minutes later he had despatched a messenger

to Clive, with an account of what had occurred and

the advice to attack immediately . To consummate

his treachery ,as well as to perfect his own schemes,

he urged the Nawab to recall his troops within the

entrenchments ; and the order was accordingly given,

though one of Suraja 's loyal generals made strenuous

protest, averring that to issue such an order meant

certain panic, and that the whole army would in

fallibly be thrown into confusion.

Jafir's messenger, fearing to cross the field of

battle in the midst of the cannonade, failed to dis

charge his trust ; but Jafir knew nothing of this

till after the battle. Clive, on his part, having

settled in his mind that there would be no general

engagement till nightfall, had repaired to the hunting

lodge in order to snatch a half-hour's needed rest ;

and he was actually asleep at the very moment

when the enemybegan to retire behind the entrench

ments. News was speedily brought to him of what

was happening, and, observing that a strong posse

of French artillerymen , who occupied the large tank

already mentioned, were left in an exposed position

by the withdrawal of the native troops, he placed

himself at the head of a detachment, and drove them

back into the redoubt .
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By this time the enemy, with their lumbering

platforms, elephants, and teams of oxen , had com

pleted their retrograde movement— all save one

division of the army, which was seen to have re

mained stationary. There was something strange,

if not suspicious, in this ; and the singularity of

the thing was not diminished when these troops

began to advance in the direction of the mango

grove. A detachment was sent off to oppose their

further progress, and an engagement had actually

begun before it was ascertained that they were the

long-promised contingent under the command of

Mir Jafir. The traitor had at last dropped his mask

and gone over openly to the English .

This decided the fortunes of the day. With eager

celerity Clive pushed on to the redoubt, took it, and

by five o 'clock the British army had entered the

entrenchment and were in possession of Suraja's

camp. But the Nawab had made himself scarce.

At the first news of Mir Jafir's defection , he had

mounted a camel, and fled in hot haste to Moor

shedabad , with two thousand of his horse. On

reaching the capital he shut himself up in his

palace, and gave out that he intended to defend

himself to the last. The same evening, his shame

less betrayer was saluted Nawab of Bengal, Orissa,
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and Behar, and after a short delay set off in pur

suit of the fugitive.

Warned of his approach , Suraja Dowla disguised

himself in the dress of a menial, and taking with

him his favourite concubine and a casket of his

most precious jewels, escaped by a window of the

palace. Entering a boat which had been moored

in readiness, he was rowed down the Ganges at a

rapid rate in the direction of Rajamahal, where he

had another palace. On alighting at this place, he

entered a deserted garden with the view of resting

awhile, but was recognised almost immediately by

a fakir, who had made his cell in that lonely spot.

The man had good cause to remember the tyrant,

having been deprived of his ears by Suraja's orders

only thirteen months before. Eager for revenge,

though pretending unbounded reverence and hos

pitality, the devotee lost no time in communicating

his discovery to the commander of Rajamahal ; and

by this means the unfortunate wretch was made

prisoner, and hurried back to the capital.

On being brought into Mir Jafir's presence, he

threw himself at his feet, and begged only for life.

No promises were given, and the miserable man

was removed to a distant apartment of the palace

to await his fate . Terrible must have been his
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suspense ; but it was not of long duration . Shortly

after midnight the chamber was silently entered by

a man whose murderous purpose was written in his

face. The doomed wretch knew at once that his

death had been decreed, and made no further appeal

for mercy. He begged only the grace of a few

moments in which to perform his ablutions and to

offer ap a prayer. But even this was denied him .

Drawing a poignard from his girdle, the hired

assassin plunged it into Suraja 's breast, repeating

the blow again and again till life was extinct. Then,

wiping the dripping weapon on the murdered man 's

tunic, he retired noiselessly from the room .



CHAPTER V .

RIVAL NAWABS, AND THE CAREER OF A MILITARY

ADVENTURER .

TN the year 1720 there was born at Salzburg in

1 Upper Austria a child whose entrance into the

world would probably have been looked apon with

some misgiving by his parents , could they have

foreseen the career that awaited him . The child

was christened Walter Reinhard , and his early

days were spent in his native town and under his

father's roof, who was a butcher . The playground

of the young Salzburger, and probably his chief

lesson -book , were the shambles — a significant fact.

He was not brought ap to his father 's business , but

from his fourteenth to his thirty-fourth year followed

the handicraft trade of a carpenter - with what

success we are unable to say. Ostensibly this was

still his calling when, in 1754, he set foot for the

first time in India , having worked his passage oat

125
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as ship ’s carpenter on board a French frigate . He

now changed his profession and became a soldier ,

taking service under the French general, Bussy .

A man of some mark, he speedily rose to the

grade of sergeant ; but he does not seem to have

been at all popular with his fellow -soldiers , who

nicknamed him “ Sombre,” because of his gloomy

and taciturn disposition. The name stuck to him ,

and he was pleased to adopt it as a nom -de-guerre,

discarding his paternal name altogether. By the

natives the word was twisted into “ Somru ," and

as Somru we shall henceforth speak of him .

His first years of soldiering were spent in the

Carnatic and Southern India, but he appears to

have soon grown dissatisfied with his prospects

under the French flag , and to have entered the pay

of an Indian ruler ; afterwards wandering from one

petty prince to another, though without much ad

vantage to himself. Still dissatisfied, he deter

mined to try his fortunes farther north ; and we

riext hear of him as a common trooper in the

army of Suraja Dowla, the infamous Nawab of

Bengal, of whose brief and miserable career some

account has been already attempted. The battle

of Plassey again left him without a master, and for

the next two or three years he seems to have led
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à vagabond, restless existence, of which , however,

no reliable particulars have been preserved . Then,

in 1760, he threw in his lot with the Faujdar of

Purneah, one of the few chiefs in Bengal and the

adjoining principalities who acknowledged unre

servedly and were prepared to maintain by force of

arms the sovereignty of the then Moghul, Shah

Alum . The Faujdar appointed him to the command

of a small body of troops , and instructed him to

drill them in the European method ; but the army

can have gained very little by these specially trained

soldiers, since it was defeated and put to flight by

a mere handful of British troops under Captain

Knox, in June of that year.

The better to understand the subsequent career of

Somru it will be well to explain very briefly the

political condition of Bengal and its dependencies

at the time of the Faujdar's defeat. Mir Jafir, who

had ascended the musnud through the influence of

Clive, was still Nawab; but almost from the first

he had given evidence of his unfitness to rule. He

was indolent and voluptuous, and in the short space

of three years had lost almost all authority over his

army by keeping them in arrears of pay ; while he

had estranged himself from the English by neglect

ing to carry out his pecuniary engagements with
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them . His eldest son , Meerun , a worthless youth

of twenty, was in command of the main army at

the time when the small force under Captain Knox

defeated the Faajdar of Purneah, and , indeed ,

arrived in the neighbourhood in time to follow up

the pursuit. In spite of the rains, which had set

in with unusual violence , the pursuit was continued

for four days, as it was believed that the retreating

Faujdar had large treasures with him . On the

fourth day a fearful storm broke over the camp of

the pursuers, and Meerun's tent, which contained

at that moment, besides himself, a story-teller and

a servant employed in patting his feet , was struck

by lightning. They all perished.

Directly Meeran's death became known at Moor

shedabad, the troops mutinied , and, surrounding

Mir Jafir's palace, demanded their arrears of pay

with loud threats . The Nawab was now in evil

case, for his treasury was empty; and had not his

son - in -law , Mir Kasim , interposed, and advanced

' à present sum of three lakhs of rupees, as well

as become security for the payment of the rest of

the arrears within a specified time, the helpless old

man would certainly have been assassinated .

In granting this assistance, Mir Kasim was careful

to stipulate that he should be regarded as the next
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in succession to the Nawabship— & circumstance

which showed pretty clearly the trend of his am

bitions and the motives that were guiding his

conduct. At this very time, indeed, he was aspiring

to the possession of the musnud without waiting

for succession ; and as the English governor of Fort

William , Mr. Holwell, had manifested a disposition

to support him in an act of usurpation, Mir Kasim

complacently suggested that they should set to

work at once by causing his father-in -law to be

assassinated . Mr. Holwell, who himself shows up

very discreditably in this business , affirms that he

"expressed much astonishment and abhorrence at

the overtare," and distinctly told Mir Kasim “ that

unless he dropped all mention, as well as every

intention and attempt of the measure he had in

timated, the conference must end there."

With such a scoundrel the conference should have

closed finally when the first criminous suggestions

were made ; but, strange to say, it was continued,

and issued in a formal treaty, by which Mir Jafir

“ to be stripped of everything but the name of

sovereign, and Mir Kasim was forthwith to be

invested with the whole executive authority .” That

the Company looked well after their own interests

when drawing up this treaty, is evident from the

>>
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fact that, not only was it therein stipulated that the

sum owing to them by Mir Jafir should be paid, but

also that the districts of Burdwan, Midnapore, and

Chittagong, should beassigned to them for the main

tenance of a sufficient force in Bengal, and that

five lakhs of rupees should be given as a present

for the war in the Carnatic. In addition to this

Mr. Holwell pocketed a private bribe of £30,000,

and his colleague, Mr. Vansittart , who had succeeded

Clive as governor of Bengal, £58,000. These

arrangements being complete, Mir Jafir was worked

upon to resign, and his son-in -law was elevated to

the vacant musnud.

This, then , was the condition of affairs when , one

sultry day, not long after the defeat of the Faujdar

of Parneah, Walter Reinhard, alias Somra , entered

Moorshedabad on the look-out for employment. He

had deserted the Faujdar’s cause, and had come to

tender his services to Mir Kasim , whose star was

now in the ascendent. His services were accepted,

and he was given a post under one of the new

Nawab's most influential ministers, an Armenian of

good family named Gregory. The great turning

point in Somru's career had now been reached :

the adventurer was on the high road to wealth and

promotion .
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When a few months had gone by the Council of

the Honourable Company at Calcutta began to

perceive that Mir Kasim was not quite the tractable

Nawab that they had counted upon finding him .

Unlike his father- in -law , he was resolute and ener

getic ; a man of very considerable ability and of

indefatigable industry ; while his cold , vindictive

dis position made him an awkward person to quarrel

with . Of this, however, the Honourable Council

took no account. Last of wealth had blinded their

eyes to their own interests, and instead of treating

the new Nawab with British openness and liberality,

they embarked upon a policy of irritating pressure,

extortion, and deception ; assumed the right to

dictate to him on every occasion , and , in short, acted

towards him as though he were a puppet rather

than a prince.

The sequel was inevitable . In a little while the

Nawab's feelings towards the English had completely

changed , and instead of looking upon them as friends,

he regarded them with all the intensity of bitter

and brooding hatred . Impatient to get as far as

possible from their insulting espionage and domin

ation, he removed the seat of his government from

Moorshedabad to Monghyr, two hundred and twenty

miles from Calcutta ; and here he began to form a
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standing army. Among the European adventurers

who accompanied him thither was the Salzburg

butcher 's son, whose assiduity and perseverance had

already attracted Kasim 's notice ; and the Nawab

now entrusted him with the command of two

battalions.

Before the close of the year 1762, Mir Kasim and

the Company were in a state of open rapture; and

once more the English were to blame. In their

haste to grow rich the Council of Calcutta “ had

passed an enactment whereby goods destined for

Europeans descended the river free of transit duty,

whilst those imported by natives were heavily taxed.

This exemption acted most hardly on the people of

the country generally, and especially on that portion

of it governed by the Nawab. Such was the oppres

sion resulting from this shameful system that whole

districts were becoming impoverished, and the entire

trade of the country disorganised ; whilst, as a

natural consequence, the revenues of the Nawab

were steadily diminishing. Under these circum

stances, Mir Kasim , anxious to preserve his inde

pendence, even to make considerable sacrifices for

that end, and at the same time to prevent the entire

undermining of his resources , arranged an interview

with Governor Vansittart . At this interview he
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put forward the extremely moderate proposition

that whilst the natives should pay twenty-five per

cent., the English should only pay nine, on all

goods passing his boundaries. Mr. Vansittart ,

satisfied that ander this scale an immense advantage

would still accrue to the English , accepted it at

once. But the Council of Calcutta, more greedy of

gain , refused to ratify it, insisting that the trade

carried on by the English should be subject to no

duty whatever — the article of salt alone excepted

and upon this they expressed a willingness to pay

a duty of two and a half per cent. The Nawab,

naturally incensed at the grasping nature of this

demand, well aware, likewise, that it would entail

his utter and absolute ruin were he to accede to it,

replied by the legitimate exercise of an act of

sovereign power. He abolished all import duties

whatever, and established free trade throughout his

territories .” *

By this time the majority of the Council of

Calcutta were so dead to every feeling of justice,

shame, and ordinary decency, that they had the

effrontery to declare that the abolition of duties

was an act of hostility to the English, and threatened

war if the edict was not recalled . Far from being

* Malleson .
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terrified into compliance by the threat, Mir Kasim

at once took his persecutors at their word, and com

menced hostilities by seizing two of the Company's

boats that were proceeding up the river with arms

to Patna, upon which place, as they had been

secretly informed , his hostile designs were centred .

It unfortunately happened that the most violent

of all the Company's servants then in Bengal, as

well as the most insolent in his bearing towards the

Nawab, was the head -factor or resident at Patna,

a Welsh gentleman of the name of Ellis. To him

the Council sent orders to anticipate the Nawab's

design by taking possession of the citadel, provided

he had reason for believing that the secret information

was correct. Two members of the Council, knowing

Mr. Ellis's hasty and overbearing disposition, voted

against giving him so much discretionary power,

and it had been well for all of them , and most of

all for the resident himself, had the order never been

sent. But sent it was, and , as might have been

expected , Mr. Ellis acted upon it the moment it came

to hand. On the night of the 23rd of June, 1763, he

gained possession of the town by a sudden onset - a

smart and plucky coup de main enough ; but instead

of following up this successby attacking the citadel,

he suffered his troops to disperse in search of plunder .
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As a consequence of this neglect, the enemy had

time to recover from their surprise, and, returning

to the conflict, soon made themselves masters of the

town again .

Driven from their last position , the factory , the

English had to betake themselves to boats, and ,

hastening up the river, proceeded almost as far as

Chuprah, where their further escape was cut off. Mir

Kasim had, in fact, caught them in a trap ; and they

found themselves shut in to the choice of death or

surrender. Behind them was Patna, in the hands

of the enemy ; in front was Chuprah, also held by

the Nawab's forces ; while the only fortified town to

right or left of them that might have offered a

temporary retreat was Buxar, and that place was

now held by the two battalions ander Somru . They

surrendered .

Four days afterwards,Mr. Vansittart received the

following biting letter from Mir Kasim :

“ To the Governor, etc., June 28th , 1763.

“ In my heart I believed Mr. Ellis to bemyin

veterate foe, but from his actions I now find he was

inwardly my friend, as appears by this step which he

added to the others. Like a night-robber,he assaulted

the Petta of Patna, robbed and plundered the bazaaraar
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and all the merchants of the city, ravaging and slaying

from the morning to the third pahr [afternoon ].

“ When I requested of you two or three hundred

muskets laden in boats, you would not consent to it.

This unhappy man, in consequence of his inward

friendship, favoured me, in this fray and slaughter,

with all the cannon and muskets of his army, and

is himself relieved and eased from his burden. Since

it was never my desire to injure the affairs of the

Company, whatever loss may have been occasioned

by this unhappy man to myself, in this tumult, I

pass over ; but you, gentlemen, must answer for any

injury which the Company's affairs have suffered ;

and since you have unjustly and cruelly ravaged the

city, destroyed the people, and plundered effects to

the value of many lacs of rupees , it becomes the

justice of the Company to make restitution to the

poor, as was formerly done for Calcutta.

“ You , gentlemen, are wonderful friends ; having

made a treaty to which you pledged the name of

Jesus Christ , you took from me a country to pay

the expenses of your army, with the conditions that

your troops should always attend me, and promote

my affairs. In effect, you keep up a force for my

destruction, since from their hands such events have

proceeded . I am entirely of opinion that the
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Company should favour me, in causing to be delivered

to me the rents for three years of my country .

“ Besides this, for the violence and oppression

exercised for several years past in the territories of

the Nizamat, and the large sums extorted, and the

losses occasioned by them, it is proper and just that

the Company should make restitution at this time.

This is all the trouble you need take ; in the same

manner as you took Burdwan and other lands , you

must favour me in resigning them . ”

Very soon came reprisals on the part of the

Company. Their first step was to enter into arrange

ments with the old Nawab, Mir Jafir, for his

restoration to the musnud ; their second was to send

Major Adams with a force to Moorshedabad , in front

of which town the obnoxious Nawab had taken up an

entrenched position. The ubiquitous Somru was here

also, at the head of his two battalions of Sepoys,

all well trained in the European manner ; but it does

not appear that either he or they greatly distinguished

themselves when they came to close quarters with

the British at the storming of the entrenchments . We

are, indeed, informed by an English officer of that

day, that Somru was far more skilful in retiring from

a post of danger than in holding it against an enemy ;
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. and the statement is not hard to believe. “ He was

always remarkable for his excellent retreats," says

this officer. “ He made it a role in every action to

draw out his men in a line, fire a few shots, form

a square, and retreat,” — a line of conduct which

probably explains a boast which he was inordinately

fond ofmaking, that he had never lost a single gun.

To follow in detail the campaign of Major

Adams, up to the fall of Monghyr, is not necessary,

and would take as far beyond our present subject.

But the English were everywhere successful. Moor

shedabad was entered after the storming of the

entrenchments, and it was found that Mir Kasim

had left his guns behind him ; at Ghariah , where a

desperate battle was fought, eighty Europeans, all

foreigners, deserted to the English , with a

hundred and fifty boats laden with military stores ;

at Oudanullah , fifteen hundred of the enemy's

cavalry were taken prisoners, and two hundred and

sixty-five pieces of cannon fell into our hands :

then the fort at Monghyr was captured , together

with two hundred and twelve guns. Beaten at

every turn , Mir Kasim seemed now to realize that

his struggle was a hopeless one ; nevertheless, he

had one ghastly consolation left. If victory was

denied him , there was yet the possibility of
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revenge ; and he hurried off to Patna, full of a

horrible thought. At Patna his own little handful

of prisoners was confined — Mr. Ellis among the rest

—and shortly after the Nawab's retreat to this

place Major Adams received from him an ominously

worded letter, of which the concluding words were

these : “ Exalt not upon the success which you

have gained, merely by treachery and night assaults,

in two or three places, over a few jemidars sent

by me. By the will of God you shall see in what

manner this shall be revenged and retaliated .”

Mir Kasim had, in fact, determined to massacre

his prisoners . The circumstances under which this

atrocity was perpetrated were ofwere of a peculiarly

revolting character, and not the less 80

Nawab's right-hand man was a European — in fact,

none other than the Salzburg butcher's son, Walter

Reinhard, himself a butcher now in dark earnest.

Under the pretext of giving an entertainment to

about forty officers and other gentlemen, who were

among the prisoners, Somra sent to them on the

day fixed for the execution, requesting the loan of

their knives and forks. When these had been

yielded up - for the prisoners had not the slightest

suspicion of treachery – he proceeded, with two

companies of Sepoys, to the house in which they

as the
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were confined , and at once gave the order for

à massacre.

Accustomed though the soldiers were to blood

shed , they nevertheless revolted at such barbarity,

and at first refused to obey. “ Let arms be given

to the English," said they, “ and then we will

engage them ; ” but Somru, who had no such

honourable scruples, bade them set about their

devilish work at once. The slaughter thereupon

began ; and the unfortunate prisoners, taken

unawares, had to defend themselves as best they

could with bottles, bricks, and pieces of furniture.

Somru himself took part in the carnage, and is

said to have strack down Mr. Ellis with his own

hand ; but it is more probable that the special

object of his zeal was the resident's infant child ,

who was among the slain .

Whilst the massacre was going on in the rooms

of the house, a number of Sepoys mounted to

the roof and poured down a concentrated fire on

the prisoners in the square interior court. These

unhappy creatures were even more helpless than

those within the house, as they were absolutely

without weapons of defence, and of course could

not come to close quarters with their assailants.

They could only cluster together in dumb horror,
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like sheep in a slaughter-house, praying inwardly

for a speedy end. How long the murderous work

went on we do not know ; but it slackened not

till all were killed and one hundred bleeding

corpses lay stretched upon the pavement of the

court. Within the house, the heaped -up dead

numbered fifty more, most of whom were civil

servants of the Company, or military officers. Out

of all the prisoners, not one had succeeded in

effecting an escape. The tragedy of the Black

Hole had been eclipsed by the massacre of Patna :

a civilized European had shown himself a greater

monster than Suraja Dowla .

The battle of Buxar may be regarded as the

answer to the Patna tragedy, though it was not

fought till nearly a year later. In the interim ,

Mir Kasim fled to Oudh, the contiguous province

to Behar, and placed himself under the protection

of the Nawab, Suja -ud-Dowla , who was also Vizier

to the Moghul Court. Somra, with his battalions

of Sepoys, followed suit, as did the greater part

of Kasim ’s army ; and the English found themselves

confronted by a new danger. The war was

spreading , and in a direction that might well

arouse the anxious fears of the Company ; for if

permitted to go on , in a little while the whole of
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Northern India might be in arms against them .

Very wisely , therefore, the commander-in -chief

attempted to open peaceful negotiations with the

Nawab- vizier. His demand was simple ; — that Mir

Kasim and Somra should be delivered up to the

English . Saja -ad-Dowla not only refused , but

demanded , in his turn, the cession of the whole

province of Behar.

The negotiations had got no further than this

when Major (afterwards Sir Hector ) Munro arrived

at Patna with his Gordon Highlanders, and at

once assumed the chief command. Finding the

Sepoys in a dangerously mutinous state, he had

twenty -four of the ringleaders seized , and brought

them summarily to trial before a court -martial of

native officers. Being found guilty, he sentenced

them to be blown to pieces at the cannon's mouth ;

and preparations were immediately made for carry

ing the sentence into execution . Four of the

condemned men had already paid the penalty of

their insubordination , when the Sepoys began to

grow tumultuous, and their officers cameto Munro

and begged him to proceed no further. The major

replied by ordering that the field -pieces should be

loaded with grape and turned towards the

mutineers ; and when this had been done, the
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Gordons and the English corps were drawn up in

a line between the wheels, and the native troops

were commanded to ground their arms. Awed by

this exhibition of firmness, the men obeyed , and

the executions were proceeded with .

Munro's arrival took place in May, 1764 ; but he

had to wait until the rainy season was over to

commence hostilities. It was not, indeed , till

September that he was ready to move out against

the enemy ; and at this time his entire strength

consisted of seven thousand men , of whom about

eight hundred were Europeans and the remainder

Sepoys and black cavalry . The enemy's forces con

sisted of from forty to sixty thousand men — Munro

says, " fifty thousand at least ” — and they occupied

an entrenched camp before Buxar, a town with

square fort on the right bank of the Ganges, about

equi-distant between Patna and Benares. The town

was well built and extensive , with several hand

some mosques and minarets, and a prosperous

bazaar ; while the fort, though small, was furnished

with a high rampart, cased with smooth green

tarf, and was connected with a lower fort, which

extended to the river .

On the 22nd of October the English army reached

Buxar, and on the following day the battle was
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fought. Major Munro had hoped to be able to

fall upon the Nawab-vizier's camp during the night,

but the intention was frustrated by the failure of

his spies to procure the necessary information , and

he was reduced to the necessity of meeting the

enemy in open day. The account of the battle

may be best given in the gallant officer's own

words :

“ On the 22nd I encamped so near the enemy's

camp as to be just out of range of their shot. On

the morning of the action , at daylight, I went out

with some of the principal officers to reconnoitre

their situation , intending to attack them the fol

lowing day ; but, finding the whole army under

arms, returned to camp, ordered in our advanced

posts and grand-guards” [guards commanded by a

field officer ), “ the drums beat to arms, and in less

than twenty minutes after, the line of battle was

formed , having made my disposition for it the day

before. They began to cannonade us at nine in

the morning, and in half an hour after the ac

tion became general. We had a morass in our

front which prevented our moving forward for some

time, by which means — as the number of cannon

they had, well-levelled , and equally well-disciplined ,
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galled us very much – I was forced to order a

battalion of Sepoys from the right of the first line

to move forward to silence one of their batteries

which played upon our flank , and was obliged to

support it by another battalion from the second

line, which had the desired effect. I then ordered

both lines to face to the right and keep marching

in order to clear the left wing of the morass,

and when done to face our former front, the right

wing wheeling ap to the left, to clear a tope, or

small wood, that was apon our right. Then the

first line moved forward , keeping up a very brisk

cannonade.

“ I sent orders to Major Pemble, who commanded

the second line, to face it to the right-about and

follow the first ; but that officer saw the propriety

of that movement so soon that he began to put it

in execution before he received my order. Imme

diately after, both lines pushed forward with so

much ardoar and resolution ( at which time the

small arms began) that the enemy began to give

way, and at five minutes before twelve their whole

army was put to flight.

“ Give me leave, my lord , to intreat your lordship

may be pleased to acquaint His Majesty with the

gallant and brave behaviour of the troops in

10
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general, and I beg particularly to recommend

Captain Charles Gordon of the 89th ” [Highland ]

“ Regiment, my aide-de-camp, for his brave and

spirited behaviour. . . . I wish Major Pemble might

be recommended to the Chairman and Court of

Directors for his bravery and good conduct. Both

these officers had their horses shot ander them .

I have the honour to be, etc .,

“ HECTOR MUNRO."

Six thousand of the enemy were left dead upon

the field of battle, while the English casualties

amounted to less than nine hundred . The Nawab

vizier’s troops suffered most severely towards the

close of the fight, owing to the destruction of a

bridge of boats, by which nearly two thousand

were drowned or cut to pieces as they stood hope

lessly entrapped on the river 's bank . The bridge

was destroyed by the Vizier's own orders, with

the view of preventing the English from continuing

the pursuit of the main body of his army ; and

Major Munro afterwards spoke of the act as a

good piece of generalship . He affirmed that but

for it he would either have taken or drowned the

whole of the retreating army in the Caramorassa ,

as well as captured the enormous treasure and

a
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jewels of the two Nawabs, which were valued at

several million pounds sterling .

Glorions as was the British victory at Buxar,

it was hardly needed to complete the overthrow of

Mir Kasim . He was a ruined man before the battle

was fought, his so-called friend and protector, the

Nawab of Oudh, being the occasion of his ruin .

In spite of Kasim 's fearful crime, one feels a

lingering pity for the man, both in view of the

great provocations which had driven him to commit

the deed , and of the depths of the misery into

which he afterwards sank . On the day before the

battle, Saja -ud - Dowla stripped him of nearly all

his personal wealth, and having mounted him on

a lame elephant, turned him out of the camp.

Henceforth a life of shame and poverty awaited

him , and when he died at Delhi thirteen years

later, his last shawl was sold to pay for his winding

sheet.

A very different future awaited his more despicable

accomplice in crime, the infamous Somru. For

him , the fall of each successive master was a step

ping-stone to higher things — not morally higher, but

socially and financially — and however rough the storm

of circumstances in which himself and others might

be involved , he, at least, was always sure to keep
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afloat. When Suja - ad - Dowla wanted to treat with

the English after the battle of Buxar, offering

twenty - five lakhs of rupees as the expenses of the

war, another twenty -five to the army, and eight to

Major Munro, the sturdy Scotchman required one

thing more—the delivery of the two murderers,

Mir Kasim and Somru ; but the Nawab -vizier would

not consent. Why he refused in the case of the

former is not sufficiently clear, but the reason

assigned in the case of Somru is easily understood .

That officer was at the head of four battalions of

Sepoys, which made him practically independent ;

and he would certainly have resented any attempt

to make him a prisoner. Suja -ad -Dowla offered,

however, to meet the English half-way by providing

for the obnoxious European's assassination . He

proposed to give a grand entertain
ment

, to which

Somra was to be invited, and in the midst of the

festivities, hired murderers were to fall upon the

guest and despatch him with their knives and clubs .

Deputies from the English camp, who knew Somru

by sight, were to be invited to be present as witnesses

of his death ! Needless to say the propositio
n

was

rejected. The negotiatio
ns

thereupon fell through,

and Somru remained at large.

The story of the rest of his career need not detain
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as long. By the time he had been a twelvemonth

in Saja -ud-Dowla 's service, that prince had had

enough of him , and determined to give him his

dismissal. He wanted officers whose men were able

to maintain their ground in the presence of an

enemy, not spiritless poltroons who gave orders to

form square and retreat directly a few shots had

been fired . So one day he told Somra that he

should need the services of him and his battalions

no longer. “ Very good," said that officer ; “ dis

burse the arrears of pay due to me and my soldiers,

and you shall speedily be quit of us.” But this was

not what the Nawab -vizier meant. He was willing

enough to part with Somru and his battalions, but

not at all willing to part with his rupees. In fact,

he wanted to look upon their past services as

gratuitous. But Somru was not a man to submit

quietly to such shameless fraud ; and in order to

bring matters to an issue, he seized the persons

of the Begum of Oudh and her family , and refused

to restore them to the Vizier until all arrears had

been settled. The latter was forced to yield ; and

the Salzburger thereapon took his departure, at the

head of his Sepoys.

To tell of all the many masters ander whom this

calculating adventurer found employment would be a
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long story. Up to this time he had served twelve

or fourteen - if, indeed , we can speak of service in

regard to so worthless and pasillanimous a hireling.

He next entered the pay of the Jâts , an Aryan race

which had settled on the banks of the Jumna ; but

having quarrelled with their leader, he moved into

the territory of the Raja of Jyanagger. Here he

remained but a few weeks, and then returned to

the Jâts ; about which time an important event

of his life took place. Somru married .

Of the lady's birth and antecedents there are

various accounts. Some say she was the daughter

of a decayed Moghul nobleman ; others that she

was a Syaduni, or lineal descendant of Mohammed ;

and others that she was a dancing -girl of Delhi.

All agree that she was very beautiful and clever ;

that she possessed vast influence over those with

whom she came in contact,and used it with singular

discrimination and tact ; and further, that in attaining

her ends she was only less unscrupulous than her

husband. The name of this fair but dangerous

lady was Zerbonissa.

Somru had already one Mohammedan wife— indeed ,

had so far conformed to Oriental usages as to keep

a harem — but Zerbonissa soon gained an ascendency

over him that put all competitors in the shade ;
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and it was by her advice that he presently aban

doned his roving life, and settled down at Sirdhana,

forty miles north of Delhi, where, in 1776 or 1777

a rich jaghir, or estate, was assigned to him. This

estate was not conferred upon him by the Jâts,

whose service he finally left in the former year,

but by his new masters , the Court of Delhi, in

whose employment he remained until his death .

His new property yielded an annual rental of six

lakhs of rupees ( £60,000 ), so that the ci -devant

carpenter was not merely a prosperous man , but a

veritable prince in wealth .

Whether he was happy in the midst of his riches

is another question , and one that hardly needs an

answer . The memory of his great crime was ever

before his mind, causing him anspeakable agonies,

and he lived in constant dread of being handed

over to the English. The Company again and again

made overtures to the Court of Delhi for the sur

render of the assassin ; but, fortunately for Somra,

the representative of the Moghul Court honourably

rejected their proposals. His own troops were also

a source of constant trouble to him . They were in

a chronic state of mutiny, and periodically expressed

their disaffection by cudgelling and otherwise mal

treating their officers. It is even said that they
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scrupled not to lay violent hands on Somru himself,

and that when he was at all behindhand with his

payments, they would strip him of his linen breeches,

and straddle him across a hot gun. The results of

an occasional grilling in this fashion appear to have

been surprisingly efficacious.

The luxuries of his few remaining days had, indeed ,

been dearly purchased . The massacre of Patna took

place in 1763 ; he entered into possession of his

great wealth in 1776, and he died in 1778. Fifteen

years of remorse and terror-two years of voluptuous

idleness — -and then the end ! He breathed his last

at Agra, in the fifty -third year of his age ; and to

this day may his tomb be seen in the Roman

Catholic burial-ground of the city. It bears the

plain inscription :

“ AGVI TAZO WALTER REINHARD, MORREO

AOS 4 DE MAYO , NO ANNO DE 1778. "

(Here lies Walter Reinhard, died on the 4th of

May, in the year 1778.)



CHAPTER VI.

FROM SEVAJI TO RAGOBA : A CHAPTER FROM

MAHRATTA HISTORY .

W E have already had occasion more than once

to speak of the Mahrattas — the only Hindus

of modern times who have made a mark in history .

In the days of Aurungzebe ( 1658 – 1707), the terri

tory of this warlike people was bounded on the west

by the coast-line from Surat to Goa ; on the south

by a line extending from Goa , through Bidr to

Chanda ; on the east by the river Warda, a tributary

of the Godavery ; and on the north by the Satpura

mountains. In less than a century from the death

of that monarch, they had founded an empire which

extended right across the continent of India , and as

far north as Ajmir and Gwalior, touching the Com

pany's possessions everywhere but at Madras, and

threatening the very existence of our power in the

East.

153
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Mach of the old Mahratta country is specially

favourable to the birth and nurture of a warrior

people ; a fact which reference to any good physical

map of the country will sufficiently demonstrate .

“ The strip of land between the Western Ghâts and

the sea is called the Concan, and is, in general,

very rugged. Towards the coast are small, rich

plains, producing rice ; the rest is almost impervious

from rocks and forests, cut by numerous torrents,

which change, when near the sea, into muddy creeks ,

among thickets of mangrove. The summits of the

ridge itself are bare rocks ; its sides are thickly

covered with tall trees , mixed with underwood. The

forest spreads over the contiguous part of the table

land to the east, a tract broken by deep, winding

valleys and ravines , forming fit haunts for the wild

beasts with which the range is peopled. Fifteen or

twenty miles from the ridge, the valleys become

wide and fertile, and, by degrees, are lost in open

plains , which stretch away to the eastward, covered

with cultivation, but bare of trees, and rarely crossed

by ranges of moderate hills. . . . The whole of the

Ghâts and neighbouring mountains often terminate

towards the top in a wall of smooth rock , the

highest points of which, as well as detached portions

on insulated hills, form natural fortresses, where the
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only labour required is to get access to the level

space, which generally lies on the summit. Various

princes, at different times, have profited by these

positions. They have cut flights of steps or winding

roads up the rocks, fortified the entrance with a

succession of gateways, and erected towers to com

mand the approaches ; and thus studded the whole

of the region about the Ghâts and their branches

with forts,which , but for frequent experience, would

be deemed impregnable.” *

The Mahrattas themselves are sturdy, well-made

men , active, hardy, and persevering ; but without

sense of honour, and utterly unscrupulous. In bold

ness and warlike enterprise they are not inferior to

the Rajputs ; but they will resort to any treachery

in order to gain an advantage over an adversary

a meanness rare in their Rajput co -religionists. In

the time of Aurangzebe their chiefs were merely

heads of villages or functionaries of districts , such

as patels, desmukhs, etc. ; and they, no less than

their people, belonged to the lowest caste of Hindus,

or, in other words, were Sudras.f For this reason,

if for no other, a peculiar interest attaches to the

rise of the Mahrattas to power in Central India ;

* Elphinstone.

† See pages 16 — 19 .
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while their frequent wars with the English justify

the appropriation of a special chapter to their early

history.

In the opening years of the reign of the Moghul

Emperor Jehangir, son of the celebrated Akbar, a

Mahratta chief named Jadu Rao held a high position

of command in the army of the Mohammedan

sovereign of Ahmednagger, a dependent province

of the Moghul empire. Jadu Rao boasted of Rajput

descent, a distinction to which very few Mahrattas

could lay claim ; * and the fact added greatly to

the dignity of his family, and the estimation in

which they were held. Under him, and enjoying

his immediate protection, was a Mahratta officer

named Maloji Bhonsla, a bold and dexterous ad

ventarer on whom no opportunity of advancing his

fortune was ever thrown away.

One day there was a great festival at the house

of Jadu Rao , in honour of some Hindu divinity,

and Maloji was invited to be present, together with

his son Shahji, then five years old. Throwing off

the restraint of social pride as the wine circulated,

Jadu took the youthful Shahji on his knee, and,

* The late Mr. Talboys Wheeler, an authority on Indian

matters, considered the Mahrattas an offshoot of the Rajputs.

We have followed Elphinstone.
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seating his own little daughter opposite the boy,

laughingly exclaimed , “ What a fine couple ! They

ought to be man and wife.” Hardly had the jest

escaped his lips than Maloji rose to his feet and

called upon the company to witness that the

daughter of Jadu had been affianced to his son .

Jadu’s Rajput pride flamed up in a moment, and he

indignantly repudiated the thought of such an alli

ance ; but Maloji refused to yield his point,and a long

estrangement between the two men was the result .

A few years went by, and Maloji became a pros

perous man. He amassed a considerable sum of

money, rose to the command of five hundred horse , and

entered into possession of a large jaghir or estate .

Thereupon Jadu's objections to an alliance with the

family of a Sudra disappeared , and he cordially con

sented to the union which he had formerly proposed

only in jest. Thus the breach was healed, and , in

due course, the daughter of Jadu was married to

Maloji's son.

We have dwelt upon this episode for a simple

reason . One of the fruits of this union was the

remarkable personage whose name stands at the

head of this chapter - Sevaji, the founder of the

Mahratta empire.

Sevaji Bhonsla was born at a fort near Pana,
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the chief place of his father's jaghir, in the month

of May, 1627. His early training was such as

befitted the son of a Mahratta chieftain ; that is

to say, he was instructed in horsemanship , hunting,

and military affairs — in fact, in everything that was

calculated to make him a good soldier and a suc

cessful leader of banditti. Writing was not part of

this curriculum ; but mythological and legendary

stories, stirring ballads, and wild tales of daring

and adventure, sung or told among the impregnable

fastnesses of his mountain home, or by the camp

fires on the shaggy Western Ghâts — these formed

the pabulam of his mind during childhood and youth,

and tended to foster that spirit of self-reliance and

adventure which was at once the source and secret

of most of his early successes. His chief mentor at

this period of his life was a Brahmin named Dadaji

Condu , who, in the midst of more secular instruction, -

was careful to make his pupil a devout Hindu . In

after years, Sevaji's religiousness gave emphasis to

his intense hostility to the Mohammedans.

His public career may be said to have begun with

the capture of the hill- fort of Torna, a place of con

siderable strength about twenty miles south-west of

Puna, where he secured a large treasure. He was

then in his nineteenth year. A month or two later
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we find him withholding the revenue of his father's

jaghir , which he had been appointed to collect, and

before the year was out he had obtained possession

of several forts in the territory of the King of Bija

pore. The most various means were resorted to in

order to obtain his ends - threats, blandishments, sur

prises, and treachery ; yet it has been mentioned as

worthy of remark that these early marauding expedi

tions were singularly bloodless. The following year

(1648) he revolted against the Government of Bija

pore , seized a convoy of the royal treasure , and cap

tured five of the principal hill-forts in the Ghâts ;

while the enterprise of one of his officers placed the

whole of the northern Concan at his feet.

The Court of Bijapore became alarmed, and seized

the person of his father , Shahji, whom they charged

with being the author of the insurrection . Shahji

protested that he was innocent of his son's trans

gressions ; but no belief was placed in his assur

ances, and he was thrown into prison. He was told

that the entrance to the prison would be built up, if

Sevaji did not make his submission within a certain

time. Sevaji was greatly alarmed for his father,

but, instead of yielding ,made overtures to thereigning

Moghul, Shah Jehan, upon whose territories he had

been careful till now to attempt no encroachments.
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His application was in every way successful. The

Emperor gave him a place in his army, with the

rank of a commander of five thousand ; and Shahji

was shortly afterwards released from his dungeon ,

probably in consequence of the powerful interposition

of the Emperor.

Sevaji resumed his marauding excursions with

undiminished vigour, the Mohammedan kingdom of

Bijapore being still the scene of his encroachments.

The Regent of Bijapore (the throne was now occupied

by a minor), sent a large army against the daring

Mahratta, but unwisely gave the command of it to

a noble named Afzal Khan, who was too swollen

with Moslem pride to appreciate the strength and

resources of the enemy, and who spoke of Sevaji

only with contempt. Sevaji, who fully understood

the character of his opponent, turned the Regent's

mistake to terrible account. He pretended to be

greatly overawed by the preparations which were

being made against him , as well as by the terror of

Afzul's name, and sent a humble message to that

general, in which he professed to have abandoned all

hope of resistance and merely desired to be informed

of the terms of submission . Afzal Khan proposed

to admit Sevaji to a personal interview — the very

thing which he most desired — but the cunning Mah
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ratta feigned alarm at the proposal, hinted that some

advantage might be taken of him , and finally induced

the ansuspecting Moslem to meet him at a secluded

spot, accompanied by only one of his officers .

At the appointed time, Sevaji descended from the

hill-fort of Partabghar, with one attendant, and

approached the Khan with a timid and hesitating air.

He was dressed in a plain cotton tunic, and appeared

to be entirely unarmed ; but under the tunic he wore

a shirt of mail, and, besides carrying a concealed

dagger , held within his clenched hand a formidable

instrument with hooks of steel, known as the wagnuck

or tiger's claws, of which he is said to have been the

inventor. Oatwardly the Mahratta chief presented

but a mean appearance, and as the diminutive figure

advanced towards the Khan , cringing and bowing as

he came, the haughty Moslem looked upon him

with an expression of disdain . In a moment

all was changed . Sevaji had sprung forward and

fastened the steel claws in the body of the Khan ,

and before the astonished nobleman could recover

from the shock , the dagger had completed the deed

of death . Meanwhile , Sevaji's followers had been

drawn together by secret paths into the woods round

Afzal's army, and were only waiting the signal to

rush out to the attack . That signal was now given

11
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from the fort, and the result may be readily imagined .

The Mussulman army, reposing in insolent security ,

had no time to make any resistance, and were

slaughtered or dispersed like sheep by their treacher

ous enemies.

His boldness increasing with success , Sevaji

presently determined to measure his strength against

more important foes. In the year 1662 the audacious

Mahratta carried his ravages into the province of

Aurangabad, a part of the Moghul empire. Aurung

zebe was now upon the throne , and the province

in question — indeed, the whole of the Deccan — was

administered by the Emperor's maternal uncle,

Sheista Khan. To put an end to the Mahratta

aggressions the viceroy marched against them in

person at the head of an army, and in a very short

time had defeated them in the open field and forced

them back as far as Singhar, a hill- fort twelve

miles from Puna. Sheista made Puna his head

quarters, and adopted as his own residence the

house in which Sevaji had spent his early days, a

circumstance which the wily Mahratta proceeded

to turn to acccount. “ The Khan had taken

every precaution to guard against the advance of

troops, and also against the admission of Mahrattas

individually into the town ; and in these circum
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stances, and with his troops cantoned around him , he

thought himself as secure as if he were in a peaceful

country. But Sevaji, who was well aware of all that

was passing, left Singhar one evening after dark, and,

posting small bodies of infantry on the road to support

him , went on with twenty -five Mawalis to the town.

He gained admission by joining a marriage procession,

with the conductor of which he had a previons concert.

Being now within the line of guards, he proceeded

direct to the house, and entered by a back door before

any person within had a suspicion of danger. So

completely was Sheista Khan surprised, that he had

barely time to escape from his bedchamber , and

received a blow from a sword which cut off two of

his fingers as he was letting himself down from a

window into the court below . His son and most of

his attendants were cat to pieces in a moment.

Sevaji's retreat was as rapid as his attack ; he was

joined by his parties on the road as he retired, and

ascended to Singhar amidst a blaze of torches, which

made his triumph visible from the Moghul camp.” *

The next notable achievement of this irrepressible

freebooter was the sackage of the rich and defence

less city of Sarat, where the first factory of the

English in India had been built nearly fifty years

* Elphinstone.
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• before. For six days he plundered the city (though

not the British factory ,) and then returned to his

fort of Raighur, in the Concan, where he lodged

his immense booty in safety. The same year (1664)

found him again at war with Bijapore ; and about this

time he also engaged in some maritime enterprises,

his fleet of nearly a hundred vessels making no

small stir all along the Malabar coast. Several

Moghul ships were captured by the fleet, as well as

the wealthy port of Barcelor, which, being a remote

port of the province of Canara , was plundered with

impunity.

The death of his father about this time brought him

a considerable accession of territory, and he now

assumed the title of Maharaja , and began to coin

money in his own name. Most of these acts were

grave offences in the eyes of the autocratic and

suspicious Aurangzebe ; nor was the Emperor likely

to look with less severity on the offender when he --

heard that some of the captured ships were conveying

pilgrims to Mecca . Towards the close of the year he

sent a large army against the lawless chief, instructing

the raja whom he placed at the head of the troops

to proceed to the conquest of Bijapore so soon as the

Mahrattas had been reduced .

Feeling that his strength was not safficient to cope
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with so powerful an enemy, Sevaji opened a negotia

tion with the Raja , who received him with distinction,

and to whom he made the humblest professions of

fidelity . He agreed , not only to give up twenty out

of the thirty -two forts in his possession , with the

territories pertaining thereto, but also to fight under

the imperial banner during the prospective operations

in Bijapore . In return for the latter service he was

to receive a percentage on the revenues of that

province, and his son, Sambaji, a boy of five , was to

receive rank as a commander of five thousand.

Sevaji faithfully performed his part of the contract,

which was confirmed in writing by Aurungzebe him

self; and his Mahrattas so distinguished themselves in

the campaign that followed , that the Emperor wrote

to him in the most complimentary terms,and stimu

lated his ambition with liberal though indefinite

* promises of advancement. Deceived by these promises,

Sevaji made over his jaghir to three of his chief

dependents, and set out for Delhi on a visit to the

Moghul court. He was accompanied by his son

Sambaji, and their escort consisted of five hundred

mounted troops, in splendid uniforms and trappings,

and a thousand Mawalis .

Aurangzebe heard of his approach , and determined

to humble him . In spite of his friendly and fulsome
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letters, the Emperor entertained any but kindly

sentiments towards Sevaji. He hated him because he

was a Hindu ; he despised him on account of his

ignoble origin . Instead, therefore, of welcoming his

visitor with the honours which his worth appeared to

merit, he sent an officer of inferior rank to meet him ;

and the chieftain 's reception when he came to court

was conducted in the samespirit. Sevaji approached

the throne,made his obeisance,and laid his gift (token

of respectful homage) at the Emperor's feet ; but the

haughty despot hardly deigned to notice him , and ,

when the formalities of reception were over, the

Mahratta was put back, as a person of no importance ,

among officers of the third rank . These accumulated

insults were too much even for the iron nerves of

Sevaji, and, changing colour, he fell to the ground in

a swoon. On recovering consciousness, he exclaimed

bitterly against the deception which had been practised

upon him , and declared that the dishonour to which

he had been subjected had made his life unendurable .

He then withdrew from the durbar without taking

leave or receiving the state robe which is usually given

on such occasions.

So much independence of spirit and decision of

character, in one who had approached the throne with

more than the customary cringing and servility , were
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little expected by Aurangzebe, and he began to

discover, now that the discovery was too late, the

nature of the man he had to deal with . He had

missed the opportunity of converting a formidable

enemy into a zealous servant, and the opportunity was

not likely to recur. Yet Sevaji was still in Delhi, and

the Emperor determined to “ clip the claws of this

mountain rat ” (his own expression), by preventing

his departure from the city. He made known his

intention to an officer of the palace , and ordered him

to set a watch upon the movements of the insulted

chief. “ From this time,” says Elphinstone, “ Sevaji's

whole thoughts were turned to the means of making

his escape, which was soon rendered more difficult by

guards being posted round his residence. He applied

for leave to send back his escort, with whom he said

the climate of Delhi did not agree ; and as this

arrangement seemed to leave him more than ever in

the power of the government, it was willingly agreed

to. Henext took to his bed, on pretence of sickness,

gained over some of the Hindu physicians who were

allowed to attend him , and by their means established

a communication with his friends without. He also

made a practice of sending presents of sweetmeats and

provisions to be distributed among fakirs and other

holy men , Mohammedan as well as Hindu, and thus
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accustomed his guards to the passage of the large

baskets and hampers in which those donations were

conveyed. At length, one evening, when he had

concerted his measures with those without, he con

cealed himself in one of the hampers, and his son in

another, and was carried out unquestioned through the

midst of the sentinels. His bed was occupied by a

servant, and a long time elapsed before his escape

was suspected. In the meantime he repaired to an

obscure spot, where he had a horse posted, mounted it,

with his son behind him , and made the best of his

way to Mattra. At this place were some of his chosen

companions, in assumed characters ; and he himself

put on the dress of a Hindu religious mendicant,

shaving off his hair and whiskers, and rubbing over

his face with ashes . In this disguise he pursued his

journey by the least suspected roads to the Deccan,

leaving his son at Mattra in charge of a Mahratta

Brahmin. It must have required much address to

elude his pursuers, who had a long time to be prepared

for him before he made good his retreat to Raighur. ”

He reached that place in the month of December,

1666, nine months after his escape from the Moghul

capital.

Henceforward, to the day of his death , Sevaji was

almost incessantly at war with Aurungzebe ; and the
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irritating policy of the Emperor with regard to his

Hindu subjects did much to strengthen the Mahratta 's

hands. A few years after his escape from Delhi he

was solemnly enthroned at Raighur as Maharaja of

the Concan, on which occasion he wasweighed against

gold , and the sum (sixteen thousand pagodas, or ten

stone) was given to Brahmins. The English , whose

thoughts were at that time directed to opening out

a trade in the Deccan , sent a deputation to con

gratulate the Maharaja ; and hard work they found

it to climb the rocky eminence on which his capital

was built. The way up was by a rugged , precipitous

path , so narrow that those ascending to the fortress

had to proceed in single file ; but their surprise was

great when , on reaching the top, they found that

the land within the fortress consisted of cultivated

fields. The annual yield of grain from these fields

is said to have been sufficient to feed the whole

garrison. A year or two later Sevaji undertook a

memorable expedition into the Carnatic, ravaging the

country round about Madras, and planting a Mahratta

kingdom south of the River Cauvery in Tanjore.

Schemes of further conquest were in his mind when

he was seized with a fever , which put an end to

his eventful career. He died at Raighur on the 5th

of April, 1680, at the age of fifty -three.
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The history of the great chieftain 's descendants

to the world -famed battle of Paniput,* comprising a

period of nearly a century , is a confused and confusing

story. Though the founder of an empire, Sevaji can

hardly be called the founder of a dynasty. His sons

who succeeded him were men of inferior capacity , and

reigned only in name. The real rulers were not the

Maharajas of the Concan , but their prime ministers,

or Peishwas, who were Brahmin priests. In course

of time the office of Peishwa became hereditary , and

the holders of the office took to themselves all the

powers of sovereignty, while the rightful heirs to

the Mahratta throne were maintained in a sort of

splendid captivity , usually at Sattara, though they

were still known as Maharajas.

Meanwhile, the Mahratta confederacy was growing

more and more powerful, and the great provinces

contiguous to their own, - namely , Berar,Gujerat, and

Malwa — were compelled to pay chout in order to

avoid their ravages. Four lieutenants were appointed

by the Peishwa for the collection of this revenue,

and these, by virtue of the authority invested in

them , soon became powerful and independent rulers,

* Three battles of Paniput are recorded in history, of which

the dates are 1526 , 1556, and 1761. That referred to above is

therefore the third battle of Paniput. (See also p . 25.)
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framing their own laws and making war opon their

neighbours without reference to the Peishwa. At

the same time they professed a certain allegiance to

their sovereign prince, much as did the Peishwa to

his captive prisoner at Sattara .

In Gujerat the lieutenant was known as the

Gaekwar, and in Berar as the Bhonsla ; and both

offices, like that of the Peishwa, were hereditary.

Bhonsla , it will be remembered, was Sevaji's paternal

name, and the Bhonslas were so called because they

belonged to the same tribe as the great Mahratta .

In Malwa the two lieutenants bore no distinctive

title ; but at the time of which we are treating (about

the year 1761) the holders of the office were the

celebrated Sindhia and Holkar, who both founded

dynasties which exist to the present day.

We have related in another place the causes of

the decline of the Moghul empire ; how it wasted

away froi atrophy after the death of Aurangzebe ;

how the Nawabs began to withhold the revenues of

their provinces and to assert their independence ; and

how that the plundering of the imperial treasury

by Nadir Shah left the government at Delhi without

the means of paying the imperial troops. In this

way was the greater part of India , from Bengal and

Rajputana in the north , to Canara and Tanjore in
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the south, laid open to the incursions of the lawless

Mahrattas, whose ambitious projects culminated at

last in the attempt to found a great Orientalmonarchy

- or rather, confederacy of Mahratta kingdoms- on

the ruins of the Moghul empire.

At the beginning of the year 1761 their only

serious competitors for supremacy were the Afghans,

those warlike Mohammedans from beyond the Sulei

man Mountains who, it will be remembered, had

already made themselves famous in Northern India

by setting up the Lodi dynasty, the line of sovereigns

which was reigning at Delhi when the Moghuls first

appeared upon the scene.* If evidence were wanted

of the soldierly qualities of the Afghans, it might

be found in the fact that, about the year 1730, the

greater part of Persia was brought under their rule .

It was then, indeed , that Nadir Shah rose to power.

He pretended to help the Sufi Shahs against the

Afghans, and at a convenient moment usurped the

throne. Afterwards he carried his victorious arms

into the territory of the aggressors, and got himself

proclaimed sovereign of Afghanistan . At his death in

1747 the Afghans acknowledged one of his generals,

Ahmed Shah Abdali, as their ruler, and the new

monarch marched an army across the Indns, and

* See p. 25 .
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made himself master of the Panjab . This was the

man who was destined to break ap, at one terrible

blow , the great Mahratta confederacy , and to leave

the nation for a time helpless and paralyzed.

The blow was struck at Paniput, on the 6th of

January, 1761,when Abdali's army of ninety thousand

men encountered a Mahratta host numbering nearly

three hundred thousand, and crushed them after a

desperately contested battle. The slaughter was

fearful. About two hundred thousand men, or more

than a fourth of the combined armies, are said to

have fallen ; and among the slain was the Peishwa's

eldest son , Viswas Rao. In almost every house of

the Mahrattas there was weeping and wailing ; and

the Peishwa himself retired to a temple near Puna,

to die of a broken heart. Many distinguished

Mahratta chiefs shared the fate of his son, and

others were seriously wounded among the latter,

Madhaji Sindhia , already referred to as one of the

Peishwa’s lieutenants in Malwa. The story of this

chieftain 's escape from the field is worth telling.

At the close of the battle, when the panic had

become general, Madhaji formed one of the throng

of fugitives, flying from the scene of disaster on a fine

Deccany mare, which had carried him throughout

the action. He soon got ahead of the fugitives , and
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was beginning to think himself safe, when, on turning

his head, he saw that he was pursued by an Afghan ,

who had evidently marked him for his prey . No

other human being was by that time in sight, and

the pursuit was continued to a great distance before

either party gained the slightest advantage. In vain

did Madhaji exert all the arts of a well-skilled horse

man to evade the pursuit. Whenever he halted for

a moment to rest his jaded horse, or cast a hurried

glance behind him as he rode, his eye rested on the

trooper. The Afghan's horse was evidently strong

and fresh, and in a condition to maintain the same

steady pace for a number of miles, albeit it was a

heavy and clumsy - looking animal. At last the faith

ful Deccany mare could go no farther. She came

to a cutting, and Madhaji urged her by voice and

rein to clear it. The panting brute made the attempt ,

failed, and horse and rider rolled over together into

the ditch. Before he could recover himself the Afghan

was upon him , and , raising his battle-axe, dealt the

prostrate Mahratta * a blow on the knee which

crippled him for life. His assailant then stripped

him of some ornaments, spat upon him , and rode

* In the above accountwe have followed Malcolm , butGrant

Duff affirms that Madhaji was the descendant of a decayed

Rajput family.
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away with the Deccany mare. Years after, when

Madhaji was a powerful prince in Central India , he

told the British resident at his court that the cir

cumstance of the flight had made so strong an

impression upon his imagination that for a long

time he could not sleep without seeing the Afghan

and his ambling charger pacing after him and his

beautiful steed.

The Mahrattas recovered from their terrible chas

tisement sooner than might have been expected.

It would probably have been otherwise had Abdali

remained in Rajputana to profit by his victory ; but,

to the surprise of his enemies, he quitted India,

and never returned to take any part in its affairs .

The new Peishwa, Mahdu Rao, a son of the preceding,

was hardly seventeen years of age when he was

called to the throne, and his uncle , Rughonath Rao,

or Ragoba, an ambitious schemer, was appointed his

guardian. What with the hostility of Ragoba, who

began intriguing for the sovereign power, and the

ceaseless plotting of his four lieutenants , the young

Peishwa had enough to do to keep his throne during

the first years of his reign ; but courage and pra

dence eventually carried him through all difficulties,

and on attaining his majority he gave proof of the

resoluteness of his character by imprisoning his
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faithless uncle. He then turned his attention to

outside enemies, and having engaged in a successful

war with the celebrated Hyder Ali, Raja of Mysore,

from whom he wrested a large territory, he con

verted a possible enemy into a powerful ally by

winning over the Nizam of the Deccan, with whom

one of his lieutenants, the Bhonsla of Berar, had

entered into a traitorous alliance . He afterwards

“ marched an army towards the north, crossed the

Nerbudda river, menaced his refractory lieutenants ,

and collected chout from the princes and chiefs of

Rajputana.” * Mahdu Rao had, indeed, all the

qualities, both of a skilful general and a wise ruler,

and, had he lived to middle life, would probably have

made a great name for himself in Indian affairs .

As it was, he wiped out during his short reign the

disgrace of Paniput, restored the fortunes of the

Mahratta nation, and left them prepared to drive

out the conquering Afghans from Delhi. He died

in 1772, a victim to consumption, at the early age

of twenty -eight.

Up to this point, the Mahrattas and the English

had been on very good terms. In most of their

freebooting expeditions the former had been careful

to keep aloof from the British settlements. In

Talboys Wheeler.
*
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Sevaji's time, as we have seen , a deputation of the

East India Company had been honourably received

at the Mahratta capital ; and when, in those early

days, the “ mountain - rats of the Deccan " had over

run the Concan, Carnatic, and Bengal, they had never

attacked , even though they may have threatened , the

English factories at Surat, Madras, and Calcutta .

During the reign of Mabdu Rao, the Peishwa whose

short career we have just sketched, the Company

tried hard to get the Mahrattas to sell or cede to

them two places of great commercial importance

lying to the north of Bombay - namely, the island of

Salsette and the port of Bassein , both of which

they had long coveted . The Mahrattas, who had

taken these places from the Portuguese in 1739 ,

were fully aware of their great value, and refused to

part with them at any price . Consequently, the

British envoys who had been sent to try and nego

tiate a purchase, returned from the Peishwa's court

without having achieved anything. From that time,

the relations between the Mahrattas and the Com

pany were not quite so cordial as heretofore.

Ragoba, the dead Peishwa's ambitious relative,

determined, should the need arise, to turn these cir

cumstances to his own account. But first, he began

intriguing again for the Peishwa-ship . Narrain Rao,

12
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the new Peishwa, who was a younger brother of

Mahdu, appears soon to have had his suspicions

roused against his uncle, and once more was Ragoba

placed in durance. By the advice of the Peishwa's

Brahmin counsellors the suspected nobleman was

confined in an apartment of Narrain Rao's own

palace at Pana — for what reason has not been suffi

ciently explained ; but in any case his imprisonment

was not particularly strict, and he went on intriguing

as before. One day, his plans being ripe for execu

tion , he wrote a letter to an officer in the Peishwa’s

service, a man of desperate character named Somer

Singh , whom Ragoba knew to be disaffected , author

izing him to seize the person of the prince. Before

the letter was despatched, the wife of Ragoba

contrived to get hold of it, and deliberately altered

the word dhurawe, to seize, into marawe, to kill.

She then sealed it up and gave it to the messenger

to deliver .

On the morning of the day on which Ragoba's

order was to be executed , there was considerable

commotion amongst the regular infantry in the

Peishwa's service — the premonitory symptoms of a

mutiny. The commotion increased so much towards

noon that Narrain Rao became anxious, and left

instructions before he went to dinner that some pre
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cautions should be taken to secure the palace. His

chief minister, to whom these instructions were given ,

thoughtlessly neglected them , and went out to dine

with a friend in the neighbourhood. Apprehending

no danger, the Peishwa retired in the afternoon to

his private apartments, and had fallen asleep, when

the noise of a great tumult recalled him to his senses.

The disaffected infantry, who had kept up their

clamour till thatmoment,had been led into the palace

by Somer Singh and another,on the plea of demanding

their arrears of pay ; and it was the excited voices of

these soldiers which bad roused the Peishwa. The

palace-guard had offered no resistance, and the

mutineers had entered by an unfinished doorway on

the east side, where alterations on a large scale were

in progress. Narrain Rao started from his couch ,

and, attempting neither concealment nor defence , ran

to Ragoba's apartments, closely followed by Somer

Singh. Throwing himself into his relative's arms,

the Peishwa appealed to him for protection. Ragoba

did interfere, and begged the officer to spare his

nephew 's life ; but Somer Singh answered , “ I have

not gone thus far to insure my own destruction .

Let him go, or you shall die with him ." Ragoba

thereupon disengaged himself and got out apon the

terrace. The unhappy young man attempted to
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follow , but a servant of Ragoba, who seems to have

been waiting in readiness, seized him by the legs

and pulled him down. In the midst of the struggle

one of the Peishwa’s servants entered the apartment,

and , although without weapons, ran forward to assist

his master, who clasped his arms about his neck ;

whereupon Somer Singh thrust them both through

with his sword.

Ragoba had now achieved his object ; and when

the funeral obsequies of his unfortunate nephew had

been performed , he was acknowledged as Peishwa .

Not for long, however , did he enjoy undisputed

possession of the title. He had set off with an army

to fight Hyder Ali,when news reached him that the

widow of Narrain Rao had given birth to a son .

Once again were all his plans frustrated. The

mother's claims on behalf of the little stranger were

recognised by the Brahmin advisers of her late

husband, and the infant became Peishwa ander a

Council of Regency. Ragoba — probably to avoid a

third imprisonment - went into exile.

But the ambitious intriguer had not yet lost

heart of hope. He now bethought himself of the

British and their longings after Salsette. With

a reckless abandonment of generosity (of a kind

not rare in those who make free with what is not
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was

their own), he offered to yield up to them the island,

and the coveted port to the north of it, if they

would espouse his cause and reseat him on the

throne at Puna. The authorities at Bombay, with

out waiting for the approval of the Council at

Calcutta, where the celebrated Warren Hastings

now supreme, consented to the terms with

greedy alacrity. They took possession of the two

places, defeated with their troops an army of the

Council of Regency, and were on the point of con

ducting Ragoba to Puna when a notification arrived

from Bengal, stopping the expedition. “ All this

will never do,” said, in effect, the guardians of

British interests at Calcutta . war is

mistake , and these irrepressi
ble

Mahratta folk

must not be interfered with . You must leave

Ragoba to fight his own battles, but at all costs

keep possessio
n
of Salsette and Bassein ! ”

Yet war had to come . France was again lifting her

head in India, and a French envoy had been received

at Puna by the Mahratta leaders. Fortunately for

the British, these leaders were by no means united

in their counsels . Holkar, previously referred to as

one of the collectors of chout in Malwa, favoured

Ragoba, and invited Bombay to bring him to Puna ;

while Sindhia, the other revenue - collector in Malwa—

66 The a
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he who had made the celebrated flight from Panipat

on the Deccany mare - supported the infant Peishwa.

War having broken out, companies of English

troops were soon in motion in various parts of the

Indian continent ; but not till Colonel Goddard took

the field did they achieve anything worthy of the

British name. Goddard advanced into the very

heart of the enemy's country, and having performed

a splendid march of three hundred miles in nineteen

days, baffling the efforts of twenty thousand Mahratta

horse which were sent to intercept him, he joined

hands with Ragoba at Surat. In January 1780 he

obtained possession of Dubhoy, an ancient town

thirty -eight miles north -east of Baroch, and carried

Ahmedabad, the capital of Gujerat, by storm . Three

months later he came upon the immense army of

Sindhia and Holkar at Pawangarh, fell upon them

by surprise, and inflicted a severe defeat.

About the same time another gallant officer,

Captain Popham, did much to sustain the prestige

of the British arms in the country south of the

Chumbul. * He expelled the enemy from Gohud,

pursued them into their own territory, took the

fortress of Lahar, and then crowned his successes

by capturing Gwalior, the “ Gibraltar of the East.”

* A tributary of the Ganges,
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The place is an isolated sandstone rock , partially

capped with basalt, about a mile and a half in length,

three hundred yards in breadth, and rising in some

places to an altitude of over three hundred feet.

The rock slopes at the base, but is continued for

the remainder of its height as a precipice, partly

natural and partly scarped, and so steep as to be

in several places overhanging. At the time of which

we write a rampart ran along the verge of this

precipice, and within the rampart was a citadel, with

six lofty bastions , connected by curtains of great

height and thickness. The only entrance to the

enclosure was by a rock -cut staircase, protected by

seven successive gates and a strong and lofty wall

in itself a formidable obstacle to a besieging force.

Such was Gwalior .

By the natives of India the fortress was deemed

impregnable, and its capture was named among

impossible achievements ; but British valour laughs

at impossibilities. On the night of the 3rd of August,

when the garrison were reposing in fancied security,

dusky figures, aided by scaling ladders , might have

been seen clambering up the smooth face of the rock.

Those who first accomplished the ascent, a handful

of Sepoys under Captain Bruce, made fast the ladders

at the top, and, squatting down in profound silence,
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waited for their companions. At this critical moment

some of the men, with foolhardy recklessness, began

to fire upon the sleeping garrison ; and thus an alarm

was given. There was a feeble attempt at resistance,

but the Sepoys within the walls held their ground,

and meanwhile fresh troops from below came pouring

in . In a few minutes the garrison were overpowered

and made prisoners, and Gwalior was taken .

Not many months later the war was concluded

by the treaty of Salbai, the terms of which were

distinctly advantageous to the English . Ragoba was

to be abandoned by the Company, but to receive

twenty - five thousand rupees a month, and to choose

his place of residence ; all Europeans, except the

British and Portuguese, were to be excluded from the

Mahratta dominions ; conquests on both sides were to

be restored ; Salsette and a few small islands in the

vicinity of Bombay were confirmed to the Company ;

and Baroch , an important town near the mouth of

the Nerbudda, was to be given to Madhaji Sindhia in

acknowledgment of his humanity to the English.



CHAPTER VII.

FROM JOHN COMPANY IN EXTREMIS TO JOHN

COMPANY IN EXCELSIS.

TN briefly referring to the treaty of Salbai at the

I close of the foregoing chapter, it was stated that

one of the terms of the treaty provided that “ con

quests on both sides were to be restored .” It might

have been added that the Mahratta conquests were

practically nil, and that the clause was really directed

against Hyder Ali, the powerful Sultan of Mysore,

who had sided with the Mahrattas during the war,

and to whom he had proved a valuable ally .

A typical example of a Mohammedan adventurer ,

Hyder Ali had risen from poverty and obscurity to

the command of the army of the Hindu Raja of

Mysore, and then had usurped the sovereignty. After

the fall of Pondicherry and the final overthrow of the

French power in India, Hyder's army was reinforced

and strengthened by French officers and soldiers ;

18
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and it was largely owing to their skill and valour

that he was able to make himself for a time a formid

able enemy to the British . The Saltan first became

an object of serious alarm to the Company by his

successful invasion of Malabar, the strip of coast -land

lying west of Mysore and between Canara and Cochin .

Before the close of the year 1767 the whole of this

territory was in his hands ; and in order to make his

conquest sure he hanged or beheaded vast numbers of

his prisoners, and deported no less than fifteen thon

sand of the inhabitants of the subjugated country to

distant parts of his dominions. Farther north, his en

croachments involved him in hostilities with the Nizam

of the Deccan, with whom the Company had contracted

a defensive alliance, so that Hyder and the English

were soon at open war. The Nizam, with true Oriental

shiftiness, deserted the English when hostilities broke

out, and allied himself with the Sultan ; thereby

making it plain to the Madras Government that no

real settlement of affairs was possible until a British

army had conquered Mysore, and dethroned its ruler.

But it soon became equally evident that these desirable

ends were not to be effected in a moment — that they

were undertakings of no ordinary magnitude. When

the war broke out, not only was the Sultan able to

maintain his own, but, by a skilful strategy,
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he actually turned the table on his opponents,

and succeeded in forcing from them an advantageous

peace . After defeating one officer who was sent

against him , he lured the English armyto a distance

from Madras by pretending timidity ; and then, by

means of a brilliant march of a hundred and twenty

miles in three days, appeared suddenly in the neigh

bourhood of the city , which was only saved from

assault and a sack by acceding to his own terms of

peace.

Three or four years later , when the English were

at war with the Mahrattas over the claims of Ragoba

and the baby Peishwa, the restless usurper invaded

the Carnatic a second time. With his army of a

hundred thousand men he overran the devoted

country , captured Arcot and all the chief fortresses,

and spread terror and desolation ap to the very walls

of Fort St. George. A smaller achievement could

scarcely have been expected , however, in view of

the great numerical superiority of Hyder's army.

The conquering and the conquered were in the ratio

of seventeen to one, and victory under such circam

stances can hardly be said to confer much glory on

the victor.

Moreover, the tide turned rapidly against the Mysor

eans when Sir Eyre Coote, the hero of Wandewash
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and Pondicherry, assumed the chief command of the

British forces. Coote won his first important battle

at Porto Novo, a place on the coast a few miles south

of Fort St. George, defeating with an army of eight

thousand four hundred men the Sultan's armyof sixty

five thousand. On this occasion Hyder Ali himself

narrowly escaped falling into the hands of the

English . Throughout the battle he remained seated ,

cross-legged, on a chouki, or portable stool, about nine

inches high, which had been placed on a rising piece

of ground that commanded a view of both armies ;

and in this undignified though easy posture, at about

four o'clock in the afternoon, he gave the order for

retreat. To the surprise of his attendants, however,

he made no movement that would indicate an inten

tion of joining in the retreat, but remained impas

sively on his chouki, just as though he were a part

of it, and both were immoveable fixtures. It was

deferentially hinted to him that his sacred person was

in danger,but the intimation was received with such a

torrent of obscene abuse that the officer who had

ventured it lapsed into obsequious silence. The

British lines were advancing, but Hyder, obstinately

stupid with vexation, continued to sit on the little

stool, looking more like a stuffed effigy, or the china

figure of a mandarin , than a living sultan. At last
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one of the royal grooms, an old and privileged ser

vant, laid bold of His Highness's legs in a most

unceremonious manner, and clapping on his master 's

slippers, said abruptly, “ We will beat them to

morrow ; in themeanwhile,mount your horse.” The

Sultan got ap, scrambled into his saddle, and very

soon was out of sight.

In less than two months Sir Eyre Coote earned

fresh renown by his victory at Pollilore ; but owing

to the miserable mismanagement of the Madras

Government, his troops were almost without pro

visions, and the gruff old general was so disgusted

with the state of matters that he talked seriously of

throwing up his command. Eventually he was pre

vailed upon to change his mind ; but little or nothing

was done to remedy the evils of which he complained.

Even prior to the battle of Pollilore the British troops

had been on short rations,but that was as nothing

to their sufferings now , food being so scanty that

one half the men fasted alternately from day to day,

while multitudes of camp-followers died of starvation.

Under such circumstances, it is wonderful that they

were able to hold their own against the Sultan's

numerous, powerful, and well-equipped army, yet they

even did more than this. In spite of weakness and

hunger,the spirit of the troops through all their trials
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remained unbroken ; and they not only gained several

fresh advantages of a minor character, but actually

won another important battle. The scene of this

victory was the hill of Sholingar, twelve miles from

the British fortress of Vellore,which was at this time

in a state of siege, with its garrison starving and

almost at the point of surrender. The magnitude of

Sir Eyre Coote's victory may be gathered from the

fact that whilst his own casualties in killed and

wounded amounted to only a hundred men , the

enemy's losses exceeded five thousand . Among the

trophies taken were three cavalry standards ; but the

general stated in his despatch that he would willingly

have exchanged these and the whole credit of the

victory for seven days' rice. It must have been a

great source of satisfaction to him when , a few months

later, he was able to undertake in person the relief of

Vellore, and to know , as he marched away from the

place at the head of his army, that it had been vic

taalled anew for three months.

Hyder Ali was now beginning to see the hope

lessness of his struggle with the English. The

confederacy, from which he had been expecting

such great things, had already broken ap. Both

the Nizam and the Bhonsla had been bought off

by the Bengal Government ; Madhaji Sindhia had
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been prevailed upon to withdraw from the conflict ;

and the Mahrattas of Pana were on the eve of

concluding a peace with the Company. The treaty

of Salbai, which closed , as we have seen, the first

Mahratta war, was, in fact, about to be signed and

sealed ; so that Hyder was left alone. It was

about this time that he is said to have remarked

to his chief minister : “ Between me and the

English there were perhaps matual grounds of dis

satisfaction, but no sufficient cause for war, and I

might havemade them my friends in spite of Moham

med Ali,* the most treacherous of men. . . . I can

rain their resources by land, but I cannot dry up the

sea ; and I must be first weary of a war in which I

can gain nothing."

The moment was fast approaching when a stronger

enemy than the British was to cross the path of the

fierce ruler of Mysore. Death , the all-conqueror, was

at hand. Hyder's son,the renowned Tippu Sahib , was

miles away on the Malabar coast, at the head of a

large force, when the event happened . Tippu's light

troops had been watching the British position at

Paniani for some days, and a battle was imminent,

when suddenly, on the 12th of December (1782) the

* The Nawab of the Carnatic set up by the Company in the

time of Clive, in opposition to Dupleix's protégé, Chunda Sahib
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pickets sent out by Colonel Macleod lost sightof them ,

and subsequent reports made it certain that the whole

body of the enemy was moving eastward by forced

marches. Only thatmorning, five days after Hyder's

death, had the tidings reached Tippu , and he was now

hurrying off to the late Sultan's camp in order to

make sure of the musnud , and to gain possession of

the royal treasure .

The new Sultan proved to be a more formidable

enemy even than his father. Had Hyder lived he

would probably have made peace with the English,

but Tippu's ambition was to drive them out of India .

His struggle with the Company ended only with his

death , and engaged the anxious attention of five suc

cessive Governors -General, last and chief of whom

was Lord Mornington, afterwards the Marquis of

Wellesley . The policy adopted by that eminent

statesman was an imperial one, his object being to

maintain the peace of India by asserting the para

mount power ; but unfortunately for the realization

of his plans, Tippu Sultan wanted to assert the

paramount power, too, and that of course meant

war.

Like his father, Tippu was a cool and daring soldier ,

and a man of great energy and resource - facts to

which his letters, still extant, bear ample witness.
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In his eagerness to crush the English, he not only

sought the aid of the native princes of India , high

and low , but also of the Shah of Persia and the petty

chieftains of Arabia . Moreover, on the outbreak of

the French Revolution , he entered into an offensive

and defensive alliance with that people, calling

himself “ Citizen of the French Republic ” ; and,

still later, sent letters to Napoleon in Egypt,

and ambassadors to the Governor of the Mauritius,

which was at that time in the possession of

France.

Though the great Western Conqueror never entered

India , it is well known that his ambitious mind was

at one timebent on founding an empire in the Orient;

and, needless to say, he fully realized in this con

nection the advantages to be reaped by a French

alliance with Tippu. In one of his letters, which

was intercepted by the British, he thus wrote to

the Sultan :

“ FRENCH REPUBLIC .

“ Liberty . Equality .

“ Bonaparte, Member of the National Convention,

General- in -chief, to the most magnificent Sultan, our

greatest Friend , Tippu Sahib .

13
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“ HEAD-QUARTERS AT CAIRO,

“ 7th Pluvoise, 7th year of the Republic, One and Indivisible.

“ You have already been informed of myarrival on

the borders of the Red Sea , with an innumerable and

invincible army, full of the desire of delivering you

from the iron yoke of England . I eagerly embrace

this opportunity of testifying to you the desire I have

of being informed by you, by the way of Muscat and

Mocha, as to your political situation. I would even

wish you could send me some intelligent person to

Suez or Cairo , possessing your confidence, with whom

I may confer. May the Almighty increase your

power, and destroy your enemies.

“ (Signed ) BONAPARTE.”
APARTE .

What a different tale historians might have had to

tell if the hero of Marengo and Austerlitz had ever

set foot on Indian soil !

The closing event of Tippu Sultan 's life, and that

which saw the extinction of his dynasty , was the

siege of Seringapatam , a strongly fortified island in the

River Cauvery, and virtually the capital of Mysore.

Whilst the Bombay army, commanded by General

Stuart, was on its march thither , one of the brigades a

few miles in advance of the rest was surrounded by
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the enemy, and would certainly have been cut to

pieces but for the distinguished gallantry with which

it maintained its ground till reinforcements came up.

This brigade was composed of three native battalions

under Colonel Montresor, numbering in all about two

thousand men ; and though attacked on all sides by

the Sultan's vastly superior force, it stood firm , and

eventually, on the arrival of General Stuart with two

regiments of British troops, beat off the Mysoreans

with heavy loss.

Two native accounts of this engagement are extant,

one by an ally of the Company, the Raja of Coorg,

and the other by Tippu himself ; and both — but

particularly the latter -- form interesting examples of

Oriental hyperbole. The Raja, writing to Lord

Wellesley, says : “ A severe action then ensued , in

which I was present. To describe the battle which

General Stuart fought with those two regiments of

Europeans, the discipline, valour, strength , and mag

nanimity of the troops, the courageous attack upon

the army of Tippu, surpasses all examples in this

world . In our Shastras and Puranas, the battles

fought by Allared and Maharat have been much

celebrated , but they are unequal to this battle. It

exceeds my ability to describe the action at length

to your lordship. In this manner Tippu's army was
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beaten . The action with the two regiments lasted

about three hours and a half. A sirdhar * of high

rank with Tippu , the Benky Nawab, fell in this

action ; the first and second bukshees of a body of

six thousand men, being wounded with musket -balls,

were taken prisoners ; I have also heard that five or

six officers of rank with the enemy have fallen ; many

of the enemy were slain , and many wounded ; the

remainder , having thrown away their muskets and

swords, and their turbans, and thinking it sufficient to

save their lives, fled in the greatest confusion. Tippu,

having collected the remains of his troops, returned to

Periapatam ."

It can hardly be said that Tippu's own account of

the battle agrees very minutely with the foregoing .

This is what the Sultan wrote : “ On Wednesday,

the 30th,or last day of themonth Razy,of the Shadeb,

1226 from the birth of Mohammed, corresponding

with the 29th of Ramzan (when the moon is not

visible), the victorious army having left their baggage

at Periapatam , and formed themselves into three

divisions, or detachments, entered the woods of Coorg

by three different roads, where the army of the

Christians had taken post, and advancing, gave battle,

fighting with firelocks and spears ; and thewhole army

* Sirdhar corresponds with our title “ general.”
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of the infidels was routed , some of the Christians

taking to flight. In that battle, Mohammed Reza

and Mohammed Meeran devoted themselves, and

drank the cup of martyrdom ; Mirzah Bakir Bukshy

and Mohammed Ichangeer, Bukshi Asiff, of Cucherry ,

became martyrs ; and Moozim Khan Bukshy was

wounded and taken prisoner by the Christians, and

Golam Mohee-u -deen devoted himself a martyr.”

Tippa arrived at Seringapatam on the 14th ofMarch

(1799) ; but not till the 5th of the following month

did the British army take ap its position opposite the

fort. These troops were not the Bombay army ander

General Stuart, but a much larger force ander General

Harris, consisting of the Madras army, twenty

thousand strong, and over sixteen thousand troops

furnished by the Nizam of the Deccan . The latter

force was nominally commanded by Mir Alum , the

Nizam 's prime minister , but really by Colonel

Wellesley, afterwards Duke of Wellington , a younger

brother of the Governor-General.

The position of the British army was admirably

chosen . It was on rising ground, on the south side of

the river,about twomiles from the fort, which occupied

the western extremity of the island. An aqueduct,

fifteen yards wide and six feet deep,served as a strong

entrenchment, and at the same time furnished an
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unfailing supply of excellent water ; while in the rear

were several deep ravines impracticable for the

enemy's cavalry, which secured the besiegers against

any surprise from that quarter.

Tippa, who had made his most elaborate prepara

tions in view of an attack from the north, was greatly

discomfited when he heard that the Feringhis* had

forded the river at Sosilai, and had taken ap a position

along the south bank. He became suddenly despon

dent, and , calling together his chief sirdhars, exclaimed

fatalistically , “ We have arrived at our last stage :

what is your determination ? ” They answered , like

true soldiers , “ To die along with you.” A gloomy

consultation was then held , to consider by what fords

General Harris was likely to cross into the island, and

to decide upon the bestmeans of opposing him . As

a result of their deliberations, Tippa drew out his

whole army to a place called Chendgal, a strong

position in the line of the General's presumed route ,

prepared to meet victory or death. His surprise and

mortification were great when , instead of proceeding

by the way expected , the British army took a different

route, and never approached him at a shorter distance

than three miles.

* The name given to Europeans by the nativesof India . The

word is thought to be a corruption of Frank,
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On the 5th and 6th of April, attacks were made

apon some of the enemy's infantry and rocket-men,

who, ander cover of several rained hamlets and rocky

eminences at the rear of the aqueduct, had occasioned

some apprehension for the safety of the park of

artillery stores . The attempt on the first day was

only partially successful, but on the second the ground

was cleared , Colonel Wellesley taking a conspicuous

part in the action. “ With an ardour and impetuosity

which were the marks of his professional character,"

says a writer in the East India United Service

Journal, “ he dashed on so vehemently with the

33rd , that the 10th Sepoys, who were laden with

knapsacks — that stupid and annoying appendage to

a native soldier - were left considerably in the rear ;

the consequence of which was that Colonel Wellesley

found himself close upon the enemy, and his regiment

ansupported. The moment was critical, but for

tunately the Sultan 's troops neglected to take ad

vantage of it, and allowed the 33rd to remain halted

and unmolested ,when the chargewasmore judiciously

made and the object of it effected . When the 10th

came up Colonel Wellesley laughed and said , “ This

won't do — I was much to blame ; wemust be more

careful another time." " The flints were taken out,

the rocks and ruins cleared by the bayonet, and the

S e mu more
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British were now able to establish a connected line

of strong posts from the village of Sultan Pettah

to the river, a distance of nearly two miles.

This success was another blow for Tippa, and

produced such an impression upon his mind that he

opened a communication with General Harris,though

he had hitherto maintained a scornful silence. Here

is his brief epistle : — " The Governor-General Lord

Mornington Behander sent me a letter, copy of which

is enclosed ; you will understand it. I have adhered

firinly to treaties ; what then is the meaning of the

advance of the English armies and the occurrence

of hostilities ? Inform me. What need I say

more ? ” Equally laconic was General Harris 's

answer. “ Your letter , enclosing copies of the

Governor-General's letter, has been received . For

the advance of the English and allied armies, and

for the occurrence of hostilities, I refer you to the

several letters of the Governor-General, which are

sufficiently explanatory on the subject. What need

I say more ? ”

On the 14th of April the Bombay army, strength

ened by four regiments of cavalry and other troops

under General Floyd , reached Seringapatam , and ,

having crossed to the north bank of the river, took

ap a position so as to enfilade both the face of the
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fort intended for attack and the exterior defences

erected by the enemy at that point.

As day by day the siege-works continued to make

steady progress, Tippu became more and more con

vinced of his inability to make a successfuldefence.

Then he again endeavoured to negotiate. “ In a

letter of Lord Mornington it is written ,” said he, in

a communication to General Harris, " that the clear

ing up of matters at issue is proper, and that there

fore you, having been empowered for the purpose, will

appoint such persons as you judge proper for con

ducting a conference , and renewing the business of a

treaty. You are the well-wisher of both sircars. In

this matter, what is your pleasure ? Inform me, that

a conference may take place.” The General replied

by forwarding the Sultan the draft of a preliminary

treaty, with the intimation that if its demands were

not complied with in four-and-twenty hours, even

larger calls might be made apon him . The leading

requirements of the treaty were, that Tippu should

cede the half of his dominions, or what remained of

them ; that he should pay a war indemnity of two

crores of rupees (two millions sterling) ; and that four

of his sons and the same number of his chief sirdhars

should be surrendered as hostages. Tippa flew into

a passion on reading the document, declared that
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the demands were arrogant and tyrannical, and dis

dained to answer the communication . “ Better die

like a soldier,” said he, “ than live a miserable

pensioner of the infidels.”

The siege was now pressed with great vigour, and

though the enemy offered a brave resistance they

were driven, piece by piece, from all their exterior

entrenchments, till, by the 27th of April, only the

rocky bed of the river separated the besiegers from

the fort. The unhappy Sultan was by this time at

his wits ' end. Negotiations had all failed , and in

his extremity he turned to religion as his only

hope. The debauchee and man of blood (for he

was both ) became assiduous in his attendance at

the mosque, and while observing the rites of Islam

with panctilious devotion, begged his attendants

to add their “ amen ” to his prayers. Formerly

he had been an active persecutor of the Brahmins ;

he now bribed them liberally to join their in

tercessions for his deliverance with those of the

imaums of his own religion . So far did his

fear and infatuation carry him that he even called

in the aid of astrology, and planetary influences

and unfavourable omens were made the subjects

of grave and anxious inquiry. Yet the adepts in

that eerie science knew too well the odds against
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which the Sultan was playing, and would speak

only of approaching calamity.

On the 2nd of May a breach sixty yards wide

was begun near the north -west angle of the fort,

immediately to the south of the bastion ; and on the

following day this breach was reported practicable.

It was therefore decided to make the assault on the

4th. The storming party, to the number of four

thousand three hundred and seventy-six, was placed

under the command ofGeneral (afterwards Sir David )

Baird , a gallant soldier who knew the fortress well,

having been a fettered prisoner there for four years

in the time of Hyder Ali. During his captivity he

had been put to the menial employment of shirt

making , and had been compelled to turn the water

wheel of a well for the amusement of the Sultan's

ladies ; he was about to re-enter the place under

very different circumstances.

The time fixed for the assault was one o'clock ;

and as the hoar drew near, General Harris retired

alone to his tent, thoughtful and not a little anxious.

The cause of his anxiety was the scarcity of food

among his soldiers, and the conviction that, if the

assault failed , the condition of the army, already

critical, would become desperate. He was still deep

in thought, when Captain (afterwards Sir John )
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Malcolm entered the tent, and, noticing his chief's

cloudy looks and knitted brow , rallied him playfully

by asking, “ Why, my lord , so thoughtful ? ” em

phasizing, in this broad manner, the general's chances

of a peerage. “ Malcolm ,” was the answer, “ this

is no time for such compliments ! We have serious

work on hand. Don't you see that European sentry

overmy tent is so weak from want of food, and from

exhaustion, that a Sepoy could push him down ? We

must take the fort, or perish in the attempt. I

have ordered General Baird to persevere in his attack

to the last extremity. If he is beaten off, Wellesley

is to proceed with the troops to the trenches ; and

if he also should not succeed , I shall put myself

at the head of the remainder of the army: for success

is necessary to our existence.”

Fortunately , the anxious commander was not called

apon to fall back upon either of those alternatives.

In selecting General Baird for the command of

the storming party he had made a wise choice .

Precisely at one o'clock in the afternoon, the tall

figure of that courageous officer was seen to issue

from the trenches. Drawing his sword , he faced

his men and, pointing with the blade in the direction

of the fortress, cried , “ Come, my brave fellows,

follow me, and prove yourselves worthy of the
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name of British soldiers ! ” The call was responded

to by ringing cheers, and the storming party dashed

forward . Crossing the rocky bed of the Cauvery,

they made directly for the breach . In vain did

the Mysoreans, from their places of vantage on the

ramparts, open a concentrated fire with cannon,

musketry, and wall-pieces apon the advancing

column. In vain , as the red - coats threw themselves

into the breach, were they clubbed and sabred and

shot down by the swarthy soldiers of the Sultan .

Directly one fell, another took his place, and the

enemy had to give way at last before the inrushing

flood . The time for the assault had, indeed , been

well chosen, for some of the garrison were taking

repose , and others (the Sultan amongst the rest)

were seated at their mid -day repast: thus the event

was something of a surprise. Many were seized

with panic, and abandoned their posts without

striking a blow ; while others , after making a feeble

defence, rushed to the ramparts and precipitated

themselves into the rocky depths below . Here

and there a desperate resistance was offered ; but

supports were meanwhile pouring in , and the bravest

of Tippu's troops could not hold their own before

the terrible charge of British bayonets. At last ,

when thousands had fallen, and the ramparts were
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slippery with blood, the survivors lost courage, and ,

throwing down their arms, fled in hopeless confusion .

The most memorable feature of the assault was

the fight at one of the gateways on the north face

of the fort, for it was there that Tippu was slain .

In the very heat of the struggle he was struck by

three musket-balls, and as he lay wounded on the

ground the glitter of some gold embroidery on his

sword -belt attracted the attention of an English

soldier . The soldier was attempting to tear off

the belt when the wounded man made a cat at him

with his sabre. His despoiler warded off the blow

and then , levelling his musket, shot the Sultan

dead.

The conquest of Seringapatam was complete. Of

the thirteen thousand Mysoreans in garrison at the

time of the assault, no less than eight thousand

were slain , while the British losses hardly exceeded

three hundred . Tippu's three sons were among the

prisoners, as well as the six hundred and fifty

women of his zenana, the young and exquisitely

beautiful Sultana among the rest. Immense treasure

was also taken ; one object of priceless value — a

jewelled peacock of delicate workmanship , which

formed the apex of the canopy to Tippu's golden

throne - exciting general admiration. This bird is
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now preserved, with other relics of the Sultan, in

the armoury of Windsor Castle. Its neck is of

emeralds, its body of diamonds with three bands

of rubies, and its tail and wings of the same precious

stones , arranged in alternate rows. The cresting

to the head consists of an emerald surmounted by

a pearl ; and the beak is another large emerald ,

tipped with gold , from which depend a costly ruby

and two pearls.

By the fall of their capital, the hopes of the

Mysoreans were irretrievably shattered , and in a

surprisingly short space of time the whole country

was brought to submission. Seringapatam was

captured on the 2nd of May, and a day or two

after Tippu's generals intimated their readiness to

surrender. The whole army followed their example,

and by the 14th of May the war was at an end.



CHAPTER VIII.

SINDHIA , HOLKAR, AND THE STORMING OF BHURTPORE.

THE

\HE Mohammedan kingdom of Hyder Ali being

broken ap, the somewhat invidious task of

apportioning the conquered territory remained . The

old Hindu kingdom of Mysore, which had formed the

nucleus of his dominions, was bestowed upon a child

representative of the ancient dynasty ; while the

Company took possession of Canara, Coimbatore, and

the Wynad, these districts constituting about a third

of the outlying territory. The distribution of the

remaining two-thirds was made contingent upon the

carrying out of certain treaty engagements.

Lord Wellesley felt, indeed, that the time had come

for making known his policy — the maintenance of

peace by subsidiary alliances—to the fighting powers

that remained — namely, the Nizam of the Deccan and

the Mahrattas ; and here was a bribe to make them

pliant. The scheme which he pat forward was a

208
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novelty in history. “ Every state was to cede sufficient

territory for the maintenance of a standing army,

which was to be put at the disposal of the paramount

power for patting down all wars and feuds, all revolts

or revolutions, of every sort and kind ." * The British

being the paramount power, the Governor-General's

policy was, of course, a most convenient one for the

Company. The Nizam agreed to it, and received a

large portion of the conquered territory in ratification

of the treaty which he signed with as ; but the young

Peishwa, to whom a similar share was offered, on

similar terms, shilly-shallied . He was willing to

receive the share in satisfaction of Mahratta claims to

chout in Mysore ; and had no objection to maintaining

a subsidiary force of Sepoys at Pana, under the

command of British officers, provided he might use

it against his refractory lieutenants, Sindhia, Holkar,

etc., as well as in the collection of chout; but he would

not accept the British Government as the arbiter of

peace and war, or agree to the proposal that he should

disband his French battalions.

Troubles with his own lieutenants at last drove him

to submission. Jeswant Rao Holkar, an illegitimate

prince of the house of Holkar, raised an army of

freebooting horsemen , and though defeated by the

* Talboys Wheeler.

14
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French troops in the pay of Sindhia , he succeeded in

routing the Peishwa’s army and spreading dismay

throughout the Mahratta country . Throneless and a

fugitive, the Peishwa fled to Bassein , and there, on

condition of being restored to the throne at Pana by

the British, he accepted the subsidiary alliance. The

Company's treaty with the Peishwa is known in

history as the treaty of Bassein .

A rather anomalous state of things was produced

by this event. The Peishwa had become a vassal

of the British Government, while his own vassals or

lieutenants, commanding powerful armies in Central

India , were independent of that government. It was

evident that the great Mahratta confederacy was

breaking up. Even the lieutenants were not agreed .

Each was pursuing an independent policy, and the

possibility of united action against the Company was

becoming more and more remote. The Gaekwar of

Baroda, following in the lines of the Peishwa,

joined the British alliance : Jeswant Holkar, after

enthroning himself at Indore, maintained a strictly

neutral position ; and Sindhia * and the Bhonsla

Raja of Berar were left alone in their opposition.

Just as Hyder Ali had been left solitary by the treaty

* Not Madhaji Sindhia , who had died in 1794, but his grand

nephew , Daulat Rao Sindhia,who had succeeded to his possessions.
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of Salbai, so were these two Mahratta chiefs left

solitary by the treaty of Bassein .

Then came war.

There was at that time in Sindhia 's service a French

officer named Pierre Caillier, better known to history

as General Perron, who had risen from the post of

artilleryman in a native regiment to the command of

the army of Hindustan . He had succeeded to this

honourable position on the retirement of another

Frenchman , General De Boigne, the most celebrated

of all the military adventurers of India . De Boigne's

parting advice to Sindhia before setting out for Europe

was to avoid all contest with the English, and, rather

than excite their jealousy or risk a war with them , to

disband his battalions. Perron, who nursed the idea

of a revival of the French power in India , and had an

extravagant opinion of his own military capacity , gave

opposite counsel. In fact, he initiated a new line of

policy , and had hardly been settled in the command

before he opened relations with the French govern

ment, and sent an ambassador — M . Desoutée — to

Napoleon, who was then First Consul. It is even

thought that the expedition under General Decaen ,

which the First Consul planned , and which actually

arrived at Pondicherry in June, 1803, was the imme

diate outcome of Desoutée's mission to St. Cloud.
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Arrangements were entered into, but without the

knowledge of Sindhia , to whom Perron proved but &

faithless servant, in virtue of which the districts which

Perron held were to be assigned to the Government of

France ; while the transfer was to be confirmed at

Delhi by no less a person than the descendant of the

great Moghul, Shah Alam . The old Emperor had

been blinded several years before by a rebel Rohilla

chief named Gholam Khader, who had struck out his

eyes with a dagger , and ever since he had been a mere

tool in the hands of others. He was now a sort of

state prisoner of the Mahrattas, and more particularly

of Sindhia , the northern frontier of whose dominions

almost touched Delhi, and who was at this time

the most formidable of the once confederate chiefs.

Herein lay the secret of Perron 's influence with —we

had almost written power over - Shah Alam . So long

as the intriguing Frenchman was at the head of the

splendid battalions which his predecessor had raised,

he was virtually Sindhia ’s master; and as Sindhia was

master at Delhi, Shah Alam himself was really in

Perron's hands, and Perron would have no difficulty in

getting the Emperor's name and sanction to almost

any scheme upon which he set his mind. “ Never,

sorely," says a recent writer,* “ did such a stalking

* Mr.Herbert Compton.
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horse exist for knaves to veil their designs, as poor

old Shah Alam , who deputed more authority from a

prison than many a sovereign has done from a throne.”

Perron, by the way, was not exactly a knave, but he

was a man of very little principle, and apparently a

stranger to all the finer feelings of the heart.

Probably no one had a clearer grasp of the situa

tion at this time than the able and active-minded

Governor-General, Lord Wellesley. He saw that

the reduction of Sindhia 's power on the north -west

frontier of Hindustan was an object the importance

of which was in proportion to the probability of a

war with France, for Agra and Delhiall but touched

that frontier, as did also the district between the

Jumna and the Ganges, which had been assigned to

Perron . He saw , too, that Perron, rather than

Sindhia , was the man whose measure would have to

be taken — theman with whom the power really lay ,

and who was, if we might so say, the connecting

link between the throne of Delhi and the French

directorate .

In the course of a despatch to the commander- in

chief, dated July the 27th , 1803, the Governor

General says : “ M . Perron has formed his territory

into an independent state, of which Sindhia's regular

infantry may justly be termed the national army.
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The inhabitants of the districts comprehended in

M . Perron's jaghir consider that officer as their

immediate sovereign , while the troops supported from

the revenues of the country regard M . Perron as

the immediate executive authority from which the

army is to receive orders , subsistence, and pay.

Possessing such means, M . Perron dictates with the

authority of a sovereign state of a superior rank,

and with the vigour of efficient military power, to

the petty states occupying the countries to the south

ward of the Jumna, and by the terror of his name and

arms holds in abject submission the Rajput states

of Jeypore and Jodpore, together with the Jâts and

the state of Gohad, extending his influence even to

Bundelkund and to the country occupied by the

Sikhs. Sindhia retains no efficient control over

M . Perron, or over his regular troops. Various

instances must be familiar to your Excellency's

knowledge in which M . Perron has either openly

disobeyed , or systematically evaded , the orders of

Sindhia , especially in the late crisis of that chief's

affairs. M . Perron has for some time past mani

fested a systematic disposition to remove all British

subjects from the command of Sindhia 's regular in

fantry, and to introduce French officers under his

own immediate patronage. . . . To these considera
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tions it is important to add that M . Perron is in

possession of the person of the unfortunate emperor,

Shah Alam , and consequently is master of the

nominal authority of that unhappy prince , and there

fore may transfer this valuable possession, with his

property of any other description, to any French

adventurer or officer who may be enabled to complete

such a purchase. Thus the coincidence of various

extraordinary and uncontrollable accidents, and the

weakness of Sindhia 's personal character, have con

tributed to found an Independent French State on

the most vulnerable part of the Company's frontier .

Under the influence of a succession of French adven

tarers , this state must be exposed to the intrigue

of the French in India , and even to the ambition

and hostile spirit of the person who now rules the

French nation. Nor could an instrument of destruc

tion more skilfully adapted to wound the heart of

the British nation be presented to the vindictive

hand of the First Consul of France. This French

state actually holds possession of the person and

nominal authority of the Moghul, maintains the

most efficient army of regular native infantry and

the most powerful artillery existing in India , with

the exception of the Company's troops, and exercises

a considerable authority over the neighbouring states,
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easure

from the banks of the Indus to the confluence of

the Ganges and the Jumna. In the present crisis,

when every circumstance announces the probability

of a renewal of the war with France, and urges

the necessity of resorting to every practical measure

. of precaution and security , the safety of the British

dominions requires the reduction of M . Perron 's

military resources and power, independently of any

question which might exist between Sindhia , and

the British Government."

Such was the Governor-General's view of the situa

tion. The despatch of which the above extract forms

a part was forwarded on the 28th of July (1803),

and a few days later hostilities broke out. Colonel

(now become General) Wellesley marched an army

into the Deccan, in the wake of Sindhia and the

Bhonsla ; whilst General Lake was sent into Hindu

stan , to deal with Perron . The campaign of each

of these celebrated commanders was brief and

brilliant. That of Wellesley, begun in August, 1803,

was over by the middle of October ; that of Lake,

which opened about the same time, was concluded

by November. The great victory at Laswari, early

in that month, practically ended the war.

Wellesley's principal achievement was the defeat

of the combined armies of Sindhia and the Bhonsla
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Raja of Berar, at Assaye, a fortified village about

fifty miles north- east of Aurangabad . The village

lies within the fork formed by the junction of two

small rivers, the Kaitna and the Juah ; a position

admirably adapted for defence, but offering palpable

disadvantages in the event of a retreat. It was this

latter fact which led Wellesley to exclaim , after

reconnoitring the position, “ They cannot escape

me!”

On the 23rd of September, at about one o'clock

in the afternoon , he forded the River Kaitna near

its junction with the sister river, in the face of a

tremendous cannonade from the enemy, and pro

ceeded to draw up his troops for immediate action

in the very angle of the fork. His whole army

numbered four thousand five hundred men — a small

force, indeed , with which to invite hostility with an

army of fifty thousand — and this startling disparity

was emphasized by the disquieting rumour that his

native allies (the Peishwa’s cavalry ) intended desert

ing to Sindhia at the first opportunity . In order

to secure himself against this possible treachery ,

Wellesley left the suspected troops on the other

side of the river, in a place where they could do

the least mischief.

Having drawn up his infantry in two lines, with
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the British cavalry close behind them as a reserve,

the General gave the order to advance. Though

faint after a fatiguing march of twenty -two miles,

the troops moved forward in splendid style, and,

after firing a single volley, stormed the first line

of guns at the point of the bayonet. They then

advanced , in equally good order, on the second line

of guns, and captured that also . Flashed with

success, they were about to continue the advance

when suddenly they heard a cannonade in the rear,

and, almost simultaneously with the sound, several

of their companions stumbled over, shot from

behind. The authors of this lively and unexpected

attack were the Mahratta gunners of the first line,

who had thrown themselves down and simulated

death at the first onset, but had sprung to their

feet and manned the guns anew when the con

quering regiments had passed on .

Under these circumstances the battle had , in

& manner, to be fought over again , and ander

added disadvantages. Some of Sindhia's battalions,

who had been retiring in good order, observed the

temporary confusion in the British lines, and faced

about ; while bodies of his cavalry

hovered menacingly at a short distance. This,

indeed , was the critical point of the battle, and

numerous
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Wellesley instantly recognized the fact. Placing

himself at the head of the Ross-shire Highlanders

and the
the 7th Native Cavalry, he charged the

Mahratta gunners, and, after a desperate and bloody

contest, retrieved the situation.

In an interesting native account of the battle the

incident is thus referred to : “ These English are

large, powerful men - perfect war tigers — and the

weight of their sabres almost annihilated my poor

troopers . They anhorsed numbers of us merely by

riding against us — I was so served for one, and,

with many others, feigned myself dead. Our army

being routed , fled, and the English pursuing them ,

left the guns they had captured in the rear . These

I proposed to turn upon them ; we got up and did

80 with great effect. It was clear we had made

our shot tell pretty well, for a body of the Topee

Wallahs, with their general at their head, rode up

to put a stop to the firing. The General” [i.e. ,

Wellesley] “ had his horse killed under him . ”

Sindhia's retreating infantry, which had halted

and turned about on witnessing the success of the

gunners' ruse, were taken in hand by Colonel

Maxwell, who unfortunately was shot dead while

leading on his regiment, the 19th . On receiving

the fatal ball he threw up his arms in his death
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agony, and his horse suddenly halted. Sapposing

this to be a signal to fall back, his men wheeled

to the right, and galloped in some disorder along

the line of the enemy's fire : but the mistake was

no sooner discovered than they re- formed , and

returned to the charge with a gallantry which

more than atoned for the failure of their first

advance.

Altogether the battle was a most desperate one,

and the Governor -General was falling into no

exaggeration when he described the success of his

distinguished relative as a matchless victory.

General Wellesley himself, in a private letter to a

brother officer, declared that the battle was the

most severe he had ever fought in India .

“ Sindhia 's troops behaved well,” he wrote ; “ they

were driven from their guns only by the bayonet,

and some of their corps retreated in great order,

and formed again .” How severe the battle was

may be gathered from the fact that the casualties

on the side of the British exceeded fifteen

hundred - that is, more than a third of the troops

engaged — while the enemy left twelve hundred dead

on the field , and their wounded covered the country

round . Ninety -eight pieces of cannon, mostly brass,

and of the largest calibre, were taken , together with
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seven standards, the camp equipage, bullocks,

camels, and a vast quantity of stores.

Meanwhile, how had matters been faring in

Hindustan , whither General Lake had gone with

his army, in hope of giving battle to Perron ? As

far back as March, the Frenchman had received

orders from his master, the Maharaja Sindhia, to

prepare his troops for war, and Perron, who had

been on the point of resigning and returning to

France, had drawn out a plan of campaign to be

followed in the event of hostilities . Yet probably

his conduct was prompted less by loyalty to

Sindhia than fear of the French Government, with

whom he had committed himself too deeply to

withdraw from Hindustan at a time when war

with the -British the very eventvery event for which

Bonaparte had been waiting — was imminent. By

the beginning of July it was publicly known that

war was inevitable, and the feudatory chiefs of

Northern India were ordered to rally to the

Maharaja's standard . The name and person of the

helpless old Emperor were also turned to account. It

was given out that the English wanted to usurp his

throne, and that the Maharaja, his humble vassal,

was about to take up arms against his oppressors ;

while, to give a colour to this fiction, the imperial
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tent was pitched at Delhi, and the helpless old

man was invited to take his place at the head of

the army - a proposal which he was not in a

position to decline . About the same time, Perron

dismissed all the English officers in the Mahratta

service, and took up a strong position at Aligarh,

a fortress between Delhi and Agra . The right

flank of his army was protected by the fortress,

the left by the peculiar nature of the ground ; and

in front stretched an extensive swamp, which in

many places was quite anfordable. On the 28th

of August the British army came within sight of

the enemy, and encamped before the great Mosque

of Coel.

The engagement on the following day can hardly

be called a battle. No sooner had General Lake

fired a few rounds with his galloper-guns, than

Perron's force turnedforce turned and fled . Most of the

irregular troops dispersed at once in the direction

of their several homes, while Perron, at the head

or rather in advance of, five thousand Hindustani

horse, retired— “ in confusion and without his hat”

—towards Agra. Galloping along in hot haste, he

chanced about noon to overtake some of the English

officers (soldier adventurers like himself) whom he

had dismissed from the Mahratta army a day or two
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66 let

before. One of these, a country -born named

Captain Skinner, who had no tie to the British

interest, went ap to him and expressed his willing

ness even then to return to Sindhia's service.

“Ah, no, no," answered Perron disconsolately ; " it

is all over.
These fellows” [alluding to the Mahratta

horse] “ have behaved ill. Do not ruin yourself. Go

over to the British . It is all ap with us.”

“ Nay, nay,” said Skinner dauntlessly,

us rally yet, and make a stand . You may depend

apon having many yet to fight for you ."

Perron only shook his head gloomily. “Ah, no,

Monsieur Skinner,” he said, in his bad English, “ I

not trust. I not trust. I fear you all go ; ” at which

insinuation the captain grew angry , and declared that

it was Perron who was the traitor, and that if he

was going to lose to his master the services of

many faithful officers on account of one or two

ingrates, this was the way to ruin the cause .

Bat Perron was proof against persuasion and

argument. He had made ap his mind, and obsti

nately refused to have anything more to do either

with Skinner or his brother -officers.

" Then I shall go toto Sindhia himself and

complain , " retorted the captain.

Perron offered no further parley , but repeated,
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with an impatient shake of his head, as he rode

off, “ Good - bye, Monsieur Skinner, good -bye. No

trust, no trust ! ” Upon which Skinner roared

after him, “ Then you may go to the devil ! ”

On the 4th of September the fortress was taken ,

in spite of the gallant defence of the garrison ,

which consisted of eight hundred regulars, &

thousand Rajputs, twelve hundred irregulars, and

a squadron of horse. Perron had left one of his

own countrymen, a Colonel Pedron, in command,

exhorting him in a letter to let no action of his

“ tarnish the high character of the nation ," but to

“ defend the fort while one stone remains apon

another." “ Remember your nation," he concluded,

with ineffable French vanity ; " the eyes of millions

are fixed upon you .” But Pedron, “ a stout, elderly

man, dressed in a green jacket with gold lace and

epaulets,” does not seem to have been cast in a very

heroic mould ; and he was certainly not the man to de

fend a place “ while one stone remained upon another . ”

On the contrary, he began to talk of a capitulation ,

and would probably have surrendered the fort without

striking a blow, had not the garrison risen in a body

and removed him from the command.

The forlorn hope was led by an Irishman, Lieu

tenant Lucan, who performed prodigies of valour,
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across

and proved how well worthy he was of the trust

committed to him. After driving back a strong

picquet which had been stationed about fifty yards

from the fort, and capturing a six -pounder gun

which they were serving, he led his men

the moat, a trench “ so broad and deep that a

three-decker might have floated in it, ” and forced

his way to the gate, under a heavy and destructive

fire. An attempt to mount the walls by means of

scaling ladders having been repulsed, the gate was

blown open by a twelve- pounder, and a desperate

hand-to-hand conflict began . The Rajputs “fought

like lions ” ; nor was the stronghold taken before

two thousand of its brave defenders had bit the

dust. The English loss was also severe, two

hundred and twenty -three officers and men being

killed and wounded .

The fall of Aligarh created a panic throughout

Hindustan, and a mortal blow to Perron.

Realizing that his day was over, he threw himself

on the liberality of the British Government, who

gladly gave him a safe -conduct through their

territory, while orders were issued that he should

be treated with the respect due to his late dis

tinguished position . Under the Company's protec

tion he travelled to Lucknow, and thence, after

was

15
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some delay, to Chandernagore, from which place

he took ship in the following year for Hamburg .

He was accompanied by his two children, the

offspring of an Indian mother, and carried with

him an immense fortune, out of which he was able

to purchase a magnificent estate in the neighbour

hood of Vendôme, where he lived in luxurious

retirement till his death, thirty years later.

Meanwhile, General Lake pushed on towards

Delhi, which had now become the rallying point

of Perron's deserted troops, and on the 11th of

September the British again engaged with the

enemy. Within sight of the cupolas and minarets

of the far-famed Moghul capital the battle was

fought, Lake in person leading the general ad

vance. De Boigne's battalions were commanded by

a Frenchman named Bourgnien, a vulgar-minded

braggart who had been a cook in Calcutta , and

owed all that he was, or was ever likely to be

come, to Perron , whose kindness he requited by

plotting against him . This singular specimen of

a military commander was one of the first to fly

from the field , and, accompanied by his French

officers and a few horsemen , took refuge within the

walls of Delhi. “ Here the miscreant ” (we quote

from General Lake's despatch), “ after plundering

M
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the city , took himself and his vagabonds off on

the morning of the 12th ; and the country people

were so enraged at being plundered by Bourgnien ,

that they retaliated by plundering the baggage of

his fugitive troops."

Four days later, Lake entered the city in triumph,

and was received by Shah Alam under a small

tattered canopy, the best reception which the poor

old Emperor had to offer. His condition bore all

the signs of degraded authority, extreme poverty ,

and the oppressions of old age ; and the melancholy

of the picture was heightened by the venerable

Moghul's blindness. The press of people to witness

Lake's procession to and from the palace was

enormous, and they hailed him as a deliverer.

Nothing could have been more impressive ; but the

victorious general must have felt more touched than

honoured when Shah Alam expressed his intention

of conferring upon him , among other marks of

favour and distinction, the second title in the em

pire — Sumsam -u -Dowla , Ashgar-ul-Moolk , Khan

Dowran- Khan, General Gerard Lake Behauder,

Futteh-Jung ; or, in plain English , “ General Gerard

Lake Behauder, the Sword of State, the Hero of

the Land, the Lord of the Age, and the Victorious

in War ” !
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onLeaving Delhi on the 24th, Lake moved

to Agra, which capitulated to him on the 18th

of October, after a siege of little over a week.

Tambrils laden with treasure to the amount of

twenty -two lakhs (£220,000) formed part of the

spoils of war at this place ; and among the

hundred and sixty -four pieces of ordnance also

taken was one enormous brass gun,* fourteen feet,

two inches , in length , and weighing thirty -eight tons.

Lake determined to send this trophy to England,

and a raft was made for conveying it down the

Jumna to Calcutta ; but unfortunately the construc

tion of the raft proved too light for its purpose,

and it sank with its burden in the river.

Then came the historic battle of Laswari, which ,

as we have said, practically closed the war. Laswari

was a greater achievement even than Assaye. It was

one of the hardest battles ever fought on Indian soil,

and Lake himself acknowledged in his despatch that

had the army been commanded by French officers,

the affair would probably have been extremely doubt

ful. The conflict commenced at sunrise on the 1st of

November by a cavalry charge on the part of the

British, which Lake, who was emphatically a man

*
We say “brass, ” but according to common report the gun

was composed of a mixture of the precious metals.
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of action , headed in person. At that time he had

only his cavalry with him , for he had followed the

Mahrattas to Laswari by forced marches , and in so

doing had outstripped his infantry . The charge was

a brilliant affair, but it was a mistake; for the enemy

were drawn ap in too great strength to be dealt with

effectually without the support of infantry troops

and artillery . The enemy's grape and musketry told

with deadly effect, and the progress of the cavalry

was seriously impeded by chains fastened to the

Mahratta guns and passing from battery to battery .

“ Sarwar Khan's battalions reserved their fire," writes

Major Thorn, “ till our cavalry came within a dis

tance of twenty yards of the muzzles of their guns,

which , being concealed by the high-grass jungle ,

became perceptible only when a fierce discharge of

grape and double-headed shot mowed down whole

divisions, as the sweeping storm of hail levels the

growing crop of grain to the earth . But, notwith

standing the shock of the iron tempest, nothing

could repress the ardour of the cavalry , whose velocity

overcame every resistance . Having penetrated the

enemy's line, they immediately formed again , and

charged backwards and forwards three times amidst

the continued roar of cannon and an incessant shower

of grape and chain -shot, with surprising order and
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effect. The scene of horror was heightened, and the

work of destruction increased , by the disadvantage

under which our cavalry had to act ; for no sooner

had they charged through than the artillerymen of

the enemy (who, to save themselves, had taken

shelter under their gans), directly our men had

passed, reloaded them and fired upon our rear.” So

obstinate , in short,was the resistance, and so terrible

the destruction , that Lake found it necessary at last

to suspend hostilities until the arrival of his infantry .

At noon the rest of the army came up, but spent

and footsore, for the men had accomplished a march

of twenty -five miles since early morning. They were

given a two hours' rest,which was absolutely needed ,

and then the battle was resumed. The enemy had

taken advantage of the delay to change their position ,

and their battalions were now concentrated around

the village of Mehalpur, in front of which was a

sheet of water , artificially obtained by cutting the

embankment of a large tank . The first movement

of the British infantry was in the direction of the

right flank of the enemy, which they tried to turn ;

and being partially concealed among the tall, feathery

grass, the purpose of the attack was not at first

perceived . Directly it became known, however, the

Mahratta commander , Sarwar Khan, skilfully threw
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back the left wing of his army, and opened a de

structive fire from his guns. The men of the 76th

Regiment, which was leading, suffered severely, the

showers of canister-shot tearing through them and

strewing the field with dead and dying. Being at

the head of the regiment himself, the commander

in -chief could not fail to see the terrible execution

that was going on ; and he determined to hasten the

attack by ordering a bayonet charge. Hardly had

the word of command been issued than the men

dashed forward with a ringing British cheer , and, in

spite of a spirited attempt of the enemy's cavalry to

divert them , were soon at the very muzzles of the

guns.

The struggle that ensaed was the most bloody and

desperate of the whole battle. In engaging with

De Boigne's brave and well-trained battalions the

British were measuring their strength against a

worthy foe . The “ Deccan Invincibles," as these

troops were called , had a splendid record behind

them , and though the fiction of their invincibility

had been swept away at Delhi and Agra, they had

fought admirably at both places, and had taught the

British that they were a foe to be respected. Their

sun was now about to set , but it was to set gloriously.

“ On the field of Laswari,” says Mr. Compton , “ De
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was

Boigne's battalions surrendered not only their glorious

career , but their existence as an army and their lives

as men . There was no confusion , no fear, no rout :

to the end they were staunch, disciplined veterans,

on whose colours were emblazoned Patan , Merta,

and Lakhairi, and worthily they sustained their

proud heritage. Their breasts met the opposing

British bayonets as inch by inch they contested

every point, refusing to give way until they had

lost the whole of their guns ; and even then , although

their situation had become desperate, they continued

to maintain the same courage and disposition . When

at last, out- fought by British persistence, they fell

back , it was in steady retreat and good order. But

it was too late to escape. They were broken in

column, and cut to pieces by the British cavalry ,

who détoured and took them in rear, sabring all

except two thousand men . These, being hemmed in

on all sides, and without a loophole for escape, sur

rendered as prisoners of war. They were the sole

survivors of fourteen battalions, numbering nine

thoasand men , who had been ranged in the field

that morning ! The annals of Indian warfare con

tain no more dreadful sacrifice at the shrine of

duty.”

The British Government was now master of India ,
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and Sindhia's supremacy in Hindustan was at an

end. All his territory north of the Jumna had to

be given ap ; while his ally , the Bhonsla , surrendered

Berar and Orissa, and was known henceforth as the

Raja of Nagpore. Berar was given to the Nizam ,

our own ally in the war ; but wewere careful to keep

Orissa for ourselves. It commanded the sea, and

linked together two of our possessions, the Circars

(granted to the Company by Shah Alum in 1765)

and Bengal. Our sea-board territory now extended

in an unbroken line from Cambay to Calcutta ,

embracing, as with two strong arms, almost the

whole of the Indian continent — a great possession ,

truly ! If exception be taken to this last remark on

the ground that Travancore, Cochin , and the Concan

were, nominally speaking , only protected states, we

answer that the statement is substantially , if not

literally , true. In any case, the two former states

were placed under British management within the

next few years (in 1809) ; and the Concan passed

into full possession of the English in 1820, when the

whole of the Peishwa's dominions, with the exception

of the principality of Sattara, was added to the

Bombay Presidency . How wonderfully had we

enlarged our borders during the short space of twenty

years ! At the close of Warren Hastings' adminis
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tration our possessions included only Bengal, the

Circars , and the four comparatively small settlements

of Madras, Fort St. David , Bombay, and Trincomali,

in Ceylon ; at the close of Lord Wellesley's govern

ment the greater part of the peninsula south of

Kistna was in our hands, together with the whole

island of Ceylon, the sea-board territory already

defined, and an immense tract of country sonth of

Nepaul and Bhutan, extending from the Delta of the

Ganges almost to the Sutlej.

Hardly had Sindhia been put down than Holkar,

whom Sindhia 's overthrow had left the dominant

power in Malwa,* began to give trouble , and the

British were once more at war with the Mahrattas.

Holkar invaded Hindustan with an army of ninety

two thousand men , of whom sixty-six thousand

were cavalry , seven thousand artillery , and nineteen

thousand infantry ; while his ordnance consisted of

a hundred and ninety pieces. By the close of the

war, which dragged on for nearly two years, this

formidable host had dwindled down to thirty -five

thousand horse, seven thousand infantry and artillery,

* The Malwa of this period comprised almost the whole of

the rich and productive territory between the Chambal River

and the Vindhya Mountains, having the Aravulli Hills for its

western, and the state of Bundelkund for its eastern boundary.
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and thirty -five guns ! The long story of his memor

able reverses is not lacking in romantic interest; but

it must be passed over here. His first serious piece

of ill-fortune was the loss of the fort and province

of Touk Rampura ; and then , in one short month ,

he was driven back from Delhi, thanks to the gallant

defence of the city by Colonel Ochterlony; his cavalry

were completely routed at Ferruckabad by Lord Lake ;

Chandore, the only stronghold of the Holkar family in

the Deccan, was captured by Colonel Wallace ; and,

finally, the Maharaja 's infantry were defeated by

General Fraser and Colonel Monson at Deeg, in the

principality of Ranjeet Singh, the Jât * Raja of

Bhurtpore.

Ranjeet Singh (who must not be confounded with

his more celebrated namesake and contemporary,

the ruler of Lahore and Cashmir ) had formed an

alliance with Holkar, though he had formerly been

treated with great liberality by the British Govern

ment, and by this act of folly and ingratitude had

drawn the war into his own territory. Hence, no

sooner had Holkar's infantry been defeated in the

marshes before Deeg, than Lord Lake proceeded to

lay siege to the town and fortress, and directed his

operations to such good purpose that on Christmas

* See page 150.
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Day, 1805, ten days after his arrival, the place was

in his hands.

His attention was next directed to Bhurtpore, the

capital of the Jất kingdom ; but here his efforts were

not so successful. Indeed, to speak unreservedly ,they

were a failure. The town lies on a plain thirty -four

miles W .N . W . of Agra , amidst jungles and lakes ;

and at the time of the siege it was surrounded by a

mud wall of great height and thickness , and a very

wide and deep ditch . The wall was eight miles in

circumference. The fort, which was of square con

struction , was situated at its eastern extremity , one

side of the square overlooking the country and the

remaining three sides facing into the town. The

walls of both town and fort were flanked in their

whole extent with bastions at short distances, and

on the bastions were mounted a very numerous

artillery. The siege commenced on the 2nd of

January, our troops behaving with their wonted

heroism ; but when seven weeks had gone by the

place was still ancaptured . During that time four

desperate assaults were made; but all were failures ,

and very disastrous ones. The shots from the breach

ing guns only embedded themselves in the stout

walls, which, being built of sun -hardened clay , did

not fall in masses, as a brick wall would have done,
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but crumbled down ; and in the end the siege had

to be converted into a blockade.

When another seven weeks had passed Runjeet

Singh made overtures of peace, and on the 10th of

April the preliminaries were signed , and one of his

sons was sent as a hostage for the arrangement of

definitive terms. The reverses at Bhartpore lowered

the reputation of the British arms in India , but they

could not neutralize the effect of our past victories

during the war, or avert the now imminent retreat of

Holkar's disgraced and shattered army into his own

country. By the 30th of July , when Lord Wellesley 's

successor, the Marquis Cornwallis, landed at Calcutta ,

the warwas at an end.

But we have not yet done with Bhurtpore . Its

fall had to come, even though, as proved to be the

case, twenty years elapsed before the opportunity for

another siege was presented . By that time the saying

had become current that the place could not be taken ,

and the Jâts seemed never tired of repeating the silly

boast that they had permitted the Feringhis “ to fly

from the city's eternal walls.” ,

Our purpose, ostensibly at least, in returning to the

siege was to oust from the throne the Raja Durjan Sal,

a usurper, and to establish in his place the rightful

sovereign, a child of six ; but it was pretty generally
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recognized that the real object was to retrieve the

failure of the former siege , and to destroy the danger

ously popular delusion that the city was impregnable.

The command of the expedition was given to Lord

Combermere, who determined to carry the fortress in

a manner which should convince the natives of India

of the invincibility of the English power. His army

consisted of four thousand three hundred and sixty

cavalry , seventeen thousand four hundred and seventy

infantry , and about three thousand five hundred

artillery ; the Europeans were in the proportion of one

to five. The siege-train and artillery comprised a

hundred and sixty -two guns and mortars of various

calibre , with abundance of material— à thousand

rounds for each gan, and five hundred rounds to each

mortar. The enemy's garrison was estimated at

twenty thousand men - Rajputs and Jâts for the most

part — and the fortifications were well mounted with

artillery. The great strength of the place, however,

consisted , as we have seen , in its mad walls, which,

from their crumbling nature, resisted so effectually the

assaults of our breaching-guns.

The army assembled before Bhurtpore on the 10th

of December, 1825. By the morning of the 24th ,the

batteries were ready, and opened fire, but with the old

unsatisfactory results . Sensible damage of a certain

U18.
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sort was done, but the powdery character of the walls

prevented their being breached — at least, by such

means. Yet the sight of our batteries must have had

an imposing effect. An officer attached to the Sirmoor

battalion says he had never before witnessed such a

scene. “ The place was full of troops, and upwards

of two thousand men , in various uniforms, as busy as

bees,were digging and filling baskets for the batteries.

Engineers taking observations-- guns roaring — shot

flying all around — all bustle, activity , and gaiety — the

soldiers laughing and cracking their jokes, and running

about, quite in their element.”

Recourse was now had to mining ; and between the

6th and 18th of January, the engineers were kept

constantly employed . The springing of the first mine

was a failure ; and three others, which were fired

during the next seven days, had only partial results ;

but on the 16th , one under what was known as the

Long-necked Bastion, was sprung with complete

success, and a serviceable breach was effected . The

next day the largest mine of the series, situated under

the north - east cavalier, was completed , and loaded

with ten thousand pounds of gunpowder. The troops

were informed that the explosion of this enormous

charge would be the signal to storm .

Early the following morning, the three columns
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destined for the assault established themselves in the

advanced trenches. Two of these columns, amounting

to seven thousand men,were to mount the breaches ,

and the third , twelve hundred strong, was to storm

the Jangina gate . There was also a reserve column

of three thousand five hundred men, conveniently

posted to give support wherever it might be needed .

All being thus in readiness, at eight o'clock the mine

was exploded . The effect was tremendous. The

whole of the salient angle and a part of the stone

cavalier behind it were lifted into the air, which for

some time was in total darkness. “ I had fixed my

eye,” says one who was present, “ intently on the

angle of the bastion , beneath which I was aware that

the mine had been formed , when suddenly the

ponderous wall heaved as if shaken by the power of

an earthquake. There was no noise , no explosion,

and , as it happened, the very firing had for the instant

ceased ; but the wall rocked like a ship lifted upon a

wave, and then sank down again . This occurred

twice, and then, with a sound to which the loudest

thunder was soft music, stones, earth, logs of wood,

guns and men , flew into the air. Of more I cannot

speak, except that shrieks and groans burst upon the

ear as soon as the tremendous crash was over, giving

evidence, but too decisive, that the engineers’
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assurances as to the safety of our position were

groundless ; but as to seeing the objects from whence

they came— that was out of the question . A dense

cloud of smoke and dust was over as, to breathe, far

less to command the sense of sight, amid which , was

no easy matter."

The delay caused by this unlooked - for accident was

only trifling ; and while the smoke-cloud was still

hanging over the scene of devastation , the storming

columns, with loud cheers, rushed forward to the

attack . In an incredibly short space of time the

breaches were mounted, and the colours of two of the

gallant regiments were flying on “ the eternal walls ” !

The gate was carried with equal success, and within

two hours the whole of the eight miles of rampart

which surrounded the town, was in the hands of the

besiegers. Many a brave stand was made by the

Raja’s gholandazis, but without avail ; and they

perished , almost to a man,beside their guns. With

the surrender of the citadel in the afternoon the fall

of Bhurtpore was complete ; and that same day,

Durjan Sal was captured , along with his wife and two

sons, while endeavouring to escape by one of the

western gates. Thus the city which “ could not be

taken ” had been taken , and Lord Combermere's deter

mination to teach the natives of India the invinci

16
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bility of British power might be reckoned among

accomplished facts. .

It only remains to be said that our losses were

comparatively slight — a hundred and three officers

and men killed and four hundred and sixty -six

wounded ; that the enemy's casualties were

appallingly heavy - fourteen thousand at a rough

estimation ; that the fortifications were completely

dismantled (a circumstance, by the way, which opens

np some rather carious reflections *) ; that the services

of the commander-in -chief were rewarded with a

viscounty ; and that the whole of the prize-money

£480,000 — was distributed among the victors.

* “ The expediency of this proceeding cannot be questioned ,”

says Beveridge, “ but since the British Government were pro

fessedly acting, not for themselves, but for an ally, it sounds

rather strange to hear that one of the first things they did after

reinstating him in his capital was to render it incapable of

defence.”



CHAPTER IX .

DURANI VERSUS BARUKZAI: A TRAGEDY OF ERRORS.

n F the countries immediately surrounding India not

one has occupied a larger place in British politics

than Afghanistan . Its close proximity to the Pun

jab , with which it is connected by themountain range

of Suleiman , and the fact that it is traversed by the

only practical routes leading to India from Persia and

Central Asia , give it, indeed , an importance to which

its physical condition and commercial resources would

never have entitled it . It is emphatically a land of

mountains, and most of its chief cities occupy lofty

situations. Herat, on the road from Persia to Canda

har ,well called the key of India , is 2,650 feet above

the sea level ; Cabul, the capital, is 5 ,760 feet ; and

Ghuzni, a fortified city between Candabar and the

capital, is no less than 7 ,280 feet. The higher moun

tains are capped with snow , and their sides are clad

with deodars and pines ; but the lower hills are

243
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destitute of trees . On these hills , however, asafoetida

grows wild ; while in the warm and sheltered valleys,

grapes and apricots , melons, pistachios, and pome

granates, are extensively cultivated .

The population sixty years ago probably exceeded

three millions , of whom only about 21 per cent . would

have been Afghans. Then, as now, the great majority

of the people consisted of Hazaras, a race of Mongol

origin, Usbaks, a confederation of various Tartar

tribes, and Tajiks, or Persians . The eighty or ninety

thousand Afghans were divided into tribes, of which

the only two that need concern us here were the

Daranis and the Barukzais . Almost the entire

population were Mohammedans.

So late as the beginning of the century, Afghanistan

was a terra incognita to the natives of Western Europe,

and only one Englishman, a member of the Bengal

Civil Service named Foster, had made a journey into

the interior. In 1809 the first full and accurate

information respecting the country was collected

by the Honourable Mountstuart Elphinstone, who,

in that year, was sent by Lord Minto on an em

bassy to Cabul. The reigning dynasty at this time

belonged to the Durani tribe, and the then sove

reign , Shah Sujah, was living in regal state at

the capital . When the envoys were shown into his
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presence, they found him seated on a golden throne,

his person resplendent with precious stones and

diamonds, among which was the world-famous Koh

i-nor, which shone in a bracelet on his arm . In

less than a year the throne had been seized by

Sujah's brother Mahmoud , and Sujah himself — to say

nothing of his gorgeous bracelet - was a captive in

the hands of Runjeet Singh — not the Jât Raja of

Bhurtpore, but the more famous Maharaja of Cashmir

and Lahore .

Mahmoud was a tyrant and a voluptuary, and

soon gave evidence of his unfitness to rule. He owed

his elevation more to the adroitness of his Vizier,

Futteh Khan, than to his own cleverness ; and

Futteh Khan practically ruled the kingdom for him ,

leaving Mahmoud to toy with dancing girls and get

drunk over his wine. Now , Futteh Khan was the

head of the Barakzai tribe, and, moreover— a distinc

tion hardly less eminent — was the eldest of twenty

sons. It was his ambition to see a Barakzai dynasty

founded at Herat, where a brother of Mahmoud

held sway ; and the Vizier had settled in his mind

that one of his nineteen brothers should be the head

and founder of that dynasty.

The opportunity for which he waited was offered

by an outbreak of hostilities between Persia and
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Afghanistan, and the appearance of a Persian army

before Herat. Futteh Khan was sent with a large

body of troops to aid in the defence of that city ; and

when he had defeated the Persians, he proceeded

to mature his private plans. His victory had won

for him the confidence of the soldiers, and with the

army thus at his back he found no difficulty in

gaining possession of the person of the ruler of

Herat ; an act of treachery which he aggravated by

violating the prince's harem and depriving him

of his wealth .

The Vizier paid dearly for his crime. Shah

Mahmoud's eldest son, Prince Kamran, indignant

at the insult offered to his uncle, vowed revenge.

He watched his opportunity , and when at last the

powerful minister fell into his hands, he deprived

him of sight. Nor did the Barakzai Khan 's mis

fortunes end here . Six months were suffered to go

by, and then the cruelty of Kamran was eclipsed by

that of his father, and the man who had ruled in

Mahmoud's court with almost absolute power , was

put to a barbarous death . As he stood, blind and

bound , in the presence of his despotic master, the

king angrily reminded him that his brothers were

in a state of insurrection , and told him , with much

coarse and cowardly abuse , that as he had been
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guilty of fomenting the rebellion, he should expect

and require him to suppress it.

Futteh Khan replied with dignity and fortitude

that his influence had ended with his removal from

office, and that a poor blind man could have no

concern with state affairs. Irritated at this implied

reproach, Mahmoud gave the last orders for his death,

and the unfortunate man was deliberately cut to

pieces — not by a sudden onset, but by successive

mutilations — in the presence of the court. First his

right ear was lopped off, then the left, then his

nose ; nor was the fatal blow struck antil his arms

and feet had been hacked off with the same horrid

barbarity. It is said that he never once flinched

while the torture was going on, but exhibited a

cool indifference, holding out his limbs to the

batchers who were doing him to death with the com

posure of a man who submits to the soothing offices

of an Oriental foot -patter * or bath -attendant.

When the news of this outrage spread through

the country, the Barakzais flew to arms ; and it

is at this point in the story that the most famous

of the twenty brothers, Dost Mohammed, comes into

prominence.

Dost Mohammed was the youngest of the twenty,

* See p. 128.
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and , being the son of a woman of inferior tribe, vas

not reckoned as of equal rank with the others . Left

an orphan at an early age, his education vas

neglected , and he had attained to manhood and power

before he learned to read and write. As a boy he

filled the menial position of sweeper of the sacied

tomb of Lamech, an Afghan saint ; and from therce

he passed into the service of his distinguished

brother , Futteh Khan, whose favour he securel,

while still a lad, by murdering one of the Vizier's

enemies . Thenceforward his advance was rapid , and

when the Vizier was sent westward to defend Herat

against the Persians, Dost Mohammed accompanied

the army, and was entrusted with the execution of

Futteh Khan's project for establishing the Barakzais

in that city .

It would take as too far from our subject to enter

into all the circumstances of the rising of this daring

and unscrupulous man to the chief seat of power.

The story is a long one, and concerns not merely

the struggles of Duranis with Barukzais, but of

Durani with Durani, and Barakzai with Barakzai.

In the tribal wars that followed the barbarous

murder of Futteh Khan, the Barakzais were at first

successful. The oldest surviving brother already

ruled over Cashmir ; another succeeded in obtaining
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possession of Candahar ; a third of Peshawur ; and

Dost Mohammed enthroned himself at Cabul. But

the brothers grew jealous of one another, and

quarrelled , and then the Duranis began to lift ap

their heads again ; and Shah Sujah , whom we saw

upon the throne at the beginning of our chapter,

took courage and came back, and began to plot

against his brothers for the sovereign power. Even

tually the Barakzais regained the ascendency , and

Dost Mohammed , sometime sweeper at Lamech's

mosque, became Amir of Afghanistan ; while Shah

Sujah fled into British territory, and found refuge

as a political exile.

When , in the year 1836 , Lord Auckland became

Governor-General, and the exile Shah was living in

harmless obscurity at Loodhiana in the Punjab, Dost

Mohammed might have been a contented man but

for one circumstance. Two years previously, Runjeet

Singh, the old Sikh Maharaja , had wrested the rich

valley of Peshawur from the Afghans, and the

recollection of the loss fretted the Amir like a

festering wound. The fact that the territory in

question had been wrested from him by treachery

was not the least part of the trouble, and the Dost

would have given a great deal to get it back again .

One day the happy idea occurred to him of appealing
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to the British, or, at least, of sounding them on the

subject of his grievance ; and the arrival of the new

Governor-General at Calcutta gave him the excuse

for opening a communication . Accordingly , at an

early opportunity , he addressed a letter to Lord

Auckland, congratulating him on his assumption of

office, and in the course of the letter took occasion

to refer to the losses on the Afghan frontier. “ The

late transactions in Peshawur, the conduct of the

reckless and misguided Sikhs, and their breach of

treaty,” said he, “ are well known to your Lordship .

Communicate to me whatever may suggest itself to

your wisdom for the settlement of the affairs of this

country, that it may serve as a rule for my guidance .

. . . I hope your Lordship will consider me and

my country as your own.”

The Governor -General replied to this compli

mentary effusion with diplomatic politeness, express

ing a wish that the Afghans might become “ a

flourishing and united nation ” ; but he declined to

interfere in the Sikh quarrel. “ You are aware,”

said he, “ that it is not the practice of the British

Government to interfere with the affairs of other

independent states ; ” and then , turning aside from

politics, he spoke of the navigation of the Indas ,

and hinted that “ some gentlemen ” would probably
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be deputed to Cabul to confer on commercial topics.

The following year (1837) the hint was carried into

effect, and Captain Alexander Burnes arrived at

Cabul on a mission from the British Government.

This mission was ostensibly a commercial one, but

it soon assumed a political complexion, and led to

some rather alarming discoveries of Russian intrigue

at the court of Cabul. The Amir, who had given

strong and unequivocal proofs of his preference for

a British alliance, frankly produced the correspond

ence which had passed between himself and the

Russian agent, and even showed Captain Burnes the

copy of a letter which he had addressed to the

Czar personally, and in which he had expressed

dissatisfaction with the manner of his treatment by

the English. After referring to our friendly relations

with his enemy, Ranjeet Singh, whom he calls “ the

Lord of the Punjab ," he had said : “ The British

Government exhibit no favourable opinions towards

me . I with all my power have always been fight

ing with the Sikhs. Your imperial Government

has made friendship with the Persians ; and if your

Majesty will be graciously pleased to arrange matters

in the Afghan country, and assist this nation (which

amounts to twenty lakhs of families ) you will place

me under obligations. I hope your Imperial Majesty
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will do me the favour of allowing me to be received

like the Persians, under the protection of the

government of Russia , under your royal protection .

I can perform along with my Afghans various

praiseworthy services.” The Czar is said to have

returned a gracious and favourable answer to this

application , expressing himself very much flattered ,

and stating that he would be always happy to assist

the people of Cabul who might come to trade in

his kingdom ; but the authenticity of the letter is

disputed .

Notwithstanding these intrigues, the Dost, as we

have said , would have preferred a British to a

Russian alliance ; and if only we had consented to

negotiate with Runjeet Singh for the restoration of

Peshawur to the Afghan monarchy, and have under

taken to secure the Amir against all foreign aggres

sion (two extremely simple conditions) , he would

probably have left off intriguing with other Powers

and have proved a firm ally of the English . But

Lord Auckland, though fully alive to the dangers

which appeared to threaten India from the north ,

dreaded the entanglements which might arise

through pledging himself to such a course, and

therefore declined all practical help . At the same

time, said he, if Dost Mohammed and the other
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Barakzai chiefs would devote themselves exclusively

to British interests , and avoid forming any alliance

that might be injurious thereto, he would be pre

pared to offer them advice, should they need it !

Had the Governor-General's deliberate object been

to alienate the chiefs from the British Government,

he could not have gone a surer way to work ; nor

was the ill effect of his policy at all modified by his

subsequent rash and dictatorial bearing towards them .

It is not surprising, therefore, that the Afghan leaders

at Candahar, disappointed in their hopes of an

advantageous alliance with the British, and , more

over, in daily expectation of an invasion from Persia,

should do their best to patch ap a treaty with that

country . In these critical circumstances Captain

Burnes did not hesitate to go beyond his powers, and

to promise them , under certain conditions, that help

which the representative of British rule in India

had refused. Writing to a private friend , he says :

- 66 The chiefs of Candahar had gone over to Persia .

I have detached them , and offered them British

protection and cash if they would recede, and Persia

attacked them . I have no authority to do so ; but

am I to stand by and see as ruined at Candahar ? . . .

If the Persians move on Candahar, I am off there

with the Amir and his forces .”
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Unfortunately , the envoy's wise though independent

actwas repudiated at headquarters. He had to retract

his promises and explain to the Candahar chiefs that

he had exceeded his instructions. The result may be

anticipated. The chiefs threw themselves once more

into the arms of Persia , and concluded a treaty with

that country which was not only guaranteed by the

Russian ambassador at Teheran , but, to use Lord

Palmerston's own expression , was “ injurious and

offensive to Great Britain .”

The same letter which brought Burnes his repri

mand , and reversed the spirited policy of thewakeful

envoy, contained instructions with regard to Dost

Mohammed which effectually completed the Amir's

alienation . Had the ruler at Cabul been a conquered

and petty prince, a mere pensioner of the British

Government, the sacrifices demanded of him could not

have been more unreasonable, nor its terms less

conciliatory. A second letter from the Governor

General, and addressed to the Dost himself, was

delivered at the same time; but its tone was absurdly

supercilious, and every line of the letter must have

been gall and wormwood to the Amir. Having read

the letter, he concealed his vexation and disappoint

ment, and observed with studied vagueness that the

communication with which he had been favoared was
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“ fall of meaning.” He would “ reflect seriously on

what best suited his interests before he made any

answer,” he added , and “ would send off an express to

Candahar, to take the counsel of his brothers on what

80 vitally concerned their common interest ” ; but

meanwhile the Russian agent remained at Cabul, and

Burnes saw clearly that the hope of establishing

friendly relations between the British Government

and the Dost had ceased to exist.

From that time, indeed , the fate of the British

mission was practically sealed. Negotiations dragged

on in a desultory sort of way for some two months

longer, and then the envoy took his departure.

Russian influence had become paramount at Cabul.

“ Mankind,” wrote the Amir to Burnes, “ have no

patience without obtaining their objects, and as my

hopes in your Government are gone, I shall be forced

to have recourse to other Governments. It will be

for the protection of Afghanistan, to save our honour,

and (God forbid !) not from any ill design towards the

British .” Lord Auckland , whose timid non -inter

ference policy had brought about this most undesirable

state of affairs, now rushed to the opposite extreme,

and resolved upon a course of action which led , as

we shall presently see, to the most awful and retri

butory disasters. Hedetermined to oust the Barakzai
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Amir from his throne at Cabul, and to restore to that

throne the Durani exile, Shah Sujah.

Even while these extraordinary negotiations had

been in progress, the British Government had shown

its leaning towards the Durani princes by compelling

the Persian army to retire from Herat, where Shah

Sujah's vicious and incapable nephew , Prince Kamran,

was enthroned ; while , on the other hand , the Governor

General had intimated his intention not to oppose a

Persian advance apon the two great centres of

Barakzaipower,Cabuland Candahar.* Unfortunately ,

it appears never to have entered the mind of his

Excellency thatthe befriending of certain tribes and

the chastising of others, to say nothing of the setting

up and deposing of their rulers , were matters in which

the Afghan populations were themselves interested ,

and that a reference to their wishes, before resorting to

any such measures, would have been not only seemly,

but politic .

Be that as it may, war was declared , and by the

25th of April, 1839, a British army, under Sir John

Keane, occupied Candahar. Shah Sujah had accom

panied the troops, and was here installed as king

com

* He afterwards virtually retracted this intimation , but only

because of a discovery that Russian agents were putting them

selves prominently forward in aid of the designs of Persia.
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with much ceremony. Ghuzni, between Candahar

and Cabul, was next taken by storm ; and the army,

continuing its northward march, forced its way through

the celebrated Khyber Pass, and on the 6th of August

entered the capital. Dost Mohammed fled to Bokhara ,

but afterwards (in 1840) surrendered to the British ,and

Shah Sujah was duly enthroned in the Bala Hissar or

royal palace . Mr. William Macnaghten remained at

Cabul as guardian of the king's person and British

resident, and a detachment of fifteen thousand troops

was left under General Cotton — who was presently

succeeded by General Elphinstone — to ensure the

stability of the new order of things. Sir John Keane

was made a peer, and went back to India to enjoy his

well-won honours ; and the troubles being, as was

supposed , at an end, an earldom was conferred upon

Lord Auckland, a baronetcy on Mr. Macnaghten , and

a knighthood on Captain Burnes.

So far well. Our first Afghan war seemed to be

at an end, and apparent quiet reigned in the country

from Cabulto Candahar. Butappearances are deceitful,

and the Afghan question was not settled .

At the beginning of the war some one had said

(and the Duke of Wellington is credited with the

remark ) that “ when Cabul was reached the most

difficult part of the task which the British Govern

17
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ment had undertaken would only begin ” ; and so it

proved . The first symptoms of renewed disquiet

appeared in the neighbourhood of Candabar, where

a tribe known as the Ghilzais revolted, and were

joined by the Duranis. After a good deal of fighting

and trouble the'insurrection was put down ; but the

embers of revolt still smouldered , ready for the

faintest breeze of encouragement to fan them into

flame. Sir William Macnaghten , a man of sanguine

temperament, and peculiarly susceptible to the in

fluences of the hour , was in high spirits, however,

and boasted in a letter to a private friend that the

country was quiet “ from Dan to Beersheba ” ; but

those who could see farther below the surface were

of another mind.

On the 2nd of November, 1841, when the British

resident was actually on the eve of departing for

India , the city of Cabul rose in insurrection. The

event had not come upon the British authorities

without warning ; but they had placed no credit in

the rumours of a conspiracy which were continually

reaching them , and Macnaghten openly ridiculed the

fears of the “ croakers.” Yet, even without looking

beneath the surface, the signs of widespread dis

affection were evident enough ; and it is amazing

that, not the resident only , but his probable successor,
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Alexander Burnes , whose knowledge of the Asiatic

character was admittedly great, should have given

no weight to them . For days previously the bazaar

keepers had been closing their shutters and refusing

to sell their wares to the English ; and on the very

evening before the insurrection broke out, a native

munshi (interpreter) named Mohun Lal, of whose

intelligence and fidelity there was no doubt, had

furnished Barnes with actual proofs of the plot that

was hatching. Yet no advantage was taken of the

information , and it is said that he merely “ stood

ap from his chair, sighed,” and observed “ that the

time was not far when we must leave the country .”

But the hour for warnings had now passed. The

insurrection had broken out, and Burnes's house was

the first attacked. An angry mob , thirsting for

blood and plunder, had gathered under his windows,

and were calling apon him loudly to “ come down

into the garden .” Barnes, with whom were his

brother Charles and a Lieutenant Broadfoot, stepped

out on to a balcony, and attempted to harangue the

excited crowd ; but they refused to hear him , and

drowned his voice with clamour. Then he retired

into the house and wrote a couple of letters , one to

the resident,asking for aid , and the other to Abdoolah

Khan , the most active mover in the insurrection ,
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promising prompt redress of all grievances if he

would restrain the citizens ; but the answer to the

first letter was unaccountably delayed , and the second

resulted only in the death of the messenger.

Their condition growing more and more critical,

Lieutenants Broadfoot and Burnes and the Sepoy

guard at last opened fire upon the mob from below ,

while Sir Alexander went out again on the balcony

to strive to pacify them ; but their only answer

was , “ Come down into the garden !” A moment

or two later, Lieutenant Broadfoot fell, pierced by

a ball through the chest. A prolonged resistance

was evidently hopeless , for the insurgents had already

forced their way into the garden, and were now

setting fire to the stables. In vain did Sir Alexander

appeal to their avarice, offering large sums of money

for his own and his brother's life. Their one answer

to every promise and appeal was that he should

comedown to the garden ; but as that meant certain

death , the guard continued to resist manfully, keeping

up a steady fire .

Treachery at last placed the besieged party in the

hands of their enemies. A native of Cashmir, who

had gained access to the house, swore on the Koran

that he would convey the two Englishmen in safety

to a neighbouring fort if they would bid the firing
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cease. It was the unfortunate men 's last chance ;

and though they must have had some misgivings,

the terms were accepted , and, disguised in native

attire, the brothers descended to the door. No sooner

had they crossed the threshold than the perjured

rebel who had lured them out stepped back a pace

or two, and shoated, in brutal triumph , “ This is

Sekunder Burnes ! ” Instantly the two Englishmen

were surrounded , and, almost before they could utter

a cry, were cut to pieces by the long knives of their

assailants .

After slaughtering the rest of the defenders , the

insurgents next attacked the adjoining house, which

was Shah Sujah's treasury ; and when they had

massacred its guard of forty men they looted a

lakh and seventy thousand rupees (£17,000) of

public money, and ten thousand rupees (£1000) of

the paymaster's private fortune . They then con

tinued their lawless depredations in other parts of

the city.

Meanwhile, what were Shah Sujah and his army

doing ? and where were the British troops ? Strange

to tell, the only effort which was made in the early

part of the day to check the insurrection was made

by the king himself. He sent out his Hindustani

regiment with two guns, under the command of an
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Indo -British officer named Campbell ; but unfortu

nately these troops became entangled in the narrow,

intricate streets of the city, and were placed almost

at the mercy of the rebels ; indeed, had it not been

for the arrival of Brigadier Shelton with a detach

ment of native infantry, they must all have been

cut to pieces. As it was, both the guns were lost,

and two hundred of the men were killed . The dis

turbance began at seven o'clock in the morning, and

the British cantonments were only two miles from

the city ; yet, incredible as the statement may appear,

the Brigadier did not make his appearance till five

hours later ! This, too, in spite of the fact that

Sir William Macnaghten had been informed as early

as half-past seven that Cabul was “ in a state of

commotion , ” and that General Elphinstone, with

whom he had been in consultation at that early

hour, had heard from an independent source that

“the city was in great peril.”

The incompetency of the British authorities at

Cabul, civil and military, which first became glar

ingly conspicuous on this occasion, was anhappily

in constant evidence during the next few weeks ;

and the story is not a pleasant one to the ears of

Englishmen. To tell how the insurrection grew ;

how the Afghans took fort after fort in the vicinity
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of the British cantonments ; how several small de

tachments of our men were cut to pieces by the

enemy; and how , on the arrival of Dost Mohammed's

favourite son, Akbar Khan , at Cabul, most of the

chiefs still friendly to Shah Sujah and the British

at once changed sides ; — all this formsbut a sorrowful

lesson-book for English readers, and we may well

refrain from dwelling upon the details here . Neither

need we linger over the negotiations which were

afterwards attempted , or the humbling terms im

posed upon our weak leaders by the Barakzai chief,

whose demands grew daily more exorbitant - terms

which included the withdrawal of our troops from

Afghanistan, the deposition of the king whom we

had thrust upon the people, and the restoration of

Dost Mohammed to the throne of Cabul. Well for

as had nothing worse befallen ; but, alas ! these

things were only the prelude to greater misfortunes.

On the 23rd of December Sir William Macnaghten

shared the fate of Sir Alexander Burnes, and was

treacherously murdered while holding a conference

with Akbar Khan . The conference had been arranged

to take place among some small hillocks about six

hundred yards from the cantonments ; and thither

rode the resident on the fatal morning, accompanied

by Captains Trevor, Lawrence, and Mackenzie .
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Lawrence, whom Lady Sale describes in her Journal

as “ a very spunky, active man , ” had suspicions that

all was not right, and when, at Akbar Khan's invi

tation , the rest sat down on the green slope , he only

knelt on one knee, that he might be free to start up

should occasion require.

Hardly had the conference begun than the Afghan

onlookers began to edge together and draw closer

to the little group, a circumstance which at once

attracted the notice of Lawrence. Directing Akbar's

attention to these movements , he suggested that, as

the conference was to be a secret one , the intruders

should be requested to withdraw, whereupon some

of the chiefs made a show of clearing a circle with

their whips; but the Khan remarked that it was of no

consequence, as they were all in the secret. Probably

these words were a preconcerted signal, for no sooner

were they uttered than the Englishmen were set upon

from behind, and disarmed . Trevor, Lawrence, and

Mackenzie, were then forced upon horses and galloped

offto one of the forts, closely beset by a crowd ofhowling

fanatics, who struck at them with their yataghans and

clubs. The first -named officer had the misfortune to

be thrown from his seat, and was instantly hacked

to pieces ; but his fellow -prisoners reached the fort

with nothing worse than a few cuts and contusions.
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Meanwhile, Macnaghten had been also seized, Akbar

Khan being the leader in the attack. He laid hold

of the resident's left wrist, while another chief held

him by the right ; and between them they dragged

him down the bank. The only words that escaped the

unfortunate man's lips were, “ Az barai Khoda ” (For

God's sake !) ; but Captain Lawrence, who looked back

while his horse was galloping towards the fort, relates

that he saw him struggling in the grasp of the Khan,

“ with an awful look of horror and consternation on

his face." That was the last his friends saw of him ;

and the same day the envoy's headless and dis

membered body was publicly exposed, amid savage

rejoicings, in the great bazaar of the city .

Burnes and Macnaghten being both dead, the duties

of envoy, till the British Government named a

successor, devolved upon Major Pottinger. That

officer managed to patch up a convention on very

humiliating terms, and on the 6th of January,

1842, the British army commenced its woefully

· memorable retreat towards Jellalabad , where General

Sale was gallantly holding his own. Of the four

thousand five hundred fighting men, and twelve

thousand camp- followers, who quitted the cantonments

on that morning of disgrace and sorrow, only two men

reached Jellalabad alive, and one of these succumbed
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to the effects of cold and privation on the day after his

arrival. The rest, with the exception of the women

and children, and certain of the officers who sur

rendered as hostages, perished in the Kurd -Cabul and

Jugduluk Passes. Most of the Europeans fell beneath

the knives and bullets of the Afghans, though they

were now ostensibly our " allies,” and a large number

of stragglers must have been picked off by the Ghazi

fanatics, who hung upon the rear of our army like

bees in swarming time ; but probably by far the

greater number of those who perished were the

victims of that equally relentless foe — an Afghan

winter. The roads, slippery with ice, made walking

a peril as well as a labour, and thousands dropped

from the ranks through sheer cold and weariness .

For them the pelting rain had no pity, and the

murderous blizzard abated not its fury. One after

another they sank down, numbed and insensible, and

the blood - fouled shows of those barren and in hos

pitable regions wrapped them around in one great

burial-sheet.

When the news of this accumulation of disasters

reached Calcutta, the feeble administration of Lord

Auckland was drawing to a close. It was time,

indeed , that the reins of government should be

resigned into stronger hands, and there was
a
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general feeling of relief when his successor, Lord

Ellenborough , was appointed. The war in Afghan

istan had by no means ceased with the retreat of

the Cabul army, nor did the surrender of the troops at

Ghuzni,under Colonel Palmer, in the following March ,

put an end to hostilities, for Sale still held out

at Jellalabad, in the face of overwhelming numbers,

and General Nott was still master of Candahar. A

relieving force was organized and placed under the

command of General Pollock , who had fought under

Lake and Wellington ; and with the arrival of that

distinguished officer in Afghanistan, the tide began to

turn once more in our favour.

Meanwhile, at Peshawur, on the frontier, there had

been some hard fighting, and when Pollock reached

that place he found the hospitals crowded with

wounded and the Sepoys disheartened and almost

mutinous. The work that lay specially before him

was the relief of Sale's beleagured brigade in

Jellalabad ; but as reinforcements of British dragoons

and artillery were pressing up from the Punjab, he

determined to remain in Peshawur till they arrived .

He foresaw that the result of an immediate advance

might be extremely doubtful, and feared to court

failure by a precipitate advance. The general had, in

fact, the wisdom that waits as well as the wisdom
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that plans and executes , and even the argent letters

of Sale himself failed to move him from his purpose.

Yet the time of his stay at Peshawar was not spent in

idleness , and his very presence seems to have acted

like a cordial. The wavering and disaffected were

reanimated by his kindness and decision ; while his

frequent visits to the hospitals were a constant source

of cheer to the sick and wounded.

On the 30th of March the reinforcements arrived ,

and the army at once prepared to set out for

Jellalabad. The terrible Khyber Pass lay directly in

their path ; and here the enemy had congregated in

great force, expecting an easy victory. On the 5th of

April the mouth of the Pass was entered, and with

that the fighting began in earnest. A huge barricade

of mud, stones, and trunks of trees , had been reared at

this point, and the heights on either side swarmed

with the wild hill-tribes. “ So quietly, however, did

our flanking columns advance, that they were half

way up the heights before the enemy became aware

of the movement. From peak to peak our men,

English as well as Sepoys, clambered, as agile as the

mountaineers themselves , pouring from every spot of

vantage a steady and well -directed fire on the discon

certed Khyberees, who had never dreamed that the

white- faced infidels could prove more than a match
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for them in their own fastnesses . Then Pollock, with

the main column, advanced . The Afghans, finding

themselves outflanked on either side, gradually with

drew ; the barricade was removed without loss ; and

the huge line of soldiers, camp-followers,and baggage

waggons, passed unopposed on its victorious way to

Jellalabad. The dreaded Khyber Pass had been

forced with the slightest possible loss of life , and the

boastful Afghans beaten at their own tactics." Great

was the joy of the beleagured garrison in Jellalabad

when , on the 16th of April, the relieving army was

seen advancing towards the city, with colours flying.

The meeting that ensued was, as Pollock said , “ a

sight worth seeing ” ; and there was a humour of

pathos in the fact that when the garrison-band went

out to play the relieving force in , the entry was

performed to the Highland air : “ Oh, but ye've

been lang o' coming."

The subsequent career of Pollock ’s gallant army

was one of unbroken success, culminating in the battle

of Tazin , where Akbar Khan, at the head of sixteen

thousand of his best troops,made his last throw for

fortune, and lost. Leaving his troops to shift for

themselves, the slippery assassin fled northward to

the Ghoribund Valley , while Pollock continued his

march towards Cabul. The capital was reached on
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the 15th of September, and two days later he was

joined by General Nott, who, having gained im

perishable laurels by his splendid defence of Candahar,

had been rendering excellent service elsewhere, and

particularly at Ghuzni, the fortifications of which he

had destroyed after re-taking the place in September.

Nothing now remained but to abandon the city , and

to retire with the united armies to India . Yet

General Pollock thought it necessary, before finally

withdrawing the troops, to mark his sense of the

barbarous conduct of the citizens on the day of Sir

William Macnaghten 's murder, by destroying the

great bazaar where the envoy’s mutilated body had

been exposed to their insults . This was accordingly

done; and then, on the 11th of October , the home

ward march began .

So terminated our first struggle with the wild

and turbulent Afghans — the most treacherous and

fanatical of Central Asian peoples. Our gains by the

struggle had been literally nothing; our losses great

and irreparable. Shah Sajah, the king we had forced

upon the people, had been murdered by his own

subjects ; our envoys had been murdered too, and no

redress had followed . Millions of treasure had been

squandered , and thousands of lives sacrificed , in

ousting Dost Mohammed from his throne; and lo !
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scarcely was our army across the Sutlej than Akbar

Khan seized that throne in trust for his father, and

the Dost himself, with full sanction of the British ,

was on his way back to Cabul !

The story of our subsequent relations with the

Barakzai Amir is not without interest . In the

year 1849 we were again on the brink of war with

him . Misfortunes and reverses had not cured the

Dost of his longings after Peshawar, and at the out

break of the second Sikh war, to which allusion will

be made in the next chapter, he promised his help to

the Punjabees in exchange for the coveted valley.

That help did not go far beyond the promissory stage,

though he took good care to occupy the valley with

his troops; and after the Sikh army had been ' swept

from the field at Gajerat, a British force marched

against him, and drove him back into his own

territory .

From that time he saw clearly that Peshawar was

not for him , and wisely buried his resentment with

his hopes. Moreover, it gradually dawned upon him

that the British really desired to be on cordial terms

with him , and that by opposing as he was only op

posing his best interests. So in the year 1855 he

concluded a treaty of amity with Sir John Lawrence,
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our Chief Commissioner in the Punjab, in which he

pledged himself to be the friend of our friends and the

enemy of our enemies ; though without receiving any

reciprocal pledge from us . He evidently dreaded lest

we should insert some clause in the treaty that might

be twisted into a title to interfere in his country.

When, however, in the following year Persia besieged

Herat, we were able to prove the sincerity of our

friendship. We did not march an army into Afghan

istan , but supplied the Dost with money and arms,,

and, by sending a British expedition to the Persian

Gulf, compelled the Shah to retire beyond the frontier.

Henceforth Dost Mohammed was a firm ally of the

English ; and throughout the great Sepoy Mutiny,

when our Empire in Northern India was trembling in

the balance, and an Afghan invasion of the Punjab

might have turned the scale against us, he remained

loyal to British supremacy . “ His own people,” says

Lord Roberts, who was at Peshawur when the revolt

broke out, “ could not understand his attitude. They

frequently came to him during the Mutiny, throwing

their turbans at his feet, and praying him as a Mo

hammedan to seize that opportunity for destroying

the infidels.' * Hear the news from Delhi, they

urged ; see the difficulties the Feringhis are in.

Why don't you lead us on to take advantage of their
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weakness, and win back Peshawur ? ! " But the old

Dost held to his engagements, and refused to cast

an Edomite stone at us in the day of our calamity.

In other respects his last years were quite unworthy

of his prime. When once he had firmly established

himself in the seat of undisputed sovereignty, his

mind seemed to languish for want of an object; and,

more perhaps from a feeling of ennui than any other

cause , he returned to the dissolute practices of his

early life. He died at an advanced age in 1863,

leaving the throne to a younger son, Shir Ali Khan,

whose title, as may be readily supposed, was very soon

disputed by the brothers .

18



CHAPTER X.

THE STORY OF THE GREASED CARTRIDGES .

AT

T the beginning of the year 1857, peace reigned

throughout India. The fourteen years which

had elapsed since the close of the first Afghan war

had not been uneventful, and one Governor -General in

particular had been extending the boundaries of our

Asiatic empire in a truly Saxon manner. We refer

to the Marquis of Dalhousie. There had been a war

in Sindh because the Amirs of that country had

violated their treaty engagements with the British

Government, and the Amirs had been beaten, and

the Sindh valley added to the Bombay Presidency.

That was our first acquisition of territory during this

period . Then the Sikhs, who had grown to great

power in the Punjab under Runjeet Singh, the

Mehemet Ali of Northern India, had begun to give

trouble, and for a space of four years we had been

involved in war with them . One war was hardly

274
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over before another had begun ; and only when the

brilliant campaign of Lord Gough, with its crowning

victory of Gujerat, had taught the turbulent fanatics

the strength of the nation which they had provoked,

had they finally submitted . Here was an opportunity

for securing another big slice of the territory watered

by the Indus, and Lord Dalhousie was not the man

to let it slip. So in the early part of the year

1849 the Punjab had been annexed .

Pega, then in the territory of the King of Ava,

had been our next acquisition ; but it must not be

supposed that this province was the nucleus of our

possessions in what is known as Farther India. A

quarter of a century earlier, when the Burmese had

inyaded British territory and threatened “ to conquer

Bengal and carry off the Governor-General in golden

fetters,” we had helped ourselves to Aracan, Tenas

serim and Assam - no very greedy reprisal either, for a

war which had cost us thirteen million pounds. With

the cession of Pego, the sea -board territory of our

Indian Empire extended in an unbroken line from

Beluchistan to Rangoon, a distance of not less than

four thousand miles.

But the acquisition of Sindh, the Punjab, and Pega,

was not the only result of the seize-all- you -can - get

policy of Lord Dalhousie . In 1849 the Governor
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General had incorporated Sattara with British terri

tory, and, in 1853, the far larger principality of

Nagpore . The Raja of Nagpore,* who is described

as “ a seller of justice , a miser, a drunkard, and a

debauchee,” had died without heirs, and the Governor

General had taken advantage of the fact to step in

and appropriate the territory in the name of the

Queen of England.

Lastly , in 1856 , the valuable province of Oudh had

been annexed , not without previous warnings from the

British Government, whose frequent remonstrances

on account of the oppression and misrule of the effete

dynasty which reigned at Lucknow , had been disre

garded for fifty years. Sindh, the Punjab, Pega,

Sattara , Nagpore, and Oudh , forming together an area

of not less than two hundred and seventy thousand

square miles, all acquired in the short space of four

teen years : surely this was empire-building on an

impressive scale ! .

So, at the beginning of the year 1857, peace reigned

throughout India . From Cashmir to Travancore,

from Chittagong to Sindh, all was tranquil : but it

was the tranquility which precedes a storm . The

state of quiet was superficial merely ; beneath the

surface a volcano was ready to burst forth. The great

* See page 233.

an
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Sepoy Mutiny — the most formidable military revolt of

modern times — was on the eve of its inception .

So far back as the middle of the previous year a

rumour had reached the ears of one and another of

the British officers, in various parts of India , that

mysterious chupattis (small cakes of unleavened

bread) were being sent about from village to vil

lage, radiating from Delhi as a centre . A bearer

of these tokens, on arriving at a village, would seek

out the head man, and, placing two chupattis in his

hands, would say, “ These cakes are sent to you ;

you will make six others and forward them to the

next village.” Then he would disappear. The man

date would be scrupulously carried out ; and in this

manner, with astonishing secrecy and rapidity, dozens

- nay, hundreds — of villages were communicated

with ; and probably before the close of the year

there was not an inhabited place between the Sutlej

and Patna where one of the cakes had not been

left. Strange to say, the English officials treated

these suspicious omens with the utmost indifference,

and instituted no inquiries as to their import. They

had an extraordinary confidence in the fidelity of the

Sepoys, which in some cases amounted to infatuation ,

and eventually led , as the sequel will show , to fatal

consequences.
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The first unmistakable signs of disaffection

appeared at Dum - Dam , near Calcutta, at the end of

January, 1857. A low -caste Lascar, to whom a

Brahmin had refused a drink of water on the score

of caste, said sneeringly : “ You think much of your

caste ; but wait a little. The Sahib-logue” [ European

officers] “ willmakeyou bite cartridges soaked in cow 's

fat, and then where will your caste be ? ” The

Brahmin was horrified , and repeated the taunt to

his comrades, whose agitation on hearing it was as

great as his own. With a rapidity almost miraculous,

the story of the cartridges spread to other places ;

and in the course of a few hours it had reached

Barrackpore, a military station eightmiles from Dum

Dum . Here the ferment became intense . The Sepoys

held midnight musters, and discussed the news in

vehement language. Nor were they content with

words only. They rushed to the torch, and fires

at officers' bungalows and Government buildings,

due evidently to native incendiaries, became alarm

ingly frequent.

It may be well in this place to say a word or two on

the vexed question of the greased cartridges. Lord

Roberts, whose opinion on any subject connected with

the India of the last half century is of the very first

importance , has expressed his conviction “ that the
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lubricating mixture used in preparing the cartridges

was actually composed of the objectionable ingredients,

cow 's fat and lard , and that incredible disregard of the

soldiers' religious prejudices was displayed in the

manufacture of these cartridges.” The officers,speak

ing in perfect good faith, solemnly assured their men

that an entirely anobjectionable mixture had been

used ; but, says Lord Roberts, “ nothing was easier

than for themen belonging to the regiments quartered

near Calcutta to ascertain , from the low -caste native

workmen employed in manufacturing the cartridges at

the Fort William arsenal, that the assurances of their

officers were not in accordance with facts ; and they

were thus prepared to credit the fables which the

sedition -mongers so sedulously spread abroad, to the

effect that theGovernment they served , and the officers

who commanded them , had entered into a deliberate

conspiracy to undermine their religion .” In other

words, these sedition -mongers took advantage of the

widespread discontent which they had themselves

engendered “ to establish the belief that a systematic

attack was to bemade on the faith and habits of the

people, whether Hindu or Mohammedan ; and, as a

proof of the truth of their assertions , they alleged that

the Enfield cartridges which had been recently issued

to the army were greased with a mixture of cows' fat
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and lard, the one being as obnoxious to the Hinda as

the other is to the Mohammedan. The news spread

throughout the Bengal Presidency ; the Sepoys became

alarmed, and determined to suffer any punishment

rather than pollute themselves by biting the contami

nating cartridge, as their doing so would involve loss

of caste , which to the Hindu Sepoy meant the loss of

everything to him most dear and sacred in this world

and the next . He and his family would become

outcasts , his friends and relations would look on him

with horror and disgust, while eternal misery, ke

believed , would be his doom in the world to come.”

With this explanation we may return to Barrack

pore, and notice a few more of the features which the

Mutiny, in its incipient stages, assumed at that place.

On the 28th of March, the discontent entered upon a

new and more serious phase . A young Sepoy of the

34th Native Infantry, named Mungal Pandy, maddened

with bhang, rushed through the lines , calling upon his

comrades to rise. Lieutenant Baugh, Adjutant of the

34th, hearing of the disturbance, mounted his horse

and rode off to the parade-ground, the serjeant-major

of the regiment accompanying him. As they rode up,

Mungul Pandy, who was armed with a musket and

sword , took aim at the lieutenant from behind a

gun. The bullet missed its mark, but struck the
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animal on which Baugh was mounted, and horse and

rider fell to the ground. The frenzied fanatic then

rashed forward and struck at the officer with his

sword, wounding him , but not mortally. The blow

was about to be repeated when the serjeant-major

closed with the miscreant ; but in a moment he too

was put hors de combat, and both men would certainly

have been murdered had not a Mohammedan orderly

appeared upon the scene and plackily seized the

mutineer. All this time hundreds of Sepoys had been

looking on, but not one of them had moved a finger

in defence of the Europeans. A jemadar (native

officer) of the guard, who had been personally

appealed to for assistance, had absolutely refused .

He was afterwards tried by court-martial, and con

demned to death , along with Mungul Pandy ; and

both men were hanged in the presence of the troops.

The equivalent to a death -sentence was also passed

upon the whole regiment : that is to say, the 34th

was disbanded, and its name erased from the army

list.

Meanwhile, the fever of disaffection was spreading

in other directions. At Berhampore, a hundred miles

north-west of Barrackpore, the 19th Native Infantry

became turbulent and excited , and refused to receive

even the blank (that is , untainted ) cartridges. During
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the night of the 27th of February they rose in open

revolt, and having broken into the armoury, possessed

themselves of the hated ammunition. Fortunately,

however, their native officers managed to talk them

into submission , and they laid down their arms and

returned to their duty. The fate of the 19th was the

same as that of the 34th: the regiment was disbanded .

At Umballa, another important military station ,

there were similar evidences of disaffection . A

soubahdar, or native captain , on the escort of the

commander-in -chief, abused two other native soldiers

for having defiled themselves with the obnoxious

cartridges ; and so deeply was the taunt felt that one

of the men cried like a child when telling the story to

his officer. Throughout the detachments at Umballa

the same feeling was manifested ; and here, as else

where, there were numerous incendiary fires. Then

the panic spread to Lucknow , where the wise and brave

Sir Henry Lawrence was Chief Commissioner ; and it

was found necessary to disband the 7th Oudh

Irregulars, who had refused to receive their cartridges.

When drawn ap on parade for that purpose, they

suddenly threw down their arms, broke rank, and fled,

thus precipitating their own dishonour. The 7th

Bengal Cavalry went in pursuit, and brought back

some of the fugitives ; but many got right away.
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It was not, however, till the month of May. that

the Mutiny began to assume really grave propor

tions. The more lurid and ghastly pictures in the

panorama begin with the outbreak at Meerut, from

which event the Indian Mutiny in its full import

may be said to date. Towards the end of April

eighty- five troopers belonging to the 3rd Bengal

Cavalry refused to receive their cartridges, and,

after trial by court-martial, were sentenced to ten

years' imprisonment. The sentence was duly carried

into effect on the 9th of May, when the whole of

the garrison was drawn up to see the prisoners

dismissed to their doom. All was quiet till the

following day, which was a Sunday ; and then,

towards evening, the storm broke. The three

native regiments belonging to the garrison — namely,

the 3rd Bengal Cavalry and the 11th and 20th

Sepoys-rose in revolt while the Europeans were

preparing for church , and, proceeding at once to

the prison, broke into the cells and released their

comrades. Smiths were at hand to strike off the

prisoners' fetters, and when this had been done,

the excited soldiery spread through the town,

setting fire to the bungalows, and murdering every

white man, woman, and child, they could come

A lady, who was an eye -witness of manyacross .
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of the horrors which then ensued, thus relates her

experiences : “ Bungalows began to blaze round as

nearer and nearer, till the frenzied mob reached

that next our own. We saw a poor lady in the

verandah, a Mrs. C ., lately arrived . We bade the

servants bring her over the low wall to us, but

they were too confused to attend to us at first.

The stables of that house were first burned . We

heard the shrieks of the horses . Then came the

mob to the house itself, with awful shouts and

curses. We heard the doors broken in , and many,

many shots ; and at that moment my servant said

they had been to bring away Mrs. C ., but had

found her dead on the ground, cut horribly — and

she on the eve of her confinement.” Not until

sunrise of the day following did any one know the

extent of the atrocities committed by these savages .

“ What spectacles of horror," writes the garrison

chaplain , “ met the eye almost simultaneously with

the return of day ! The lifeless and mutilated corpses

of men, women, and children , were here and there

to be seen , some of them so frightfully disfigured ,

and so shamefully dishonoured in death , that the

very recollection of such sights chills the blood .”

As soon as the alarm had been given, the artillery ,

carabineers, and 60th Rifles had been got under
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arms ; but by the time they reached the Native

Infantry parade-ground, it had grown too dark to

act with efficiency in that direction . At least, that

was the version of the affair as afterwards supplied

by the commander of the garrison , General Hewitt,

whosè caution on this occasion was certainly more

conspicuous than his courage. Instead of at once

advancing on the insurgents , he withdrew the

troops to the north of a nullah (river-bed ) at a

distance from the city, alleging as his reason the

necessity of covering “ the barracks and officers '

lines ” ; meanwhile , the mutineers were left at full

liberty to complete their horrid work, and after

wards to betake themselves off to Delhi !

How much was expressed for them in those rallying

words — “ To Delhi” ! To Delhi— the capital of the

old Moghul empire, the city which told of the former

greatness of Mohammedan power in India ; of the

time when Akbar wielded his mild sceptre and

Aurangzebe issued his fanatical edicts from the pea

cock throne of Shah Jehan. To Delhi - where, even

now , a descendant of the great Tamerlane, by grace

of the British Government called King of Delhi,*

* Hewas a grandson of the blind Emperor, Shah Alum , and

received from the British Government an annual pension of

£200 ,000.
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kept daily court in his palace by the Jumna ; and

where, too, by further grace of that Government,

no British troops were ever quartered . To Delhi

-the great rallying - point of Hindus as well as

of Mohammedans ; for was not the city a royal centre

long before the invasion of Sultan Mahmoud ? and

had not the sceptre of the confederate Mahratta

princes, even within the recollection of men living,

touched the very throne of the Grand Moghul ? What

wonder, then , that to Delhi, on the morning of the

11th of May, 1857, the Meerut rebels flocked ?

The circumstances of their tumultuous entrance into

the city, and the events which followed, until an

avenging British army arrived and the siege opera

tions began , form a familiar story. How the rebels

crossed the Jamna by a bridge of boats and swarmed

into the city through the Calcutta Gate ; how the

feeble old king ( then in his eightieth year) was

compelled (not entirely against his will, perhaps ) to

assume the sovereignty of India ; how the miscreants

went about the city, just as they had gone about the

streets of Meerut, slaughtering the Europeans ; how

the native regiments in the city joined the mutiny,

and basely assisted in the massacre of their own

officers ; how the rebels tried to gain possession of

the Delhi magazine, and of its heroic defence by a

T
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company of nine British officers and men ; how the

gallant commander of the little band , Lieutenant

Willoughby (when the ammunition gave out, and al

most all the brave defenders were killed or wounded ),

fired the train which he had previously laid to the

magazine, and thereby not only prevented the

mutineers from gaining possession of vast and valu

able stores, but sent hundreds of the men themselves

to a sudden and deserved death ; how the insurgents,

being now masters of the city, proceeded to organize

the rebellion in a more rational manner , and Mirza

Moghul, the king's eldest son, became commander

in -chief ; how the King himself, throwing off all

hesitancy and dişguise, formally accepted the sover

eignty which was tendered to him , and was acknow

ledged by a royal salate of twenty-one guns ; how the

rebel army, still thirsting for blood, demanded that the

English prisoners confined in the palace should be

given over to them for slaughter and how the King ,

with callous indifference, delivered them ap, saying ,

“ The armymay do as they please ” ;— these are the

leading episodes of those tragicaldays ; and no work

of fiction could be more painfully thrilling.

As to the English prisoners, confined , as we have

said , in the precincts of the palace , their fate

demands a more extended notice. When the
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mandate of destruction had gone out, great crowds

of people flocked to the palace to glut their eyes

with the butchery , just as men might flock to an

entertainment. These annatural wretches, to the

number of several hundred , were congregated in

the first courtyard when the order arrived to bring

out the victims. “ The women and children began

crying,” says an unwilling onlooker, “ saying they

knew they were going to be murdered ; but the

Mohammedans swore on the Koran, and the

Hindus on the Jumna, that such was not the

case ; that they wanted to give them a better

residence, and that the one they were in would be

converted into a magazine. On this they went out,

were counted , but I do not know the number ; a

rope was thrown round to encircle the whole

group, the same as prisoners are usually kept

together when on the move ; and in this manner

they were taken out of my sight.” Among these

unfortunate creatures there were only four men ;

the rest, more than forty in number, were women

and children . A native eye-witness thus completes

the story : “ On reaching the first courtyard, I

saw the prisoners all standing together, surrounded

on all sides by the King's special armed retainers,

or what you may term his bodyguard , and some of
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the infantry mutineers. I did not observe any

signal orders given ; bat on a sudden the men just

mentioned drew their swords, and all simultaneously

attacked the prisoners , and continued cutting at

them till they had killed them all . There were

at least a hundred or a hundred and fifty men

employed in this work of slaughter. ”

Directly it was known that Delhi was in the

hands of the rebels , the disaffected in other places,

who had hitherto held back from motives of fear

or prudence, gained confidence, and openly joined

the mutiny. In the Punjab, thanks to the wise

and vigorous repressive measures adopted by the

Chief Commissioner, Sir John Lawrence, and the

Judicial Commissioner, Mr. Montgomery, there was no

massacre of Europeans ; and the Sikhs, though so

recently subjugated to British rule, remained faith

ful and subsequently rendered valuable help in

suppressing the revolt. But in the other districts

of Northern India , and particularly in the North

West Provinces and Oudh, the situation became

every day more alarming. In the month of May

alone, fifteen regular regiments of the Bengal native

army mutinied at various stations . Of these , four

were quartered at Lucknow , where also, on the 3rd

of May, the 7th Oudh Infantry revolted and, two

19
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months later, the artillery . This last defection

took place in the midst of an engagement with

a rebel force at Chinhut, eight miles east of the

capital, and led to a disastrous retreat. On the 1st

of July the exalting rebels marched into Lucknow ,

and , before the day closed, had completely invested

the residency, where the Europeans had taken

refuge.

Meanwhile, there had been a terrible massacre

at Cawnpore. All the horrors of the Mutiny may

be said to have found a focus at this place. On

the 16th of June, Sir Henry Lawrence, Chief

Commissioner of Oadh , and brother of Sir John

Lawrence, had received the following argent

message from Sir Hugh Wheeler, the commanding

officer at Cawnpore : “ We have been besieged

since the 6th by the Nana Sahib , joined by the

whole of the native troops, who broke out on the

morning of the 4th . The enemy have two twenty

four pounders and several other guns. We have

only eight nine-pounders. The whole Christian

population is with us in a temporary entrenchment,

and our defence has been noble and wonderful, our

loss heavy and cruel. We want aid , aid , aid . P . S.

- If we had two hundred men we could punish

the scoundrels and aid you."
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Unfortunately, Sir Henry Lawrence was too

hard - pressed himself to render any assistance, and

the Europeans at Cawnpore had to trust entirely ,

under God , to their own valour. The Nana Sahib

mentioned in the above letter was an adopted son

of the ex-Peishwa, Baji Rao, and cherished a bitter

grudge against the British . At Baji's death , the

East India Company had not continued to the

Nana the extravagantly large pension of eight

lakhs of rupees (£80,000) which they had allowed

the conquered prince. This was the grievance, and

the outbreak of the Mutiny afforded the Nana

a favourable opportunity for expressing his long

harboured resentment. In what a terrible manner

he did this will be presently shown.

There were about nine hundred Europeans at

Cawnpore, of whom more than a third were women

and children , and about fourhundred and fifty service

able combatants ; and they occupied an entrenched

position (" a mere satire of a fortification ,” says

Captain Knollys) at the south -east extremity of the

cantonments. The enemy, commanded by the Nana

in person , amounted to three thousand men, all of

them trained soldiers. Against this vastly superior

force the beleaguered garrison nobly held its own for

nineteen days, surrounded by all the horrors of suffer
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ing, disease, and death , without shelter, and exposed

to a daily and well-directed cannonade from the

enemy's guns. “ The condition of misery experienced

by all is atterly beyond description," wrote General

Wheeler, on the 24th of June. “ Death and mutila

tion in all their forms of horror have been daily before

as. The numerical amount of casualties has been

frightful, caused both by sickness and the implements

of war.” That very day a messenger arrived at the

entrenchment, with a note from the Nana, offering

honourable terms of capitulation. Captain Moore, on

behalf of Sir Hugh Wheeler, answered the com

munication , and as the result of negotiations it was

agreed that the English should surrender the en

trenchment, with the guns and treasure, but should

be allowed to march out with their arms and sixty

rounds of ammunition per man ; the Nana, on his

part, undertaking to convey all the Europeans

down the Ganges in boats. The time had come

when this perfidious man should drop his mask,

and reveal himself in all the diabolical cruelty of

his nature.

The boats were duly provided, and on the morning

of the 27th the English — men , women and children

were permitted to embark quietly at the ghất. The

instant, however, that the boats put off, two guns,
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till then concealed from view , were run out, and

deadly volleys of grape poured in upon our now

defenceless country-people. At the same time, the

Sepoy rebels , who lined both banks of the river ,

opened a deadly fire of musketry ; and, to complete

the horrors of the situation, the thatched roofs of

the boats, which, by means of hot cinders had

previously been set smouldering, burst into sudden

flame. Those who were able — women with children

in their arms among the rest — sprang into the current,

but many of the sick and wounded , being too help

less to stir from the boats, were burnt or smoked

to death. Of those who threw themselves into the

stream , a considerable number reached the banks

alive, but several were sabred as they swam , the

troopers riding their horses into the water to

meet them . Those who got to shore fared no better

than those who perished in the stream . The men

were instantly shot or cut down, while the women

were reserved for more shameful treatment. They

were shut up in a miserable little bungalow with

their children , where they were fed with the coarsest

food and subjected to every foul indignity . A fort

night later, when the Nana heard that General

Havelock was approaching at the head of the force

which was to relieve Lucknow , he resolved on his
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last act of fiendish vengeance — the butchery of these

weak , defenceless ones . We cannot trust ourselves

to tell the sickening story ; but when , only two days

after, the British troops entered Cawnpore, and made

their way to the prison-house where the awful crime

was perpetrated , this is what they saw : A pavement

swimming in blood, with fragments of ladies' and

children 's dresses floating on it ; walls dinted with

bullets ; and deep sword -cats (from some of which

hung tresses of hair), on the wooden pillars support

ing the tiled roof. “ But neither the sabre-cuts nor

the bullets," writes Mr. Marshman in his Memoirs,

“ were sufficiently high above the floor to indicate

that the weapons had been aimed at men defending

their lives ; they appear rather to have been levelled

at crouching women and children , begging for mercy.

The soldiers proceeded in their search , when , in

crossing the courtyard , they perceived human limbs

bristling from a well, and, on further examination,

found it to be choked up with the bodies of the

victims, which appeared to have been thrown in

promiscuously, the dead with the wounded, till it

was full to the brim . The feelings of those who

witnessed the spectacle it is easy to conceive, but

impossible to describe. Men of iron nerve who,

during the march from Allahabad , had rushed to
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the cannon's mouth without flinching, and had seen

unappalled their comrades mowed down around them ,

lifted up their voices and wept.” The precise number

of victims in this last dreadful act of the Cawnpore

tragedy has never been ascertained, but it cannot

have been less than two hundred ; probably it was

nearer two hundred and ten .

The success of the rebels througbout Northern India

made it imperative that Delhi should be recovered

from them with the greatest possible expedition. In

flammatory letters, coached in the figurative language

of the East, and indicating, often with singular shrewd

ness of truth,the position and prospects of the British

in India, were passing about the country and effecting

a world of mischief. “ Many of the finest trees of the

garden have fallen ,” said oneofthese missives . “ White

wheat has become very scarce, and country produce

very abundant,” said another . “ Hats are hardly to be

seen , while turbans are plentiful,” said a third . In

fact , in all quarters the tone of the natives was one

of confidence and jubilation, and the longer Delhi

remained antaken the deeper grew their conviction

that “ the English raj was not destined to survive its

hundredth year,” — that the tenure of Feringhi power

in India was passing away for ever.

To Delhi, therefore, as the key of the situation , the
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great centre of interest, we will now retrace our steps.

To touch upon all the particulars of the long siege is

manifestly impossible in the space at our disposal.

The story literally bristles with heroic incident, and

has already furnished material for half a hundred

volumes. We will confine ourselves to the great

final scene, the assault of the city on the 14th of

September.

A word or two as to the defences of the place. As

described by the commanding engineer, “ the eastern

face of Delhi rests on the Jumna, and at the season of

the year during which our operations were carried on,

the stream may be described as washing the face of

the walls. The river front was therefore inaccessible

to the besieging force, while at the same time the

mutineers and the inhabitants of the city could

communicate freely across the river by means of

the bridge of boats and ferries. This rendered it

impossible for as to invest Delhi, even if there had

been a sufficient number of troops for the purpose.

We were only able , indeed, to direct our attack

against a small portion of the city wall, while

throughout the siege the enemy could freely com

municate with , and procure supplies from , the sur

rounding country.

“ On the river front the defences consisted of an
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irregular wall with occasional bastions and towers,

and about one half of the length of this face was

occupied by the palace of the King of Delhi and its

outwork , the old Moghul fort of Selingarh. The

remaining defences consisted of a succession of

bastioned fronts, the connecting curtains being very

long, and the outworks limited to one crown -work

at the Ajmir gate, and Martello towers, mounting a

single gun, at the points where additional flanking

fire to that given by the bastions themselves was

required .”

The curtains were sixteen feet high and from eleven

to fifteen feet thick, and were provided with a strong

parapet, loopholed for musketry. A ditch, twenty - five

feet in width, enclosed the city on the land side, and

between this ditch and the town walls was

faussebraye, or long mound of earth, varying in

thickness from sixteen to thirty feet and having a

vertical scarp wall eight feet high. Add to this that

the city was seven miles in circumference and covered

an area of three square miles ; that it was garrisoned

by fifteen thousand troops of infantry, of whom twelve

thousand were veteran Sepoys, with artillery and

cavalry in proportion ; and lastly, that the effective

strength of our own troops, after all the reinforcements

had come up, was less than seven thousand men ;—and

a
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some idea will be formed of the magnitude of the

undertaking in which we were engaged .

It was on the hundred and thirteenth day of the

siege that the grand assault was made. The British

commander , General Sir Archdale Wilson, a gallant

officer, but hardly strong enough for the heavy task

which had devolved upon him , had deferred the

anxious moment again and again ; but fortunately he

had men about him who realized the necessity of

prompter action, and before his irresolution had led

to any serious consequences, their counsel prevailed .

Of these advisers none is more worthy of being

remembered with honour and patriotic affection than

John Nicholson, the illustrious officer whose “ movable

column " of picked troops, with himself at the head,

had already won imperishable renown in the Punjab.

“ You may rely upon this,” said Major-General

Herbert Edwardes to Lord Canning, “ that if ever

there is a desperate deed to be done in India , John

Nicholson is the man to do it.”

Nicholson saw as clearly as any one that time was

being wasted before Delhi, and he not only urged an

immediate assault, but was prepared to adopt very

extraordinary measures if his advice were not acted

apon. “ Delhi must be taken ," he said one day. “ It

is absolutely essential that this should be done at
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once ; and if Wilson hesitates longer, I intend to

propose at to -day's meeting that he should be super

seded .” “ Happily ,” says Lord Roberts, to whom the

remark was made, “ Nicholson was not called upon

to take so anusual a step ; " for Sir Archdale Wilson

agreed to the assault that afternoon.

It was arranged that there should be four columns

of attack ; and the command of the first was given

to Nicholson. It consisted of a thousand men , of

whom three hundred were British soldiers, and the

remainder Punjabees and Bengal Fusiliers. Number

two column contained eight hundred and fifty men,

and was commanded by Brigadier Jones ; number

three column nine hundred and fifty, under Colonel

Campbell ; and number four column two thousand

men , under Major Reid . The advance of the first

three columns was to be covered by two hundred men

of the 60th Rifles . Major Reid 's orders were to drive

the enemy from a strong position which they still

occupied outside the city — namely, the suburbs of

Kisenganj and Paharipore, and then to support the

main attack by forcing an entrance through the gate

which faced the suburbs.* In addition to these four

assaulting columns, there was a fifth, or reserve

column, under Brigadier Longfield, consisting of two

* The CabulGate.
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hundred and fifty British and a thousand and fifty

native troops. “ In order to provide these five

columns, in all hardly five thousand strong,” says

Lord Roberts, “ the services of every man who could

bear arms had to be put into requisition. Picquets

were weakened to a dangerous extent, and many of

the sick and wounded , who ought to have been in

hospital, were utilized for the protection of the camp.'

On the evening before the assault Nicholson went

round with the chief of engineers to ascertain for

certain whether the breaches were practicable. Four

subaltern officers were told off for this dangerous

work , and presently returned from their inspection

with a favourable answer . They were fired at by the

enemy when close to the walls, and a volley was sent

after them as they were dashing across the open ; bat

no one was hurt. The men at the batteries had done

their work well, and Nicholson was well satisfied.

“ I must shake hands with you fellows,” he said to

the gunners of number two battery ; " you have done

your best to make my work easy to-morrow . ”

To -morrow came — the day of retribution so long

deferred ; and when, at an early hour, the breaching

guns suddenly ceased, besiegers and besieged alike

must have felt the thrill of the momentary lull.

Then Nicholson gave the signal, and the 60th Rifles,

1

1

1
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whose duty it was to cover the advance of the first

three colamns, by their skirmishing fire, dashed

forward with a ringing cheer . At the same time

the heads of the first and second columns appeared

from the Kudsiabagh, a position hardly four hundred

yards from the city walls, and advanced at the double

quick towards the breaches.

The enemy was ready for them. From loopholes

and parapets a blaze of musketry burst forth, and

the fire was so well directed that officers and men

fell fast. The ditch was entered under this leaden

storm , and, the ladders being raised against the

escarp on the other side, the breaches were succes

sively stormed . The spaces which a moment before

had been filled with the dark figures of the rebels,

who had hurled down stones upon the besiegers, and

dared them to come on, were now filled with British

troops ; and the first man to plant his foot on one of

the breaches was John Nicholson . Wheeling to the

right when these had been gained, our troops, with

resistless impetuosity, drove the rebels from the

walls, and captured, one after another, the batteries,

the Cashmir, Mori, and Water bastions, and the Cabal

Gate. The guns on the bastions were then turned

upon the foe, while from the captured gate a British

flag was soon flying. But the rest of the wall was
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not so easily won. On the ramparts south of the

CabulGate the passage of our soldiers wasdesperately

resisted , and at the Burn bastion , immediately facing

the suburb of Kisenganj, where the enemy had

massed in great strength, they encountered so heavy

a fire that a retirement for a time became necessary .

Meanwhile, number three column had advanced

towards the Cashmir Gate ; and Lieutenants Home

and Salkeld , with eight sappers and miners and the

bugler of Her Majesty's 52nd, went forward to

blow the gate open . “ The enemy," says Lord

Roberts , “ were apparently so astounded at the

audacity of this proceeding that for a minute or

two they offered slight resistance.” Then they

opened a heavy fire. Home, with the men carrying

the powder -bags, got over the ditch in front of the

gateway first, a hazardous undertaking, as the draw

bridge had been destroyed, and only a single beam

remained. However , they all passed over without

accident, and proceeded to lodge the powder-bags

against the gate, the enemy all the while keeping

up a murderous fire through the wicket. It was

now , indeed , that their shots began to tell. One of

the advance party, Sergeant Carmichael, was killed

in the act of laying his powder-bag, while another

gallant sapper was dangerously wounded . The rest,
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having faithfully and efficiently performed their share

of the duty, made way for the firing party, which

was in charge of Lieutenant Salkeld . He, poor

fellow , was shot through the leg and arm while

stooping to fire the charge. With admirable self

possession, he handed the slow match to Corporal

Burgess, who performed his task and then himself

fell forward, mortally wounded . The demolition was

most successful. One half of the massive gate was

driven in , and a way was now open for the men of

the third column to advance into the city. There

upon Lieutenant Home ordered the bugler to sound

the regimental call, which was repeated three times,

as it was feared that the sound might not be heard

in the midst of the prevailing din.

But the first call was heard, and before the

sounds of the bugle had died away, the 52nd, led

by Captain Crosse, was in motion towards the gate.

Crossing the ditch in single file along the narrow

plank, they crept through the opening, their further

advance being partially blocked by an eighteen

pounder gun, ander which the scorched bodies of

two or three Sepoys , killed by the explosion, were

lying. The rest of the column crossed by the same

precarious footway ; and when all had defiled into the

city they found themselves face to face with Nichol
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son's and Jones's columns, which had united in an

open space between the Cashmir Gate and the

English church , at the north corner of the city .

While the first three assaulting columns were thus

winning their way, step by step, in the city, the fourth

column, under Major Reid , was not less arduously

employed elsewhere. The troops, as we have said ,

were ander orders to drive the rebels from the

suburbs ; and hard work they found it. Of the two

thousand men which formed the column , twelve

hundred belonged to what was known as the Cashmir

Contingent (auxiliary troops furnished by the Raja

Rumbhir Singh ), and these proved very inefficient ;

indeed , had it not been for the splendid support of the

reserve cavalry and horse artillery under Brigadier

Hope Grant, it might have gone extremely ill with

them . As it was,the attack on Kisenganj and Pahari

pore failed ; Major Reid (than whom no braver soldier

existed in the service) was severely wounded ; and the

column was beaten back with the loss of four of the

Raja's guns.

Elated with this success, “ the rebels," says Sir

Hope Grant, " seemed determined to carry everything

before them . Between the Kisenganj and the town

numerous houses and gardens were interspersed , from

whence a galling fire was opened upon us by the

reserve
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matineers, who, after repelling the attack made on

them in the morning, were evidently confident of

being able to dislodge as without difficulty. Their

numbers increased every moment; so I ordered up

Captain Tombs' troop of horse artillery, and opened

fire on the detached houses at a range of two hundred

yards, which had the effect of forcing them to fall

back some distance . A little in front of them was a

battery of our own,armed with two eighteen -pounders,

but unmanned , of which they were evidently very

anxious to gain possession . It was a matter of great

importance to us to prevent this ; when a few

gunners dismounted , crept up to the ditch un

perceived , scrambled over , spiked the guns, and re

turned anmolested — a gallant deed .”

A few moments later the rebels on the Barn bastion ,

hardly five hundred yards distant,turned a twenty-four

pounder against Sir HopeGrant's heroic little force,and

with grape inflicted a terrible loss. “ Tombs' troop

lost twenty-seven men out of forty -eight, and nine

teen horses. Two guns of a battery, under Lieutenant

Campbell, suffered in proportion ; " the two hundred

men of the 9th Lancers had forty-two men and sixty

one horses killed or wounded ; and the Guide cavalry,

which was in support , fifteen men and nineteen

horses. “ Presently," continues Sir Hope, “ a rebel

20
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Sowar was seen galloping towards us . At first it was

supposed he meant to give himself up as a prisoner ;

but, with sword in hand, he rushed into the ranks of

the 9th Lancers, cutting and hacking about him in

a most determined manner ; and before they were

aware of his intentions, he had wounded four men .

He was soon run through the body with a lance ; but

even when on the ground, in his death -struggle and

apparently senseless, he seemed bent apon the de

struction of all around him , madly striking at the air

with his sword.” At last , with the assistance of

two or three hundred additional troops , the gardens

were cleared ; and towards the afternoon the enemy's

fire from Kisenganj and Paharipore slackened and

ceased . It was not, however, till the next day that

they abandoned those places.

Meanwhile, within the city the fighting had con

tinued without cessation . Just before the matineers

had opened fire from the Barn bastion , in the manner

described, a sad event happened on the ramparts

close at hand. At the moment when Captain Tombs'

artillery-men were spiking the enemy's guns, Grant

had caught sight of Nicholson on the top of the Mori

bastion , and the latter had shouted down to him that

the fighting was going on well for us in the town,

and that he was on his way to attack the Burn
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bastion. The mutineers posted here not only

threatened our troops in the western suburbs and

gardens, but prevented the advance of the escaladers

to the Lahore Gate. “ His hanghty spirit," writes

Lord Roberts, “ could not brook the idea of retire

ment; however slight the check might be, he knew

that it would restore to the rebels the confidence of

which our hitherto successful advance had deprived

them , and, believing that there was nothing that

brave men could not achieve, he determined to make

a fresh attempt to seize the Burn bastion . The lane

which was again to be traversed ” [Nicholson 's

column had threaded its way through it after clearing

the northern ramparts ] “ was about two hundred

yards long, with the city wall and rampart on the

right, and on the left flat-roofed houses with parapets ,

affording convenient shelter for the enemy's sharp

shooters. As the troops advanced up this lane the

mutineers opened upon them a heavy and destructive

fire. Again and again they were checked, and again

and again they re -formed and advanced. . . . The

officers , leading far ahead of their men , were shot

down one after the other, and the men, seeing them

fall, began to waver. Nicholson, on this, sprang

forward, and called apon the soldiers to follow him .

He was instantly shot through the chest.”
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*

A few minutes later, Frederick Roberts, walking

near the Cashmir Gate, observed a doolie lying by

the roadside, in which was a wounded man. The

bearers had left their burden and gone off in search

of plunder . He bent over the doolie, and saw, to

his grief and consternation, that the sufferer was his

friend John Nicholson . The hero “ was lying on

his back. No wound was visible, and but for the

pallor of his face, always colourless , there was no

sign of the agony he must have been enduring .'

The young artillery officer expressed a hope that his

friend was not seriously wounded ; but Nicholson

answered : “ I am dying ; there is no chance for

me. ” He was taken to Captain Daly's tent and laid

beside his own brother, whose arm was being ampu

tated as he was carried in. The following day, at

evening, Hope Grant entered the tent , in which was

one miserable, dimly burning candle ; and there, by

the feeble light, he gazed for the last time on the

face of the dying soldier. As he approached the

brave man's couch, Nicholson turned his head, and

asked, in a deep, sepulchral voice, “ Who are you ? ”

Grant told his name, and added a few words of

kindness. “ I thank you," was the answer, spoken

with difficulty.

* Lord Roberts.
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On the 23rd of September, Nicholson lay dead.

“ His intellect,” says Lord Roberts, “ remained an

clouded to the end. With his latest breath he sent

messages of tender farewell to his mother, hoping

she would be patient under his loss , and to his

oldest and dearest friend, Herbert Edwardes. After

his death, some frontier chiefs and native officers of

the Multani Horse were permitted to see him ; and

I was told that it was touching beyond expression

to see these strong men shed tears as they looked

on all that was left of the leader they so loved and

honoured .” Those who were best able to judge

knew that a great man had fallen . Lord Dalhousie

had styled him “ a pillar of strength on the frontier ” ;

and truly his name was “ a name to conjure with

in the Punjab.” It is said that he was actually

worshipped by some of the Punjabees, who formed

themselves into a sect, and went by the name of

Nicholseyans. Lord Roberts, in recalling his first

meeting with him at Peshawur, says emphatically,

“Nicholson impressed me more profoundly than any

man I had ever met before, or have ever met since.

I have never seen any one like him.” What might

not this remarkable man have become, had his life

been spared to his country a few years longer ?

Before Nicholson breathed his last he had the
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consolation of knowing that Delhiwas taken . When

darkness closed over the scene of the first day's

struggle, a goodly portion of the city was in our

hands, and the line of wall from the Cabul Gate

on the west to the KillaghatGate on the north -east ;

but much still remained to be won . The following

day the Delhi Bank and its extensive grounds were

captured , and it then became possible to turn our

gans on the King 's palace, in which the heartless

massacre of our poor country -people had taken place ;

this was accordingly done. Then , one after another,

the remaining strongholds were seized , though not

without desperate fighting and very serious loss of

life. The Burn bastion , the magazine, the Juma

Masjid (a grand Mohammedan mosque), and the

Lahore Gate , were all stormed in succession ; and last

of all the Moghul fort, which guarded the entrance

to the royal palace. By the 20th the whole of the

city was in our hands, and India was saved . A

great and arduous undertaking had been nobly carried

out, and the Siege of Delhi had taken its place

among the notable events of history. Yet success

had been dearly purchased. The number of our

killed and wounded fell little short of four thousand

men — that is, nearly a half of the entire army. A

grievous cost , surely !
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The King, who escaped when the rebels evacuated

the place, took refuge in a royal tomb, seven miles

from Delhi ; but he was captured the next morning

by Captain Hodson , who hazarded his own life in

the adventure ; and the last of the Moghuls was

brought back to his palace a prisoner, to be tried

for his share in the rebellion . That same morning

Hodson again set off for the tomb, having heard

that the King's two sons and grandson - deep -dyed

villains every man of them — had also taken refuge

there. The report was correct ; and in response to

the persistent demands of Hodson, who waited out

side the tomb for two hours, they surrendered

unconditionally.

“ They drove out,” says Hope Grant, “ in one

of the small bullock -gharries in which they had

originally escaped from Delhi. Hodson lost

time, made his way with them as quickly as

possible through the groups of natives, and never

stopped till he got them to within a couple of

miles of Delhi, where there was no one to interfere.

Then he halted the carriage, made them get out,

apbraided them with their shameful conduct towards

our poor countrymen and countrywomen, and told

them they must prepare to die . They tried to

exculpate themselves from blame, and denied their

no
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guilt ; bat Hodson charged them with having

killed the ladies and gentlemen who had taken

refuge in the palace, or had been made prisoners ;

and, taking a revolver from his belt, with his own

hand he shot the three unhappy wretches dead on

the spot.”

The trial of the King himself was conducted with

the strictest impartiality, and resulted in his conviction

on a capital charge . Sir R. Temple, whose duty it

was to prepare the evidence for the Government,

waited upon the captive King about this time, and he

has recorded his impressions of the visit in feeling

language. “ It was a strange sight, ” he says, “ to

see the aged man seated in a darkened chamber of

his palace. The finely chiselled features, arched eye

brows, aquiline profile, sickly pallor of the olive

complexion, nervous twitching of the face, delicate

fingers counting beads, muttering speech, incoherent

language, irritable self-consciousness, demeanour indi

cating febrile excitability - altogether made up a curious

picture , upon which no spectator could look onmoved

who was acquainted with Asiatic history. Here sat

the last of the Great Moghuls, the descendant of em

perors two centuries ago ruling the second largest

population in the world, who had himself, though a

phantom sovereign, been treated with regal honours.
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He was now about to be tried for his life by judges

whose forefathers had saed for favour and protection

from his imperial ancestors.” It only remains to be

said that though the unhappy old man was found

guilty of the capital charge, the Government wisely

spared his life, and he was sent into captivity beyond

the seas.

The capture of Delhi was the turning point of

the Mutiny ; but many more months elapsed before

the rebellion was entirely stamped out. At

Lucknow the Europeans were still besieged in

the residency, * which for nearly three months had

been nobly defended by Colonel Inglis, Sir Henry

Lawrence having been mortally wounded at the

beginning of the siege . Yet the day of deliverance

was approaching. On the 25th of September the

famous force, ander Havelock and Outram , already

crowned with the glory of ten victories, fought its

way through the streets of houses, and deliverers

and delivered joined hands within the entrench

ments . “ Once fairly seen ," writes a staff officer

who was present, “ all our doubts and fears

regarding them were ended ; and then the

garrison's long-pent-up feelings of anxiety and

suspense burst forth in a succession of deafening

* See p. 290 .
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cheers. From every pit, trench, and battery - from ,

behind the sandbags, piled on shattered houses —

from every post held by a few gallant spirits, rose

cheer on cheer - even from the hospital many of

the wounded crawled forth to join in that glad

shout of welcome to those who had so bravely

come to our assistance . It was a moment never

to be forgotten . The delight of the ever-gallant

Highlanders, who had fought twelve battles to

enjoy that moment of ecstasy , and in the last four

days had lost a third of their number, seemed to

know no bounds. The garrison and Sir James

Outram had entered Dr. Fayrer's house, and the

ladies in the garrison , and their children , crowded

with intense excitement into the porch to see their

deliverers. The Highlanders rushed forward , the

rough, bearded warriors, and shook the ladies by

the hand with loud and repeated gratulations.

They took the children up in their arms, and,

fondly caressing them , passed them from one to

another in turn . Then , when the first enthusiasm

was over, they mournfully turned to speak among

themselves of the heavy losses they had sustained ,

and to inquire the names of the numerous

comrades who had fallen in the way."

But the hour of full deliverance was not yet.
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was

The garrison in the residency had been relieved ,

but Lucknow still in thein the hands of the

mutineers, and it was found to be impracticable

to arrange efficiently for the removal of the

women and children to Cawnpore, until further

reinforcements came up meansand additional

of conveyance were provided . Two more months

went by, during which the survivors of the

relieving force were themselves besieged ; and then

appeared the second army of relief, ander Sir Colin

Campbell, the newly appointed commander- in - chief.

On the evening of the 22nd of November, all the

sick and wounded, and the women and children ,

were removed to a place of safety ; and just as

the midnight hour was striking, the garrison also

began to evacuate the place. When the rebels

rose next morning to renew their attacks, not

à Feringhi was to be seen . The residency was

deserted, and the British army was already on its

way to Cawnpore.

With the final re- capture of Lucknow in the follow

ing March, the more serious phases of the Mutiny

may be said to have passed away—at least, in so far

as Northern India was concerned. Detached parties

of rebels were still scattered over the great Gangetic

plain , and the Oudh army had to be broken up into
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separate detachments in order to deal with them ;

but all that was formidable in the Mutiny had

vanished from those provinces, and the cause of

serious alarm was over.

In Central India a good deal still remained to be

done, but Sir Hugh Rose, who commanded there with

a large field -force, had already gained the confidence

of his countrymen by the spirited capture of Fort

Ratgarh , by the relief of Saugor, and by his

numerous successes in Bundelkund. In April and

May he several times defeated the two most trouble

some rebel leaders yet in arms- namely, the Rani of

Jhansi, a cruel but heroic woman, and Tantia Topi,

a relative of the Nana ; and in the following month

he recovered Gwalior, the capital of Sindhia's terri

tory, and restored it to that prince. After this the

Central India field force was broken up, as the Oudh

army had been , and the detachments were distributed

throughout the re-captured towns and cantonments.

The Rani of Jhansi had meanwhile been slain , but

Tantia continued to cause trouble for some months

longer, till he was betrayed into the hands of the

British, and executed as a rebel.

In November, 1858, appeared the Queen's Procla

mation, announcing the abolition of the East India

Company, and promising a general amnesty to those
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who had borne arms against the Government,

murderers and harbourers of murderers alone ex

cepted . The Proclamation was translated into the

several languages and dialects of India, and was

read aloud at every important station. The reign of

John Company was over, and henceforth India was

to be governed directly by the Crown. The Court of

Directors and Board of Control gave place to a

Secretary of State for India in Council, and the

Governor-General, Viscount Canning, became first

Viceroy.

The Proclamation concluded with the following

dignified and gracious announcements : “ When by

the blessing of Providence internal tranquility shall

be restored, it is our earnest desire to stimulate the

peaceful industry of India , to promote works of

public utility and improvement,and to administer its

Government for the benefit of all our subjects

resident therein . In their prosperity will be our

strength ; in their contentment our security ; and in

their gratitude our best reward . And may the God

of all power grant to us, and to those in authority

under as , strength to carry out these our wishes for

the good of our people.” That the British Govern

ment has acted upon the desires expressed in the

Proclamation must be evident to all who have given
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their attention to Indian affairs during the past forty

years ; and the administrations of Lord Lawrence and

his successor, Viscount Mayo,may be cited in illustra

tion of the fact. Both these men devoted much time

and energy to public works and financial reforms,

and with the happiest results. The good which

they have done “ lives after them ," and their names

are still held in grateful remembrance by the natives

of India.

Our only territorial acquisitions since the Mutiny

have been the Dâars , a small district between Bhutan

and Bengal, and the important province of Upper

Burmah. The former province was confiscated during

the Viceroyalty of Lord Lawrence ( 1864 — 1869), and

not without sufficient cause . The Bhutanese had

been harrying the border villages of Bengal proper,

and carrying off the people as slaves ; and when a

British envoy had been sent to demand redress, he

had been insulted by the Bhutanese authorities. Our

war with Burmah was a just one, too ; and never

was a people more blessed in being placed under a

foreign yoke than were the Burmese, when we de

throned their cruel, incapable, and vacillating ruler,

and planted the British flag on the palace -turrets of

Mandalay.

A succession of royal visits to India , of which the
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chief was the Prince of Wales's visit in 1873, is

thought by some to have confirmed the native popu

lations in their loyalty to the crown ; but the roots of

religious prejudices lie deep, and the soundness of the

thought may well be doubted. Not by princely

pageants and grand durbars is our power over those

vast millions to be consolidated and strengthened, but

by wise government, in which firmness and toleration

must both play their part , and which, in order to be

wise, must be based upon a thorough knowledge of

native character. Care must be taken that the social

usages of the people—be they Hindus or Moham

medans — are not interfered with ; that their religious

institutions are respected ; and that their peculiar

laws of inheritance and adoption are preserved to

them in violate . At the same time, liberty must

not be suffered to become licence, and to effectually

guard against this a most careful censorship of the

native press is imperative. Above all, the discip

line of the native troops must never be suffered to

grow lax, and provision should be made against any

recurrence of an organized rising, by maintaining

an efficient British force at each of the chief military

stations.

If these cardinal points are kept in view , we need

have no fear, and the country which has witnessed
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1

the immortal achievements of Clive and Coote, of

Lake and Gough, of Nicholson and Havelock, may

remain for many a year an appanage of the British

Crown .

THE END.

1
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Lion City of Africa (The) : A Story of Adventure. By

Willis Boyd Allen, Author of " The Red Mountain of Alaska ,” etc.

Manco, The Peruvian Chief. By W. H. G. Kingston.

New Edition. Illustrated by Launcelot Speed.

Olive Chauncey's Trust. By Mrs. E. R. Pitman, Author

of "Lady Missionaries in Foreign Lands.”

Roger the Ranger : A Story of Border Life among the

Indians. By Eliza F. Pollard, Author of " Not Wanted, ” etc.
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28. 6d , eacb ( continued ).

THE “ RED MOUNTAIN ” SERIES ( continued ).

Red Mountain of Alaska ( The). By Willis Boyd

Allen , Author of “ Pine Cones,” “ The Northern Cross," etc.

Slave Raiders of Zanzibar (The). By E. Harcourt

Burrage, Author of " Gerard Mastyn, ” “ Whither Bound ? ” etc.

Spanish Maiden (The) : A Story of Brazil. By Emma

E. Hornįbrook , Author of " Worth the Winning,” etc.

True unto Death : A Story of Russian Life and the

Crimean War. By Eliza F. Pollard, Author of “ Roger the Ranger.”

Whither Bound ? A Story of Two Lost Boys. By Owen

Landor. With Twenty Illustrations by W. Rainey, R.I.

Young Moose Hunters ( The): A Backwoods-Boy's

Story. By C. A. Stephens. Profusely Illustrated.

2s , each .

"The Friends of Jesus. Illustrated Sketches for the

young, of the Twelve Apostles, the Family at Bethany, and other of

the earthly friends of the Saviour. Small 4to. Cloth extra.

Anecdotes in Natural History. By Rev. F. O.

Morris, B.A. With numerous Illustrations. Pcap. 4to. Cloth extra.

Animals and their Young. By Harland Coultas.

With Twenty -four full-page Illustrations by Harrison Weir. Fcap. 4to

Cloth gilt, bevelled boards.

Domestic Pets : Their Habits and Treatment. Anecdotal

and Descriptive. Full of Illustrations. Fcap. 4to . Cloth extra.

Natural History Stories. By Mary Howitt. With

Thirty-two full-page Engravings by Harrison Weir, L. Huard, etc. ,

and numerous smaller Illustrations . Fcap. 4to . Cloth gilt, bevelled

boards .

Our Dumb Companions. By Rev. T. Jackson, M.A.

One Hundred and Twenty Illustrations . Fcap . 4to . Cloth extra .

Sunny Teachings. (New Series ). A Bible Picture

Roll containing Twelve beautifully , Coloured Scripture Pictures

selected from the New Testament. Mounted on roller.

Young Folk's Bible Picture Roll (The). Contains

Twelve beautifully Coloured Pictures of Bible Subjects. Printed on

good paper, and mounted on roller, with cord for hanging up .

Natural History Picture Roll . Consisting of Thirty

one Illustrated Leaves, with simple large- type Letterpress, suitable to

hang up in the Nursery, Schoolroom , etc.
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28. each (continued ).
THE HOME LIBRARY.

Crown 8vo. 320 pages. HandsomeCloth Cover. Illustrations,

* Esther Dunbar ; or, Vengeance is Mine, By Eliza F .
Pollard .

* Tangled Threads. By Esma Stuart.

* Ailsa 's Reaping ; or, Grape- Vines and Thorns. By -

Jennie Chappelī.

* Petrel Darcy ; or, In Honour Bound. By T. Corrie.

*Honor : A Nineteenth Century Heroine. By E . M .
Alford.

Avice : A Story of Imperial Rome. By Eliza F . Pollard . .

Ben -Hur. By L . Wallace.

Better Part (The). By Annie S . Swan.

Brownie ; or, The Lady Superior. By Eliza F . Pollard .

Bunch of Cherries ( A ). By J. W . Kirton .

Cousin Mary. By Mrs. Oliphant, Author of “ Chronicles

of Carlingford,” etc .

Dr. Cross ; or, Tried and True. By Ruth Sterling.

Dorothy's Training ; or, Wild Flower or Weed ? By

Jennie Chappell.

Edith Oswald ; or, Living for Others. 224 pages. By

Florence Stanley ; or, Forgiving, because Much Jane M .

Forgiven . Kippen

For Honour's Sake. By Jennie Chappell.

Gerard Mastyn ; or, The Son of a Genius. By E ,

Harcourt Burrage.

Gerald Thurlow ; or, The New Marshal. By T . M .
Browne.

Household Angel (The). By Madeline Leslie.

Her Saddest Blessing. By Jennie Chappell.

Jacques Hamon ; or, Sir Philip 's Private Messenger

By Mary E . Ropes.

Living It Down. By Laura M . Lane.

Louie's Married Life. By Sarah Doudney,

Madeline ; or, The Tale of a Haunted House. By Jennie

Chappell.

Morning Dew -Drops. By Clara Lucas Balfour ,

Mark Desborough 's Yow . By Annie S. Swan .

Mick Tracy, the Irish Scripture Reader. By the Author

of “ Tim Doolan , the Irish Emigrant."

Naomi; or, The Last Days of Jerusalem . By Mrs. Webb .

"Our.
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28 . ach,

THE HOME LIBRARY (continued ).

Pilgrim 's Progress ( The). By John Bunyan. 416

pages. 47 Illustrations.

Strait Gate (The). By Annie S . Swan .

Uncle Tom 's Cabin . By Harriet Beecher Stowe.

Woman at Bay (A ). By Marie Zimmermann .

Without a Thought ; or, Dora's Discipline. By Jennie
Chappell.

Way in the Wilderness ( A ). By Maggie Swan,

By “ PANSY."

Chrissy 's Endeavour. Rath Erskine's Crosses.
Three People. Ester Ried .

Four Girls at Chautauqua . Ester Ried Yet

La Endless Chain . Julia Ried .

Tha Chautauqua Girls at Homo. The Man of the Houso.
Wlse and Otherwise.

Over 325,000 of these volumes have already been sold .

1s . 6d . each.

THE “ WORLD' S WONDERS ” SERIES.

A Series of Popular Books treating of the present-daywonders of Science

and Art. Well written, printed on good paper, and fully illustrated

Crown 8vo, 160 pages. HandsomeCloth Cover.

*Romance of the Post Office : Its Inception and

Wondrous Development. By Arch. G . Bowie.

* Marvels of Metals. By F . M . Holmes.

Miners and their Works Underground. By F.
M . Holmes.

Triumphs of the Printing Press. By Walter Jerrold .

Astronomers and their Observations. By Lucy

Taylor. With Preface by W . Thynne Lynn , B .A ., F . R . A .S .

Celebrated Mechanics and their Achievements.
By F . M . Holmes.

Chemists and their Wonders. By F . M . Holmes.

Engineers and their Triumphs. By F . M . Holmes.

Electricians and their Marvels. By Walter Jerrold .

Musiciansand their Compositions. By J. R . Griffiths.

Naturalists and their Investigations. By George

Day, F . R .M .S .
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By

1s , Edi each (continued ).

NEW SERIES OF MISSIONARY BIOGRAPHIES.

Crown 8vo. 160 pages. Cloth extra. Fully Illustrated . -

* Captain Allen Gardiner : Sailor and Saint. By

Jessie Page, Author of “ Japan, its People and Missions,” etc.

* Tiyo Soga : The Model Kaffir Missionary. By H . T .

Cousins, Ph .D ., F . R .G . S.

Amid Greenland Snows; or, The Early

History of Arctic Missions.

Among the Maoris; or, Daybreak in New Jesse
Zealand . Page.

Bishop Patteson , the MartyrofMelanesia .

Congo for Christ (The) : The Story oftheCongo Mission .

BysRev. J. B . Myers, Author of " William Carey,” etc .

David Brainerd, the Apostle to the North
American Indians. By Jesse Page.

Henry Martyn : His Life and Labours - Cam

bridge, India, Persia . By Jesse Page .

Japan : Its People and Missions. By Jesse Page.

John Williams, the Martyr Missionary of Poly :

nesia . By Rev. James J . Ellis.

James Calvert ; or, From Dark to Dawn in Fiji.
By R . Vernon .

James Chalmers , Missionary and Explorer of.

Rarotonga and New Guinea. By William Robson .

Lady Missionaries in Foreign Lands. By Mrs. E .

R . Pitman, Author of " Vestina 's Martyrdom ," etc.

Madagascar : Its Missionaries and Martyrs. By

William J. Townsend, Author of “ Robert Morrison ," etc.

Missionary Heroines in Eastern Lands. By Mrs.
E . R . Pitman , Author of " Lady Missionaries in Foreign Lands."

Reginald Heber, Bishop of Calcutta , Author of

" From Greenland's Icy Mountains.” By A . Montefiore, F . R .G .S .

RobertMoffat, theMissionary Hero of Kuruman .

By David J. Deane. .

Samuel Crowther, the Slave Boy who became

Bishop of the Niger. By Jesse Page.

Thomas Birch Freeman , Missionary Pioneer to

• Ashanti,Dahomey, and Egba. By Rev . John Milum , F .R .G .S .

William Carey, the Shoemakerwho became the

Father and Founder ofModern Missions. By Rev . J. B .Myers.
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1s . 6d, each (continued ).

NEW POPULAR BIOGRAPHIES.

Crown 8vo. 160 pages. Maps and Illustrations. Cloth extra .

* Fridtjof Nansen : His Life and Explorations. By J.

Arthur Bain .

* Philip Melanothon : The Wittemberg Professor and
Theologian of the Reformation. By David J. Deane, Author of

“ Two Noble Lives," etc .

General Gordon , the Christian Soldier and

Hero . By G . Barnett Smith .

William Tyndale, the Translator of the

English Bible . By G . Barnett Smith .

Heroes and Heroines of the Soottish Covenant

ers. By J. Meldrum Dryerre, LL.B ., F .R .G .S .

Canal Boy who became President (The). By

Frederic T . Gammon. Twelfth Edition. Thirty -fourth Thousand.

David Livingstone : His Labours and His Legacy.

By Arthur Montefiore , F .G .S ., F . R .G .S .

Four Heroes of India : Clive, Warren Hastings, Have
lock , Lawrence. By F . M . Holmes.

Florence Nightingale, the Wounded Soldier's

Friend . By Eliza F . Pollard.

Gladstone ( W . E .) : England 's Great Commoner .

By Walter Jerrold . With Portrait and thirty -eight other Illustrations.

John Knox and the Scottish Reformation . By G .
Barnett Smith .

MichaelFaraday,Man ofSoience. By Walter Jerrold.

** One and All.” An Autobiography of Richard Tangye,
of the Cornwall Works, Birmingham . With Twenty -one Original

Illustrations by Frank Hewett. (192 pages.)

Sir John Franklin and the Romance of the
North -West Passage. By G . Barnett Smith .

Slave and His Champions ( The) : Sketches of
Granville Sharp, Thomas Clarkson , William Wilberforce, and Sir Du

F . Buxton. By C . D . Michael.

Stanley (Henry M .), the African Explorer . By

Arthur Montefiore, F .G .S ., F . R . G . S .

Spurgeon (C . H .) : His Life and Ministry . By Jesse Page.

Two Noble Lives : JOHN WICLIFFE , the Morning
Star of the Reformation ; and MARTIN LUTHER , the Reformer.

By David J . Deane. (208 pages.)

Through Prison Bars : The Lives and Labours of John

Howard and Elizabeth Fry , the Prisoner's Friends. By William H .

Render .

Over 375,000 of these popular volumes have already been sold.
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1s . 6d . each (continued ).

THE BRITISH BOYS' LIBRARY.

A New Series of 18. 6d. books for boys.

Illustrated. Crown 8vo. Cloth extra.

* The Bell Buoy ; or, The Story of a Mysterious Key

By F . M . Holmes.

* Jack . A Story of a Scapegrace . By E . M . Bryant.

*Hubert Ellerdale : A Tale of the Days of Wicliffe.
By W . Oak Rhind.

THE BRITISH GIRLS' LIBRARY.

A New Series of 1s. 6d. books for girls.

Illustrated . Crown 8vo. Cloth extra .

*Sweet Kitty Claire. By Jennie Chappell.

* The Maid of the Storm : A Story of a Cornish

Village. By Nellie Cornwall.

*Mistress of the Situation (The). By Jennie
Chappell.

* Queen of the Isles. By Jessie M . E . Saxby.

NEW PICTURE BOOKS.

*Happy and Gay : Pictures and Stories for Every Day .

By D . J. D ., Author of “ Stories of Animal Sagacity ,” etc . With

8 coloured and 97 other Illustrations. Size 9 by 7 inches. Hand .

some coloured covers, paper boards with cloth backs.

* Pleasures and Joys for Girls and Boys. By

D . J. D ., Author of " Anecdotes of Animals and Birds.” With

8 coloured and III other Illustrations. Size 9 by 7 inches. Hand

some coloured cover, paper boards and cloth back .

Anecdotes of Animals and Birds. By Uncle John .

With 57 full-page and other Illustrations by Harrison Weir, etc .

Fcap. 4to. 128 pages . Handsomely bound in paper boards, with Animal

design in 10 colours, varnished . ( A charming book for the Young.)

Stories of Animal Sagacity . By D . J . D . A com

panion volume to “ Anecdotes of Animals." Numerous full-page

Illustrations. Handsomely bound in paper boards, with Animal subject

printed in to colours, varnished .
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| 18. 6d . each (continued ).

ILLUSTRATED REWARD BOOKS.

Crown 8vo. 160 pages. Cloth extra. Fully Illustrated .

Aileen ; or, “ The Love of Christ Constraineth Us.” By

Laura A. Barter, Author of “ Harold ; or, Two Died for Me."

Claire ; or, A Hundred Years Ago. By T . M . Browne,

Author of " Jim 's Discovery,” etc .

Duff Darlington ; or, An Unsuspected Genius. By

Evelyn Everett -Green . With six Illustrations by Harold Copping.

Everybody's Friend ; or, Hilda Danvers’ Influence. By

Evelyn Everett-Green, Author of " Barbara's Brother,” etc.

· Fine Gold ; or, Ravenswood Courtenay. By Emma.

Marshall, Author of " Eaglehurst Towers,” etc.

Her Two Sons. A Story for Young Men and Maidens.

By Mrs. CharlesGarnett, Author of " Mad John Burleigh ," etc .

Jack 's Heroism . A Story of Schoolboy Life. By Edith C .

Kenyon.

Lads of Kingston (The). By James Capes Story.

Marigold . By L . T . Meade, Author of " Lady of the

Forest,” etc.

Minister's Money, The. By Eliza F . Pollard, Author
of “ True unto Death,” etc.

Nobly Planned . By M . B. Manwell, Author of
“ Mother's Boy,” etc.

Nature's Mighty Wonders. By Rev. Dr. Newton.

Nella ; or, NotMy Own. By Jessie Goldsmith Cooper.

Our Duty to Animals. By Mrs. C . Bray, Author of
“ Physiology for Schools," etc . Intended to teach the young kindness.

to animals . Cloth , Is . 6d. ; School Edition, is . 3d .

Raymond and Bertha : A Story of True Nobility . By

L . Phillips, Author of " Frank Burleigh ; or, Chosen to be a Soldier.” .

Rose Capel's Sacrifice ; or, A Mother's Love. ByMrs.

Haycraft, Author of “ Like a Little Candle,” “ Chine Cabin ,” etc .

Satisfied . By Catherine M . Trowbridge .

Sisters -in -Love. By Jessie M . E . Saxby, Author of

“ Dora Coyne,” « Sallie's Boy,” etc. Illustrated by W . Rainey, R .I.

Ted's Trust ; or, Aunt Elmerley 's Umbrella . By Jennie

Chappell, Author of" Whowas the Culprit? ” “ Losing and Finding."

Thomas Howard Gill: His Life and Work. By Eliza

F . Pollard , Author of “ Florence Nightingale,” etc.

Tamsin Rosewarne and Her Burdens : A Tale of

Cornish Life. By Nellie Cornwall.
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18 . each .

ONE SHILLING REWARD BOOKS.

Fully Illustrated. 96 pages. Crown 8vo. Cloth extra .

* The Farm by the Wood . By F . Scarlett Potter,

Author of “ Phil's Frolic," etc.

* His Majesty 's Beggars. By Mary E . Ropes, Author

of “ Bel's Baby,” etc.

Always Happy ; or, The Story of Helen Keller . By
Jennie Chappell, Author of " Ted's Trust."

Arthur Egerton 's Ordeal; or, God's Ways not Our

Ways. By the Author of" Ellerslie House,” etc.

Birdie and her Dog, and other Stories of Canine
Sagacity . By Miss Phillips.

Birdie's Benefits ; or, A Little Child Shall Lead Them .
By Ethel Ruth Boddy .

Band of Hope Companion ( The). A Hand-book for
Band of Hope Members : Biographical, Historical, Scientific , and

Anecdotal. By Alf. G . Glasspool.

Carol' s Gift ; or, “ What Time I am Afraid I will Trust in
Thee. " By Jennie Chappell, Author of “ Without a Thought,” etc .

Brave Bertie. By Edith Kenyon , Author of " Jack's
Heroism ," “ Hilda ; or, Life's Discipline," etc.

Children of Cherryholme (The). By M . S . Haycraft,
Author of " Like a Little Candle,” “ Chine Cabin,” etc.

Cared For ; or, The Orphan Wanderers . By Mrs . C . E .

Bowen, Author of “ Dick and his Donkey,” etc.

Chine Cabin . By Mrs. Haycraft, Author of " Red Dave,"
“ Little Mother," etc .

Dulcie Delight. By Jennie Chappell, Author of “ Her
Saddest Blessing," “ For Honour's Sake," etc.

Frank Burleigh ; or, Chosen to be a Soldier. By L .

Phillips.

Frank Spencer' s Rule of Life. By J. W . Kirton ,
Author of " Buy Your Own Cherries."

Grannie ' s Treasures, and How They Helped
Her. By L . E . Tiddeman .

Hazelbrake Hollow . By F . Scarlett Potter, Author of

“ Phil's Frolic,” etc. Illustrated by Harold Copping.

Harold ; or, Two Died for Me. By Laura A . Barter.

How a Farthing Made a Fortune ; or, “ Honesty is

the Best Policy .” By Mrs. C . E . Bowen.

Jack the Conqueror ; or, Difficulties Overcome. By the .

Author of " Dick and his Donkey."

Jemmy Lawson ; or, Beware of Crooked Ways. By E .
C . Kenyon, Author of " Jack's Heroism ."

Jenny' s Geranium ; or, The Prize Flower of a London
Court.
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1s , each (continued ).

SHILLING REWARD BOOKS (continued ).

Jim 's Discovery ; or, On the Edge of a Desert. By :
T . M . Browne, Author of " Dawson's Madge,” etc .

Little Bunch 's Charge ; or, True to Trust. By Nellie
Cornwall, Author of " Tamsin Rosewarne,” etc .

Losing and Finding ; or, The Moonstone Ring. By
Jennie Chappell, Author of " Who was the Culprit ? " etc .

Little Woodman and his Dog Cæsar ( The). By

Mrs. Sherwood.

Little Bugler (The) : A Tale of the American Civil War.
By GeorgeMunroe Royce. New Edition .

Lady Betty 's Twins . By E . M . Waterworth , Author of

“ Master Lionel," “ Twice Saved ," etc.

Marjory ; or, What Would Jesus do ? By Laura A . Barter,
Author of “ Harold ; or, Two Died for Me."

Marion and Augusta ; or, Love and Selfishness. By
Emma Leslie, Author of “ Ellerslie House," etc.

Mother's Chain (The) ; or, The Broken Link . By Emma

Marshall, Author of " Fine Gold ; or, Ravenswood Courtenay,” etc.

Nan ; or, The Power of Love. By Eliza F. Pollard , Author of
" Avíce," “ Hope Deferred ," etc.

Old Goggles ; or, The Brackenhurst Bairns' Mistake. By

- M . S . Haycraft, Author of " The Children of Cherryholme," etc.

Our Den . By E . M . Waterworth , Author of “ Master

Lionel, that Tiresome Child."

Raymond's Rival; or, which will Win ? By Jennie

Chappell, Author of “ Losing and Finding,” etc.

Ronald Kennedy ; or, A Domestic Difficulty. By Evelyn
Everett-Green , Author of " Everybody's Friend," etc.

Recitationsand Concerted Pieces for Bands ofHope,
Sunday Schools, etc. Compiled by James Weston .

Sweet Nancy. By L . T . Meade, Author of “ Scamp and
1," " A Band of Three," etc.

Twice Saved ; or, Somebody's Pet and Nobody's Darling.
By E . M . Waterworth , Author of “ Our Den ,” “ Master Lionel,” etc.

Temperance Stories for the Young. By T . S .

Arthur, Author of " Ten Nights in a Bar Room .”

Three Runaways. By F . Scarlett Potter, Author of
“ Phil's Frolic," “ Hazelbrake Hollow ,” etc.

Una Bruce 's Troubles. By Alice Price, Author of

“ Hamilton of King's," etc. Illustrated by Harold Copping.

Under the Blossom . By Margaret Haycraft, Author

of “ Like a Little Candle ; or, Bertrand's Influence , etc. )

Wait till it Blooms. By Jennie Chappell, Autnor of

“ Her Saddest Blessing,” etc .

Who was the Culprit ? By Jennie Chappell, Author
of “ Her Saddest Blessing," " The Man of the Family," etc.
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1s , each (continued ) .

POPULAR SHILLING SERIES.

Crown 8vo , wellprinted on good paper, and bound in attractive and

tasteful colouredpaper covers . Fully Illustrated .

By.

Louie's Married Life . By Living it Down . By Laura M.

Sarah Doudney.
Lane .

The Strait Gate.
Eaglehurst Towers. By Mrs.

Emma Marshall .

The Better Part.
Annie

Without a Thought. By

Mark Desborough's

Yon .
S. Her Saddest Blessing. S Chappell

Grandmother's Child , Swan. Fine Gold ; or , Ravenswood

and For Lucy's Sake.
Courtenay. By Emma Marshall .

The above can also be had in fancy cloth , price is. 6d .

OHEAP REPRINTS OF POPULAR STORIES FOR THE YOUNG ,

Crown 8vo . 160 pages. Illustrated . Cloth boards, 18. each ,

* Rag and Tag : A Plea for the Waifs and Strays of

Old England. By Mrs. E. J. Whittaker.

* Through Life's Shadows. By Eliza F. Pollard.

* Prue's Father ; or, Miss Prothisa's Promise. By Ethel

F. Heddle .

*The Little Princess of Tower Hill, By L. T ,

Meade,

* Clovie and Madge. By Mrs. G. S. Reaney,

*The Safe Compass and How it Points .

*The Best Things.

Ву

Dr. Newton

*Rays from the Sun.

Ellerslie House : A Book for Boys. By Emma Leslie.

Manchester House : A Tale of Two Apprentices.

By J. Capes Story.

Like a Little Candle ; or, Bertrand's Influence

By Mrs. Haycraft.

Violet Maitland ; or, By Thorny Ways. By Laura M. Lane.

Martin Redfern's Oath . By Ethel F. Heddle.

Dairyman's Daughter ( The). By Legh Richmond .
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1s , each (continued ).

PICTURE BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG ,

Fcaf. 4to. With Coloured Covers, and Full of Illustrations.

• Frolic and Fun : Pictures and Stories for Every One.

By Uncle Jack , Author of “ Follow the Drum ," etc. Four full.page

coloured and numerous other Illustrations.

* Merry Playmates : Pictures and Stories for Little

Folks. By C. D. N. , Author of “ Brightness and Beauty," etc.

Four full- page colouredand numerous other Illustrations.

Follow the Drum : Pictures and Stories for Cheerful and

Glum . By Uncle Jack, Author of “ Bright Beamsand Happy Scenes, "

etc. Four full -page coloured and numerous other illustrations.

off and Away : Pictures and Stories for Grave and Gay.

By C. D. M., Author of “ Brightness and Beauty," etc. Four full -page

coloured , and numerous other Illustrations.

Bible Pictures and Stories. Old Testament. By D. J. D.,

Author of “ Pets Abroad," etc. With Forty -four full- page Illustrations,

Coloured paper boards, Is . ; cloth gilt, is. 6d .

Bible Pictures and Stories. New Testament. By

James Weston and D. J. D. With Forty-five beautiful full.page

Illustrations by W. J. Webb, Sir John Gilbert, and others. New

Edition . Fcap. 4to . Illustrated boards, Is . ; cloth, extra, is . 6d .

Bright Beams and Happy Scenes : A Picture

Book for Little Folk. By J. D. Four full -page coloured and numerous

other Illustrations. Coloured paper cover, 1s. ; cloth , is. 6d.

Holiday Hours in Animal Land . (New Series.)

By Uncle Harry: Four full.page coloured and numerous other

Ilustrations. Coloured paper cover, is ; cloth , is 6d .

Merry Moments. A Picture Book for Lads and Lasses,

By C.D. M. Four full -page coloured and many other Illustrations.

Coloured paper cover, is .; cloth , 1s . 6d .

BOOKS BY REV . DR . NEWTON .

New and Cheap Edition . 160 pages. Crown 8vo. Prettily bound in

cloth boards, is, each .

Bible Jewels. 1 Bible Wonders.

Rills from the Fountain of Life.

The Giants, and How to Fight Them .

Specially suitablefor Sunday School Libraries and Rewards.

Cicely's Little Minute. By Harvey Gobel. Long 8vo .

Illustrated Title Page. Cloth extra. is. nett.
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1s, each (continued ).

* The Master's Gifts to Women . By Mrs. Charlotte

Skinner. Small 8vo. 112 pages. Cloth .

* The Master 's Messages to Women . By Mrs.

Charlotte Skinner . (Uniform with the above.)

* Some Secrets of Christian Living. Selections

from the “ Seven Rules " Series of Booklets. Small 8vo, cloth

boards.
Brave and True Talks to Young Men. By Thain

Davidson, D .D . Small Crown 8vo. Cloth .

Daybreak in the Soul. By the Rev. E . W . Moore,

M . A ., Author of “ The Overcoming Life.” Imperial 32mo.

144 pages. Cloth .
My Guest Chamber ; or, For the Master's Use. By

Sophia M . Nugent. Imperial 32mo. 144 pages. Cloth .

Steps to the Blessed Life. Selections from the

“ Seven Rules " Series of Booklets. By Rev. F . B . Meyer, B . A .

Small Crown 8vo, cloth boards.

Thoroughness : Talks to Young Men . By Thain

Davidson , D . D . Small Crown 8vo. Cloth extra .

Women of the Bible. (Old Testament). By Etty

Woosnam . Third Edition. Royal 16mo. Cloth .

Women of the Bible. (New Testament.) By the

same Author. Royal 16mo. Cloth .

9d . each .

NINEPENNY SERIES OF ILLUSTRATED BOOKS.

96 pages. Small Crown 8vo. Illustrated . Handsome Cloth Covers.

* The Babes in the Basket ; or, Daph and Her

Charge.

*How Paul's Penny Became a Pound. By Mrs.

Bowen , Author of “ Dick and his Donkey."
* How Peter's Pound Became a Penny. By the

same Author,

Paul, A Little Mediator. By Maude M . Butler.

A Flight with the Swallows. By Emma Marshall.

Boy 's Friendship ( A ). By Jesse Page.

Bel' s Baby. By Mary E . Ropes.
Benjamin Holt's Boys, and What They Did for

Him . By the Author of " A Candle Lighted by the Lord ."

Ben 's Boyhood . By the Author of " Jack the Conqueror."

Ben Owen : A Lancashire Story. By Jennie Perrett.

Cousin Bessie : A Story of Youthful Earnestness. By

Clara Lucas Balfour.

Dawson ' s Madge ; or, The Poacher's Daughter. By T .

M . Browne, Author of " TheMusgrove Ranch," etc.

Five Cousins ( The) . By Emma Leslie .
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9d. each (continued ).

Foolish Chrissy ; or, Discontent and its Consequences. By

Meta, Author of" Noel's Lesson ,” etc.

For Lucy 's Sake. By Annie S . Swan.

Giddie Garland ; or, The Three Mirrors. By Jennie

Chappell.

Grandmother's Child . By Annie S . Swan .

Jean Jacques : A Story of the Franco- Prussian War. By
Isabel Lawford .

John Oriel's Start in Life. By Mary Howitt.

Little Mother, By Margaret Haycraft.

Left with a Trust. By Nellie Hellis.

Letty ; or, The Father of the Fatherless. By H . Clement,

Author of " Elsie's Fairy Bells."

Love's Golden Key ; or, The Witch of Berryton . By

Mary E . Lester.

Master Lionel, that Tiresome Child . By E . M .
Waterworth .

Man of the Family (The). By Jennie Chappell.

Mattie's Home; or, The Little Match-girland her Friends

Sailor's Lass ( A ). By Emma Leslie.

6d . each.

NEW SERIES OF SIXPENNY PICTURE -BOOK8.

Crown quarto. Fully Illustrated . Handsomely bound in paper .boards,

with design printed in Eight colours.

*Sweet Stories Retold . A Bible Picture-Book for

Young Folks.

* After School.

* Doggies' Doings and Pussie's Wooings.

Under the Umbrella , Pictures and Stories for Rainy Days.

Rosie Dimple's Pictures and Stories for Tiny

Folk . un

Playful Pussies' Book of Pictures and Stories.

Little Snowdrop's Bible Picture-Book .

This New Series of Picture Books sur.passes, it excellence of illustration

and careful printing, all others at the price
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6d , each (continued).

THE “ RED DAVE ” SERIES.

New and Enlarged Edition, with Coloured Frontispieces. Hand
somely bound in cloth boards.

Mother's Boy. By M .B.Manwell. | Snowdrops ; or, Life from the
A Great Mistake. By Jennie Dead .

Chappell. Dick and his Donkey ; or, How
From Hand to Hand. By C . t , Pay theRent.

J. Hamilton . Herbert's First Year atBram
That Boy Bob . By Jesse Page. ford .

Lost in the Snow ; or, The
Buy Your Own Cherries. By Kentish Fisherman .

J. W . Kirton . The Pearly Gates.

Owen's Fortune. By Mrs. F. Jessie Dyson
West.

Only Milly ; or, A Child's King.
Maude's Visit to Sandybeach ,

Friendless Bob,and other Stories.dom .

Shad 's Christmas Gift. ComeHome, Mother .

Greycliffe Abbey. Sybil and her Live Snowball.

Red Dave ; or, What Wilt Thou Only a Bunch of Cherries.

have Meto do ? Daybreak .

Harry 's Monkey : How it Helped Bright Ben : The Story of a
the Missionaries. Mother's Boy .

THE MARIGOLD SERIES .

An entirely new and unequalled series of standard stories, printed on

good laid paper . Imperial 8vo. 128 pages. Illustrated covers with

vignetted design printed in EIGHT COLOURS. Price 6D, cach , NETT,

Pride and Prejudice. By | The Wide,Wide World. BySUSAN WARNER .JANE AUSTEN .

From Jest to Earnest. By E .

P . Roe.

4d . each ,

THE TINY LIBRARY.

Books printed in large type. Cloth.

Little Chrissie, and other Stories. | The Broken Window .
Harry Carlton's Holiday. John Madge's Cure

A Little Loss and a Big Selfishness.

Find. The Pedlar's Loan .

What a Little Cripple Did . Letty Young's Trials.

Bobby. Brave Boys.

Matty and Tom . Little Jem ,the RagMerchant

for
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4d, each (continued).

NEW FOURPENNY SERIES

of Cloth -bound Books for the Young. With Coloured Frontispieces .

64 pages. Well Illustrated . Handsome Cloth Covers.

Poppy ; or, School Days at The Crab's Umbrella .
Saint Bride's. Sunnyside Cottage.

Carrie and the Cobbler. Those Barrington Boys.
Dandy Jim . Two Lilies.
A Troublesome Trio . The Little Woodman and
Perry's Pilgrimage . His Dog Cæsar .

Nita ; or, Among the Brigands. | Robert's Trust.

GHEAP " PANSY " SERIES ,

Imperial 8vo. 64 pages. Many Illustrations. Cover printed in
Five Colours.

* Miss Priscilla Hunter and 1 An Endless Chain .
other Stories. Echoing and Re- echoing.

* Wild Bryonie. Cunning Workmen .
Avice. " A Story of Imperial Tip Lewis and His Lamp.
Rome. The King 's Daughter.

A Young Girl' s Wooing. Wise and Otherwise. S

Spun From Fact . Household Puzzles. I
A Sevenfold Trouble. The Randolphs. S
From Different Standpoints. Mrs. Solomon Smith Looking
Those Boys.
Christie' s Christmas. Links in Rebecca ' s Life.
Wise to Win ; or, The Master Three People.

Hand. Interrupted .
Four Girls at Chautauqua. The Pocket Measure.

The Chautauqua Girls at / Little Fishers and their Nets
Home. A New Graft on the Family

Ruth Erskine's Crosses. Tree.

Ester Ried . The Man of the House.
Julia Ried .

Ester Ried yet Speaking. I

On .

3d , each .

THE PRETTY " GIFT-BOOK " SERIES ,

With Coloured Frontispiece, and Illustrations on every page. Paper
boards, Covers printed in Five Colours and Varnished, 3d. ; cloth

boards, 4d . each .

My Pretty Picture Book . Pretty Bible Stories.

Birdie' s Picture Book . Baby's Bible Picture Book .
Baby's Delight. Ethel's Keepsake.
Mamma's Pretty Stories. Out of School.
Tiny Tot' s Treasures. Pictures for Laughing Eyes.
Papa ' s Present. Cheerful and Happy.
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ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY PERIODICALS.

ONE PENNY MONTHLY.

THE BRITISH WORKMAN.

An Illustrated Paper containing brightly-written Articles and Stories on
Religion , Temperance, and Thrift, short Biographical Sketches of Seli-made
Men , etc.

The Yearly Volume, with Coloured paper boards, cloth back , and fuil of
Engravings, Is. 6d . each ; cloth , 25 . 6d .

One HALFPENNY MONTHLY .

THE BAND OF HOPE REVIEW .
The Leading Temperance Periodical for the Young, containing Serial and

Short Stories, Concerted Recitations, Prize Competitions, etc.

The Yearly Volume, with Coloured Cover and full of Engravings, cloth
back, is. ; cloth gilt, 2s . each .

ONE PENNY MONTHLY.

THE CHILDREN ' S FRIEND .
The Oldest and Best Magazine for Children . Excellent Serial and Short

Stories, Prize Competitions, Puzzles, Music, etc. A charming Presentation Plate,
in colours , is given away with the January number ,

The Yearly Volume, Coloured paper boards, cloth back , Is . 6d . ; cloth , 28 . ;

gilt edges, 28 . 6d .

ONE PENNY MONTHLY.

THE INFANTS' MAGAZINE.
Full of charming Pictures and pleasant Rhymes to delight the little ones.

Printed in large type. A splendid Coloured Presentation Plate given away with
the January number.

The Yearly Volume, in Coloured paper boards, cloth back, is . 6d.; cloth ,
25. ; gilt edges, 25. 6d .

ONE PENNY MONTHLY.
THE FAMILY FRIEND and MOTHERS' COMPANION .

A beautifully Illustrated Magazine for the Home Circle , containing Serial and

Short Stories by the leading writers of the day. Also crisply written Articles on
popular subjects, Notes on Dressmaking, etc .

The Yearly Volume, with numerous Engravings, Coloured paper boards,
cloth back , Is. 6d . ; cloth , 2s . ; gilt edges, 2s . 6d.

ONE PENNY MONTHLY.

THE FRIENDLY VISITOR .
AN ILLUSTRATED GOSPEL MAGAZINE FOR THE PEOPLE.

Contains striking Gospel Stories and Articles , in large type, beautifully
illustrated . An invaluable help to District Visitors, Mission Workers, etc .

The Yearly Volume, Coloured Cover, cloth back , IS. 6d . ; cloth , 25. ; gilt

edges, 25 . 60 .

8 & 9, PATERNOSTER ROW , E .C .
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